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WHY
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION?

/' 7
-Within the past fifty years, the United States has

become a predominpntly urban nation, both in though and
in physical character:-Large and middle -sized communities,
many' within complex urban regions, have evolved where
over seventy per cent of this country's population resides
on one and_ one-half per edit of the nation's land surface.

ir By 1980, eight out of ten Americans will probably live in
an urban environment. Consequently, the independent
rural-oriented living that once characterized-this country's
social and political heritage is no longer a dominating
infhienceiwthe lives of most Americans. . ,

In
-\

rural, surroundings, direct daily contact with the'basic
/natural resources was prisValent, especially within man's
immediate environment. As man became prbgessively

urbanized, his intimate association and interaation, with
natural resources diminished and, with it his awareness I
his dependenty on 'them. Yet, it is imperative that man,
wherever he lives, comprehend that his welfare is dependent
upon the "proper", management and use of these resourcei.

_Man should also have an awareness and understanding of
his community and its associated problems. Our
communities are tieing plagued with problems such as: lack
df comprehensive environmental planning; indiscriminate'
use of pesticides; community blight; air and water
pollution; traffic congestion.; and th\e lack of institutional
arrangements needed .,,t to' cope effectively with
environmental problems. While these, problems are

legitimate concerns of community governmental offiials
and planners, the responsibility-for their solution restsi to a
large extent, with citizens. i

To an increasing extent citizens are being asked to `make
decisions that affect (directly and indirectly) their
environment. Specifically, -4itizens make these decisiOns as
they cast votes on community issues; as they elect
representatives to policy-making bodies; as they diieptly act
upon the environment itself, Citizens can be effeave in
influencing sound policy in other ways. They an ask
infolilled questions, at the proper time,af the right people.
They can serve on advisory and policy-making corrimittees.
They can support sound legislation directed at resolving
environmental problems. To perform thele tasks

effectively, it is vital that the citizenry be 'knowledgeable
concerning their biophysical environment and 4ssociated
problems, aware of how they{ can help solVe these problems,
and motivated to work toward effective solutions4

Most current programs in conservation edu ation are
oriented primarily to basic resources; they do no focus on
the community environment and its associated problems.
Furthermore, few programs emphasize the r e of the
citizen in working, both individually and . Ilectively,
toward the solution of problems that affect our ell being.

1 -
There is a vital -need for an educational aPpro t
effectively ,educates man regarding his relationshkt
total environment. 1

The Supreme Court, decision regarding the one
one-vcrte concept, that has enabled the ,increasing u
majority to acquire greater powers in decision- making,
makes it imperative that programs developed for urtianitel,
be designed with-them in mind. It is important to Mist. ,
each individual, whether urbanite ,or-luralite, to obtairi ifs
fuller understanding of the environment, problems tiii,eftt''
confront it, the interrelationship between the comm

f

and surrounding land, and opportunities for the individti
to be effective in working toward the solttion of
environmental problems.

-r

. This new approach, designed to reach citizens of all-13
ages, it called-"environmental education." We define !fin
this *way. t'L ' f

, .

Environmental educallort. is aimed at producing
citzenry that is knowledgeable concerning the biophysical-V"
environment and its assodated problems, aware of how 14: ",'
help solve these problems, and motivated to work toward
their solution.

The major objectives of environmental education are 44:
help indikiduals acquire: 4i 1

:0-

1. A clear understanding that man is an inseparable part of *
a system, consisting of man, culture, and the biophysicar

vironment, and that man has the ability to alter the
int rrelationships of this sysfem.

The principal feature of the philosophy of
environmental education is that man is an
intregel part of a system from which he
cannot be separate* Specifically, this
system consists of three components, man,

:culture, and the biophysical environment.
Culture, in this ' context; inCorporates

organizational strategies, technological
processes, and social arrangements
(political, legal, managerial, educational,
etc.) through which man interacts with the,
bio8hysical environment. The biophysical
environment designates both the natural
and man-made components of the
environment.

1141

J

r;.

1

til

The fundamental relationship between the
integral parts of the system is tnan's
interaction through culture on the
biophysical- environment 'to produce or
obtain the goods and services that .he
needs.
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Within- the system, man has the ability
either to fuenvhen, weaken, or maintain
the in.- -coa-,onships, between the

system's major components. The ultimate
goal of environmental education Is the
development and maintenance of a high,
quality'. 'system in which man. interacts
through culture -on' the biophysical,_

environment to'idvance human welfale

2. A broad understanding of the biophysical environment,
both natural and man-made, and its role in contemporary

-society.

,\

.

The 'existence of- any civilization is

dependent upon man's use of natural
resources. Resources are defined as those

e

parts of the biophysical environment
which are' appraised by min as being
immediately or potentially seful to him.

I ..

A basic understanding of atural resources 7?
ideally includes the -characteristics,

ott:idistribution, status, in rrelationships, and

their present and p ntial uses, Natural
resources serve man in many ways,
whether in a rotatively undistrubed

condition or in the highly altered

utilitarian forms of the man-made

biophysical environment. A 'strong.
understanding ef how thpse resources are
used requires knowledge of the social,

/N. political, economic, technological
processes, institutional arrangements, and
aesthetic considerations which govern

their utilization.

The man-made component of the

biophysical environment results from
man's use of natural resources. An

-understanding of this aspect is also

silo n t it should ,ideally include
familiarity with urban and rural 'design,
including transportation systems, spatial
patterns of development, and aesthetic
qUalities which have smajor impact onthe
functioning of f ociity . Fundamental 'to
these understandings should be tie
realizatidn' that the development of the
man-made environment should strive for a.
high quality system whibh improves
human welfare in relation to the natural
environment.

The University of Michigan
School of Natural Resources

3. A fundamental understanding of the biophysical

environmental 'problems confronting man, how these
problems can be solved, and the responsibility of citizens
and government to work toward their solution.

Biophysical invironrentai problems result from the
interactions between man, culture and he
biophysical environment. Pollution, the inefficient
utilization and management of natural resources, the
indiscriminate use elf pesticides, urban blight, and
transportation congestion are just a f w biophysical
environmental problems. These prob ms, caused by
a complex set of biological, physical and social,
factors, affect the total environmental system.

Citizens need to understand how to work toward
solutions of biophysical environmental' problems
through laws, public policies, planning, .resource

management, research, technolpgical developments,
and institutional arrangements./

Citizens should .realize that the responsibility for
solutions to these problems belongs to them and the
governrrienu which represent them.

4. Attitudes of concern fof the quality of the,biophysiCal
environment which will motivate citizens to participate4
biophysical environmental problem-solving.

-;

Tpe word "attitude" used in this context implies
more than simplt the knowledge of a body of
factual information.

Instead, it implies a combination of factual
knowledge and motivating emotional concern which
result in, a tendency to act. Further, it is understood,
that clusters of attitudes about simjlar environmental
conditions wilk-motivate individuals to express, theii
attitudes.

Therefore, for environmental education to achieve
its greatest impact, it must: (1) provide factual
information which will lead to an understanding of
the total biophysical environment; (2) deielop a
concern for environmental quality which will

motivate. citizens to work toward solutions to
biophysical environmental problems; end (3).inform
citizenses to how they can play an effective role in
achieving the goals derived from their attitudes.
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Used in the Higher Level Thinking Ability Course - as
interpretation from educational Psychology, Cronbach Harcourt Brace &
World 1963.
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Tbis-chart shows'the retention rate of different categories of rearning. In

small groups discuss and answer the following questions.

What does this Chart say about the retention_of learning?

are the implications seof this chart to the way we plan\learning

experiences?
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SAFETY IN A NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
,

Prior to going into 'study grass:
,

. ,

1. Discuss fire preventionAth group:

s

a. Safe smoking. Stop other activities; break matches; clear small
area to mineral soil and grind cigirette butts and pipe heeled
into cold soil.

.

b. Playfng with matches. Children younger than 12 are especially
.hazardous with matches.

.

c. Building caR0 fires or warming fires. Start fires in cleared
. areas only, under safe weather conditions. Extinguish fires by

water and, dirt with coals of the.fii6 uxtil the mixture
is c d to the'touch% Use-extra care in extinguishing charcoal.

Ke ng vehicles on roads or trails. Dry grass or needles can.
be ted by vehicle exhausts. c\

2: Know the location of the dearest telephone or Ramger,Statiod to
report,a fire or'any edergency. Use extreme care with fire in
buildings - firs department not nearby.

- 3. have at least a shovel and water bucket available in case of fire;
know location of water,

4. Other+fetv considerations

a. Proper clothing, e.g.; boots'and coats.
b. First aid kit; if in snake country, snakebite kit.
cl Matches, always in waterproof container.
d, Pocketknife.
S. Extrs foo4 supply
f. Itinerary of travel and hou r of return.'

',Emergencies

a.. If lost, keep calm - conserve you r strength; slaw sheltgre
spot and prepare. camp and firewood before dark.;

b. Avoid-poison plants, insects, snakes, and wild animals,

t

a II

c. Avoid climbing on cliffs or-entering caves or old mane s

.d, liOtning storms! Dp.aot sit,or stand under largetrze
on ridge tops.

6

,it
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INVESTIGATING YOUR cNVIRONMENT SERIES

Living in an environment beComes a little easier.if vs understand
0 mhat'aakes up that enviionrcent and how our actions affect it. Tho,,pro-

camas and techniques contained in these lesson plans will enable people
to actively examine-different tbronents of the environment and help rhea,
to understand.the rellationships along these components. .

The lavesilgatiOns encourage participants to observe 'their surround-
, -4

Sad co collect, record', and interpret data._ Pacts aid 'figures *Ts
collected as a means towatd,gaining a dapper underslanding, not as an end

id themselvii. The questions add discussions are designed to eliit
sum response and involveient from the participants and to, eliminate
',lecturing and "shOw-mad-tell" activities. Each lest* plan provides a
frasnwork'w1thin which euccesding'activities and disCossions build on what
has gonvbefore, le4ding the participants tó an understanding of undress-
mental relationshipi.44nowledge of this* re4ationships provides the
basis for better comprthension of environmental problems and their

possiblelolutiobs. .

1

The various processes and tachniques can be used to investigate many

aspects of the environment. However, some chtinges fa specific activities

nmay be necessary when applying these lesson plans in different location?

or situations. Ar . -

1

*

'Each lesson plan has six components:

1
4

1. Suggestions for "setting the stage";

2.- Individual-or group activities;

3.

4.

Task cards for someattrvitits; -

Charts and tables to'be used in oats intitprotation;

S. Suggested questions, discussions, and suimaries:

. 6' A statement of anticipated behavioral outcomes.

The following activitsequonce patterns are examples of those found

in the lesson plans:

4. Pre-investigation disfussion-problem statement-data collection

and reoording -interpnetstion-post -activity diecpssion-suMmary -.applications.

2. Zroblem statement-data collection 'and recordfng-interpretation-

. alternative'solutionsimplications-appltcations.
-3. Problem or situation statement-target group identification -

role playing-interpretation-alternative solutioni-impltcations-
applications.

.

. .

Discussion qUditions, as shown inlhe lesson plans are desighed for

,
each person to contribute to the group's interpretation, understanding and
sudarizacioA of the subject being investigated.: Many of the activity
sequences will'encourage additional questions and discussion.

The concluding discusely period is tine of char:most important patts

of each investigation. It is designed to:
.

1. Enable each particfpant.to develop her or his own thoughts re-
gardin; the techniques experienced'and how'thesimay be applied.

/. Provide opportunities to discuss the implications-or various
menegiment practices on a paticuler environment,

4.

Investigating Your Environment Series
U. S. Forest Service '

Denver, Colorado -- 197S

1*
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'Implementing An Investigation

4.
The lesion-plans are' self -explanatory. However, there are some

8. . aspects.of the overall pjocess which neen to be emphasized.

._ i

,
Preparing.for an Investigation W sr '

..
. ..

A.. 7 - .
1. Select the site and "dry-run" the investigat4pn on the site.

' 2. Plan and pace the session so that eachsctivily can be none well.

3-. Use the lesson plan as a guide, especially for the questioning
and the discussion periods. Once the plan has beebme familiar do_not hesi-
tate to revise it as necessary., ,

4. If there will not be enoughtime tb do,an entire investigation,
decide in advance which activities should be omitted.: Do not become trap-
ped into moving lo quickly that thedata if provided the participants rather g
thaallowing them to' collect it. . .

5. ?Make sure that there is enough.equipmele and that it is in working
.

6 1order. '

E ;

g, e,
-Beginning-e Investigation

1. Set tne steep for wn will happen during the session. Refer to the

introductory paragiaph.inh ch lesson. .

..
ss.

2. Before leaving r the study area, have the participants discuss v
what effects the investigation itself may have on the environment and possible

hazards which pay be encountered. .

L.
3. 'Arrange for checking out aqd returning the equipment. Usually

it is best to. have one or more participants do this.

.
. ._ .

.

..

During, the Investigatibn
1

1. Be sure to tive clear directions. Do not be reluctant to read

or write directions. Experience has shown'that ad libbinik instructions

often changes and confuses thd meaning.
2. --Listen to what the participants say and accept all their contribution &.

3: Refocus on the original Agestion if the d4cussion goes off on a
tangent.

4. Allow adequate time for the final summary and discussion. It

may take as much as one-half hour. This discusssion ls'extrememly important
because it concentrates on the application of what was learned during the
investigation.

5. When appropriate, discuss -how the investigation can be used in
classiooms or on schoolgrounds, and especially how environmental studies
can bi.ingegrated into various subject areas in the school curriculum.

Csfsider using the summary discussion as an evaluation tool.
.

Finally \\

Constantly be alert for opportunities to expand, adapt; and improve
subsequent investigationi.

\
.

The ideas and activities pretented in these teaching materials will
' "come to life" only 'as yeti try them, modify them, and improve them to fit
.,your awn needs, style, and.situation:

f All of these materials are for public use
without prior permission.

y be reproduced

The plans were developed with the assistan Ceducators, students,
and'resource-agency people. They have been successfully field -tted at .

environmental education workihops throughout the country.
,

8
2
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LE SON PLAN FOR A PikCESS AND PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH TO LEARN
.1 t

In this-Session' we-are concerned with t ques, and /Accesses of invqiving p ple

.
w

e i
, (

in problem-solving activities. the succe qxf.these.activities will be mea .by

the app4cation of group interaction.and p blem-solving sk41-to the enviionm tal

tOvestigation that we do later. t.

'' 4

We are concerned, then, about haw to transfer the process Of,involving people in '

endironmenial investigations.
.

&
.

.
. .

Since a lot of obr work this week will be,working'in small group problem-solving . .

sessions, we want to start by involvingjouin a.problem-solving exercise.

I. SOLVING APROBLEM TEPOUGH GROUP INTERACTION

Questions and Discussion:

*Ask -if anyone has played the "6. Bits" probly-Solving activity. If ,so., get than

aiide and ask then to be Observets. Tell 'them: as someone who has been tflitugh

Ile process observe when.group'biens to work togethei and why.
1. 'Have audience arrange themselves in group of,six, or have chairs grouped

that wly ahe'd of. time.

Z. Pass odt.the "6 bits of problem, one bit of informatibn.to each

person (use problem on page 1), .

'3. Tell audience that theteris a problem to solve, they can tell their group
what 'son their. paper but theremust not shoW it to others.

.)

4.. As the .problem - solving session progresses: .

a. *5-8 minutes into problem write on the board - 'Trust 0

b. 8-12 minutes intoproblem write - Visual Display.

C. 12-15 minutes into problem write - Matrix

d. Say--"If.the words above ai4 the magic easel paper just

passed out.to-yoll can 'help your group-solve the problem, please use

them."

TASK A: Identify and solve the problem'n the "6 Bits" activity.,

e

Questions and Discussion (After all groups have finished):

1. .What kept you fnam solving the problem to begin with?
2. What helped you to solve the problem later?

3. What were some characteristicof,this problem-solving exercise? (List

.comments from group and discpss.)

*4. Ask for ciments from any observers - what went on in the groups? When did

theywstart working as a group?

Investigating Your EnvironmentSeries
U. S. Forest Service

Denver) Colorado

9
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C. The people who developed the probleM-solving exercise feel that it contains
elements of involvellentthat most, all groups go through; it also illustrates
the way grdups work together on.comMon problems. . N

They hypothesized
problem-
Made rip

a.

b.

)

c.

_
that the fancying

solving exercise: -(Wrile
with each item listed.)1

TRUST (will'develop). Mist

things would take place during the
each item on the board,'or havela chart

1trust that-thstructor gave you a
-°

trust each other.

take.place)
listening - really without cawing too

offered has no relevance-at that ti,me.
,

place).
.

more meaningful-, Data means something)
and'say, "Say ,that again!"

,solvable problem.
Must

RITUALISTIC LISTENING (Will

.
This is a kind of polite

, much, because the data

REAL LIS'T'ENING (will Zakt

When statements.become
When people interrupt

i .,QUESTIQN: When in your group d' you change from ritualistic-
listpningto real li tening?

/ .

. . .
,

When real listening occurs, two things will change; .

Vision Participants will begin to vision the listening
by...really looking at other people` ,.. ,

A

1 ,

w ...constructing a.Visual,Display (writing data-in

- to
a common place) )

- . helps make infejences ., - =

don't have to listen to everything (
.

Space - Space factors will ckange ,,.
. -people will.usually move clasertogeiher

. people will sometimes change placed, or move
around the table. . 4

Noise - Noise level gdes up when groups start working-togethtr.'

,
. ,

--S, Using this type of activity at the beginning of,a
fe.....

sessiorris important for these
reasons. We used it assn ice breaker. . _

- 1 :t-

.

1 ,

a.' The problem could notb9/solVed without the contribUtiof of each persorin .

the group.
b. People feel more committed to a session if they cencribute by Saying something

1

the earlier the better. I.

c. It's easier to talk to each other in a small group than tetalk to one
instructor in front of a large group.

d. This tArcise illustrates that each person in a -Stuf,ip brin6 information and,
skills that can be used by the entire group to solve common problems. THI
PIECES OF PAPER REPRESENTED THE INFORMATION AND SKILLS -THAT EACH OF4YOU BROUGHT
TO THE GROUP.

6. We will be concerned in this workshop witirproviding ways for etch person to
contribute'knowledge, information, and skills to th, solving of'commbn problems;
the content and activity itself are not always most important wht is important
is the idea that you can-use different techniques to get' people talking to each
other anecontributing as a-group.

7. NONE OF US IS AS SMART AS ALL OF US. (p0<inting this on the board during-the'
problem solving exercise.) ,



`II. OBSERVINGAND CLASSIFYING TREE LEAVES

Questions and Discussion 0 ,.
* . t.'

Let's transfer some of the problem solving appro4ches to another activity.
F(Distribute 6 different tree specimens (a different-one to each person in the
group). Read instructions.

.

1. Look at your own leaf specimen for 1-2 minutes and look for it'.5
observable characteristics. A

2. Now each person share what they observed, about the characteristics of
their sample with other members of the group..

3. Each group put all-of She leaf specimens into 2 piles based on the
-majQr likenesses and differences of their leaf characteristics. ,Write
down the criteria or reason Nati used to do-it.

- 4'. AA each group to tell the reasons used as you list on the board. Point :00,,

out that some groups used different starting point's.
ti

. .

40'

5. Your next task 's for

does dichotomous mean?
td illustTatp)

(Give eh groUp a
group to construct

.) , .

each group to construct a dichotomous key.' What
(You' nay want -to' draw a sample kg on the board

piece of paRer and felt pen. Tell each
their key so everyone can see,,it.)

, L

,TASK B Construct ,a dichotomous key using your own criteria or starting -

point for putting. the samples into 2piles. Divide eadh pile into 2 more

f4

piles ofsamples based on.the.major liken es -and' differences of their
leaf characteristics. Continue dividing p les until-you only have one,
specimen left in each pile. (This is one way'to Make a key - you may'want
to .use another way.)

t ,

CRITERIA

CRITERIA

0.
cRitima

?TREE SAMPLES. -

CRITERIA ROR DIFFERENCES IN PILES

Y

C>
CRITERIA

4-

CRITERIA CR1 E8t:It

%

e.g.

SAMPLES

03,ITERIA

CRITERIA

1
CRITERIA

CRITERIA

A

4.

- .5

3

1

4
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CAT4n ABOUT '"THE TREE SPtCIMENS,

Ar'
te.

'TASK C

Now that you'
the words in

S
r '

0 .
, ",

\ .
-,--

have finishedsyour key, as a,grpup:' ,Select one sample and using
the,key'that describe thwt,SaMplei.write a Tescription'of-it in

-s
,

'.. ,.. . . -,

. . ,,.. t
. ,!,-,

.t.

task on newsprint so eyerfoTie7-caiisee:)./

sentence form

(Frint'thit.

1

.

Questions and Discussion. -(After most or all have'finiPed cqnstructing their
AdjuSt this section to fit needs and badkgrOlimd4of audience.

1.
v-

Have each group read their de5cripticin; and have the othw groups select-,
and hold up the sample they think is being-described; -.have the members of
the group that read their descriPtion,check the other groups to see if phey
selectedthe right sample or not.. (Yciia may have to ask people to hurry so

as not to drag out this part. /t is important, though, for each group to

read, their description.) Askeach group how well the Other groups selected.
the right specimen..

2. After #1 say: I noticed that fiot,all'grouplIselects the'sample.befhg
described and that hot all pups started at the same point. qi/f we_aismni
we have as many different Zneties in this-room as `groups, with-our own-
way'of. working as 'a group,"and each with our own.language;) then how could
we use this classification activity to °increase \nd improve the communication

between tociety? .(Committee - common vocabulary, etc.)

3.. Aat.elie:can we do with,this-key now that We've bu*l.t` it? 'Discuss gr9ups

suggestion:- eg
a. Demonstrate ability to use the key by adding a new .tree sample. See

if it fit* into your4ey. Yes --no - why.
b.. Describe the different-et-between your key and another One. (Change keys

with the group next to.you., See if you can match-up the samples and'
-

then` coerce the 2 keys - yours 'and theirs.) - ti
c. Take the key outside and use it to find trees where they are growing.

(This is secdrity'for teacher and student - the stude4t builds a tool /

and skill in the clagsroom and gets to use that tool and skill in-the
outdoor classroom; the teacher doesn't need,to.know the 'names of trees--
to provide a'meaningful learnirig experience,for the itudenW,

. 4. Do you know more about the specimens now than when we started? We haven't
even talked about names of these trees yet. 'Naves may not be important to
begin with. This classification problem allows,us to'..become familiar with

'another
characteristics of the specimens. Now we are ready to,*

another written or picture tree key to associate our descriptions with` 0
others and to find'a name that society has labeled the tree.
(Use b8oks like Trees to Know in.Colorado and Wytiming)

5, How could we use this key to improve communication between the groups?,

-
I

4 12
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IV DESCRIBING CURRICULUM RELAIVONSHIPI4IT44EE PARTS

TASK Q'

. ,

.deicritie other part$ of.treeswe can tlastifY, list curricular
..freas.ip which that part Of the tree Could be used, and describe.

, in what Ways. .

PART QF:TREE - JCURRIGULAR AEA USED
So.t'etc.

.1
art .

-.eg. Bark

-

x

Construct mosiac.
Classify different
textures, compare
*texture; patterns
and designs.o
different kinds of
-bark

- (This is an important task fOr edutators. Could be modified, Ver-
balized, or eliminated depending ontimeconstraints.) .

-We.can use classification as-a-process to learning sorting or
grouping-,-no-matter wba* our occupation and in our everyday, lives.

.

r
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. ickiestions and. Discussion . - #

Ar- .
. .

.

.1:14iany people feel that classifying is str-ictly\a science process, ands can't -.,

or shouldn't be used in other subjects. We have just disprOved that theory
) by showing we use the processes continuously, in order' to- learn more about

things.

2. What other'things in the environment can we .classg

_

? (eg. shoes, people,
.

. . .

rocks, communities, ,animals, etc.).

V. DESCRIBIlt VALUES AND PROCESSES

1. ascribe, the values of classifying 'things in the environmeht.
.

TASK E (10,bihutes)

1; aesoribe the values-of classifii4things in the-nvironment. Work by'

yourself. or in pairs.

4

2. Give an example, of .using classifying as)a

S

tool in environmental 6anageinent.

a.

e

What are some values you've come up with?

'Examples: Because of group interaction.ym.f,often look at things in a different

way. It simplifies our informatidn gathering; facilrtates retention of owledge;

useful for previous history orJuture predictions; we each fooked at it from.our
''own fray of reference.)

J

6 1.4



.. 2. Mark the'prOcets we used in this activity and give an
example of how they-were use.,

4

2

TASK F (15 minutes)

Mark the proceises used in this activity and-giveian examp le of
hoWthey were used. '(Discuss in small group or la'rge group.),

Process ,

observing

classifying

measuring

predicting .

'inferring

communibating:
*11

formulating hypothesis

experiminiing

interpreting data

Observing Using all of the senses: hearing. ereing,k tasting,
smiling. and feeling.

classifying Identifying obgrcts or ideas and classifying them
into groans according to similarities and differences. Students

' are entouraged to invezt their own systand

Massuring Using both standard units of riteaturentants or In.
venlnd units, students should have experience In measuring
quantities (ength,,,weight, volume, time, temperature, etc.)

!matt Many students guess with tittib Meaty. Predic-
tion. however, requires a higher level of thinking. Predictions
are ithio based on some known data or evidence. Simple
graphs and charts are helpful for students to use as a basis
for prediction.

rkfi The ability to Infer is basic to the formulation of
hypotheses. Students can learn to infer when they yr distin-
guish between ,an observation itself and an totem about
an observation.

gim2agEd2 item4 and precise communication is spin-
het in science.' should be many opportunities to. cork
inimical' orally, with graphs, with pictures, and. when able, in
their writings,

0010h /recesses are more complex and, re Dependent on the
foregoing processes.

s

15

1

'Ekample of flew Usedt-
-

Zzeiitigtiga Answers to many inquiries are aim-
questions may be aninvered by asking an authority

or by referring to the proper book or reference material, An-
swers to other inquiries rebuke much furliter4anstkiY The

densest observations and infeEtai manipula-
tions result in an attempt to imieitigate further or to ex-
periment A hypothesis bard on his preliminary experience
and his inferences iffiscessaly to establish the direction of
Ws efforts. Fogniulating intelligeqt hylreses. takes practice.

EximirknentIng, as opposed to verifying, indi-
Cates a for an underitanding of 'an uncertain phinioni-
snow or an answer to an unsolved problem. The organization
of this task is 'malty complex and takes ropy forma. One irk'
portant aspect of such sativity is the setting up of controls with
which expiirtmental.results maybe compared

jattiffgae DIM Through observation and measurement.
Students will Felled data. Can they organic" and Map*
these findings? True inquiry may begin with theory, theme-
Sons, or experimental dak but thb logical investigator always
goes "MN circle" regardless of his starting point.

- thnutiot
(theo)
(ideas)

obeenatigns

expe*riramtat

This list was taken from "Science in Oregon Schools," Ore-
gon State Deparbirrit of Educallon. and was adapted from
materials developed try the Pinetican Associa tion for the Ad-
vancement of Science for Ms prefect AAAS Commission on
Soiree Education

e
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.1

. 3. ,What were some processes of groupsinteraction-used in this
activity?

4. Give an example.of how you could adapt.this activity and use it
in teaching sitGation., .

u'

Summary QuestiOns

, ,
e ' 4cook. ,

1. What did we find.outhigut problem solving techniq-ues in thjs
session?

2. How can we summarize our cascussions and investigations?

I

-

TASK IG I

How did ysu feel about.our,sesscon today?

O.'

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOME IN KNOWL

As a result of thesecactiviti ,Y shouil be able to:

- 1. Identify at.least six_facetirs that take place within a group to
make it work more effectively together:

2. Ideptify and describe ten ,.processes and their use in environmental

data-collIctOng, intePpretat1.on, and problem-solving.

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOME N FEELINGSt AWARENESS,' VALUES, ANDr6CT4ONS .-

1. Describe the values of classifying things in the enviropent.
r : 2. Describe the values, and give examples,.of using classifying

as a tool in enviropmental'management,

.11 E

Equipment nebded:
Blackboard and chalk\or easel - newsprint and magic marker
6 bits of information problem sheets cut up ,

Tree leaf samples in sets of six for number of groups

This lesson was written in 19/2 by Char and Ernie McDonald for use In
workshops. It is,suggested-that people.using it change or adapt it to fit
their own situation. '

__.-/.....

r
., *..

(Revised in 1973)
,

,

1. In what ways were the 6 bits and the clasiification activities
alike?

2. Give announcements for breakfast time and the next days
'activities.

Conclusion: The things we've done tonight (group-pro em solving and
procesSes) are typical of the processes that we, will' use during theTest

of the week. Even though we will be investigating one environment, the
same skills and processes.are transferable to any environment.

8 ,
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They are now used in problem- solving situations in our 'cities. In
tart, one of our sessiohs includes planning for ao urban investigation.

_These types of skills and teChniques can assist us in" setting up
problem-solving experences for people to learn more about their role -

in the management of their environment.'

4'

41,
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6 BITS OF INFORMATION PROBLEM

by Dr. Michael Giammatteo

hszl
.?

AlthoughryOu may tell your group whit is on,

this slip, you may not pass it around for
others to read.

'Information:

The Dino'saurs had Tom for a teacher during the
'third period.

B22, . .

'8

Although you may tell your group'what is on

this slip, you may not pass it around for
others to read. (

a

4

. Dick and Belinda did not get along well andiso
. -they :did. not, work together.

During the first *lad the,teaaLeader.taught
.the group that Harry liked test.

4

823

:--AlthpugI you may tell your group what is on
thisislip, you may not pass it and for
others to read.

.s`

Information:

All teachers taught ai'othe time and .

exchanged groups at the end of each period.

Each teacher liked a,different groUp/best.
Turing the second period each teacher taught
the group he liked best.

Each teacher tilight every group during one of
the first four periods of the day

"".

B24

AlthOugh you may tell your group what is on
this slip, you.may not pass it around for
others to read.

,Information:-

The Freznol Elementary School Intermediate
.Unit had two teacher's aides, four teachers,
and four instructional groups of students.

Each instructiciaisroup,hai chosen ftS OW
nabs..

Sybil was tbe Team 61de; for the Intermediate
Unit.

Although yqp.may tell your group what is on
this slip, you may not pass it around for .

others to read.

Information:

Your grouvMemberi hgve all the information
nee0ed to find the answer to the following
ouektion: Only,one answer is correct. You
can prove ft.'.

IN 'WHAT SEQUENCE DID THE APES HAVE THE
VARIOUS TEAMERS WRING THE FIRST POUR.
'PERIODS?

,'

Some of the information your group hai is
irrelevant and will not help solve the problem.

B
2
6

Although You may tell your group what is on
this slip, you may not pass it around for

-others to read. -

al

Information:

Belinda and Ralph disagreed about if
12wi1be best to handle the Barber who

1ci(sly shad ;Palle settling down to k.

Dick Pregred to work with the Champs over
all other roups.

Altboughilthe Team Leader had been at Fr- 1

School for five years, this was a-shorter
period of time than for the otherteam members.

Information:

-The Team Leader taught the Dinosaurs the
second periOd.

Harry wadded with the Bombers in the third
period.

Sybil had teen at Preznel School a shorter
period of time than any of the other teachers
ii the Intermediate Unit.

10 18
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4 6 Bits of Information Pr`oblem Solving, Extension

Dr. Mike Giammatteo

all A
,

Although you may tell your grdUp Wbat is on

this slip, you may not pass it around for
others to ,read.

Information:

Ell.

Although you may tell your group' what is on

- this slip, you may not pass' it around for

other4 to rbad.
J

All teachers taught at the smoe-time.and
eschangai groups at the end:of each pe riod.

Each tied= liked a'differentlieup hest:
." Each teicther.taught the group heliked best

during the foUrth period.

Carl was the Team Leader' for the
,Intermediate unit.

Alf

Information:

The Team Leader taught the Buckaroos during
the firstiperidd.

*Irking dist a schedule mms d4Lficulttectuse
Carl and Dottie wants:IC:chard to work with
them during the name period.

Eduard and Frieda could never agree on which
group was easiest to handle.

Ell

Alt :lugh you may, tell your grou$ what is on

this slip, you may not pass it around for ,

. others to read.

B14

Although you may tell your group what ds on
this slip, you may not pass it around for
others to read.' .

Information:

Y group members have all the information
to find 'the answer to the following

question. only one answer is correct.

IN WHAT SEQUENEE bID DOTTIITEM34
THE VARIOUS ERSTRUCTWNAL GROUPS

*Information:

Some of the information your group_has is 4
-irrelevant and will not help solve the

problem.

*1,46

814

Y

Dottie tagght theFreewheelersting the
second period.

The Jets had three more members than the Aces.

The Jets had Agnes for a teacher during their
third period.

Although you may tell-youraroup what is on.
this slip, you may not pati It arhuod for
others to-read.

816

Ifqr

Although you may tell your groupewhat is on
:skip, you may not pass it,amound for
s de fted.

Information:

Each teacher taught every group during, one

of the, first' four periods of the day.

-

During the qrst ped Agnes taught the ,

Aces. .

Ilf all'the groups, Bob liked best to work
With the Aces.

'Information:

The Howell Elementary'School In ediate
Unit had fd'ur teachers, two teache 's aides,
and fourinstiktionalgroups of students.

Each In.structioial group heidosen its own
name.

'
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' -

-:WING TEE P.ROBLEM*

,

/

What ptcblem Orissue is involved?

' 4.

What are somet-factors that c;:ntribute to the robe or iszue?
.s*

What do you want to find out about this,problemand/or its factors?

V

tATA -2CLLECT:Z A:1D ?',"..T;RDTZ

What kind of data nee to be collected?

Which places are available for data collect'ngZ1'

What methods and materials are available for collecting this data? visual
observation, testing'equipment for biophysical data, past records,

.

Which Methods and materials woqld be_most appropriate for your inve .igation?

o a

L .. .

t
Haw can this data be recorded in a:manner that will-provide for sig nt

interpretations? (tables, charts, graphs, written observations
\ sketches, etc.)

What additional information may to needed to help interpret the ta / u ,

C011ect?

Investigating Your Environment Series
U. S. Forest Sef-vice

Denver, Colorado'

a
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Construct a data recording instrument it the space below:

4 t.

DATA IN-2.729E721:Z

4

ghat does the, collected data tell you about the Vtoblem or issue involved?

What cemparistns; contrasts, or- cause-and-effect relationships can be

'inferred front the collected data?--

What,big.ideas are suggested by the interpretation of this data?

What irplieations do these big ideas have. ,o environmental management?

TErDIN'.3 IN7ESTI341.TION
r *

V

icb parts of the, investigation can be a 2m19rsd more fully by further

data colleciing?. 4

t further data needs to be collected? (where? how often? time of year?)

411117

What mij,ht-be'significant about cr.11ecting the additional information?

2, 1
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j FACTOR
,

HOW IT CONTRIBUTES ALTERNATIVES TO ITS PRESENT CONDITION DESCRIBE HOW THE CHANGE

4. TO THE PROBLEM Select one or more- alternatives belori WILL EFFECT THE' PROBLEM.

,
and describe howVhe factor might be , .4

I changed
(Elimination ModificatiOn Subs titution)

. .

:0

L

Whiih alternative or combination of alternatives might bring about an improviment or solution of the problem?
Giv& reasons for your choices.

23
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SUGGESTED TYPE ACTION NECESSARY-
- ALTERNATIVE TO ALTER CONDITION

SOLUTION Technological
Social
Political

' Summary questions:
1. What did you find out?

ACTION PLANNING FOR PROBLEM SOLUTION

. _CHANGE AGENTS - IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATIONt
Individual STEPS TO PROBLEM METHODS

', Group SOLUTION ---

Governmental ' 0
---.---__

------ ___.

2. How will the selected solutions contribute to the improvement or the environment?

3. What can we say, in general, about environmental Management?

a'
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A LESSON.PLAN FOR CARING ENVIRONMENTS 4

-It is exiting and impori.lni to make'a comparison betweemtwo enVironinenis. This
can provide an,opportunitytfdr a group to explore the factors that allow for
differences and likenesses inig least two parts of our total environment:

After an in- depth, study of two different environments, have small groUp4
do TASK' A.

(Note: ,An in-depth study of a Forest Environment might,inc110e
investigation of Land Use Planning, Measuring Some ater Quality Criteria,
Investigating a Forest Environment, and Environmental Habitats. An
in-depth study of an Urban Environment might includethe investigations.of
Land Use Planning, Water Quality Criteria, and Urban Investigation.)
might even be between two different ecosystems such as 'a forest and a meadow.,

TASK (15 minutes) Work in small groUPs..

Analyze the data collected for each environment and c1.0 the following:

1. List some things you found out about environment

2. List some things you found out about

I- .

environment.

mob

Questions and discussion:

1. List and group items on board.

2. Which-things are similar in each environment?

,

Investigating Your tnvironment Series
U. S. Forest Service

Denver, Colorado

26
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TASK B: (15. minutes) . Small groups.

List at least fir, basic 'functions of each environment.

environment

3.'
.

4,

environment

TASK Cr t (15 !dilutes) Small groups.

,

List three factors that affect the quality of the two environments.

1.

2.

3.

0
-1

environment environment

2.

3:

p

Questions and Discussion:
#

1. Diewss the results of TASK B-C with the group and list dh board next to
TASrA results. '', -

2. In what-lay (if any) will the environments have an affect on each other? -

,3. Based on yod awn investigations, what are some general factors' that apply
to both environments.

4. What:reisons can yom suggest for the similarities and differences between
thesefactors? . .. ..- '.,

5. Summarize the unique.contribution of each area to the society.,
6., "Why are the items in 'USIA, B, AND C important to the way we manage

A ..
4enviromdents? ., --...

.4,.
.-

. ,A..

TASK D: (15 minutes) Snail grOups.-

ListatTeast four /If the most obvious problems of the two - environments.

1,

2.

3.

4.
.

envidi-onment

s

27,
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TASK E: (20 minutes)

4
.

List at'leiNt four guidelines that you would use in planning for future land
uses 4pOth environments. .

1.1
/

2.

1

,
environment

environment

I.

TASK F:

What can we say about Environments?

BEHAVIORA1, OUTCOMES IN KNOWLEDGE

Identify four basic functiOns about each environment.
Describe three ways in-which the environments are interrelated.

Aentify' three factors common to `both environments. -,

iscribe three similarities and differences between each environment.

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES IN ATTITUDES, AWARENESS, AND ACTION

N

Vto 4

44

Describe at least two unique contributions that each environment makes to society.
Identify at least three guidelines that you would use in planning for.management'

of the environments. -

Describe how you feel about mans use of each environment.
Describe, your recomMendations.for the future management of the'area.

1.

- This lesson plankras developed for ulb in.teacher workshops by:,
Ernie and,Charl4cDonald ' P o, ilt.

,
N

The 1 s onlan was revised in November 1971. ,It4is suggested byligkewriters that
con inuous revision take place by people who use the ideas.

.' AP
.

4;
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`a lesson .plan for

SOME -WATER INVESTIGATIONS

iss

Set the stage for thiS investkpion by reVilving quickly what will take place

in the allotted time. For example: In thg investigation we will develop

soma skills in collecting, and interpreting data about the water environment.

We willothen_apply that data in discussing the role of water in the environment

and our society.

I. _OBSERVING THE WATER ENVIRONMENT

.1;ristribute: TASK A_
As you approach the water you record your observations on TASK A. (10 minutes)

TASK it Wort by yourself or is wan groups.

is you approach the water, observe sod record your observations.

Pliot

Onisale

air

B.

recta

r

Question & DiLcussiony:

1. "Wtt are some things you noticed as you approached the

II. 'OBSERVING AND COLLECTING AQUATIC Liu

1

Questions and Discussion: 1

*Discussion

water ?'1

1."What do you notice about the water environment?"

2. "What are some factors that affect the lives nf animals in

water?"
.

3. "Where would you ekpect to find animali in-a water environ-

ment?" ,

4. "What are some guidelines'that we need to consider in collect-%

in aquatic life so our investigation will cause the least,

impaet-antile environment?' 4

5: "Using collecting equipment (screens, jelly cups, etc,),

collect as many types of aquatic anipals_as possible. tut-
, them in the white plans for observation b' the gtoup. (Keep

the pans it.a cool.p1acq:)"
A-

Skills

Accepting '

Supporting
Encouraging
Time to thirik'

Accepting
Focusing .

Clarifying
Extending
Time to think
'Refocusing

Investigating Your EnViron4ient Serie
q.s, Forest Service

. 'Denver, Colorado -- 1975
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TpENTUYINC, AND RECORDDICAIVATIC'AMIMicES

nuestio eftssiok

1. "Distribute ASK B and pond books. Have group identify as Tilny

insects as possible using pond life books and aquaticltfe

on back of 'BASK BY"

USX X: Work by rourself or in troupe
Using the "Golden &cure Guide Pond

Vitleture keys, jenerslfer identity the.

.
Life" books or sinner field manuals, or-attached
speeinens you found. -.

_

hei(iv. Return animals to water as soon as
-

-
List or 'ketch the animal. you found
fiiished.- , .

Deieriptiou of where found-%
I

,
type (nue or sketeh) No.

"..

lime

r

.). 034

-...

Questions and Discussion:

1. "What animals did you find?" "You might compile a group list,.

(preferably on 1:a chart). Each perSon could-record his own

list.

2. "Where did you lin& most of the specimens?"

3. "What other life would You'expect to find in this stream?"

4. "Iihat are some things we/ could do with this list of animals?"

A-

°

aquatic
drawings-,

Focuairit

-Ctarifying

'Extending
Time to-think'
'Refocusing

PREDICTING WATER almwTErasTIcs FROM AQUATIC ANIMALS FOUND

Distribute TASK C Cards. Based on aquatic animals you found and the

tables in TASK C, predict the temperature, pH and 02'count. ,(10 minutes).

TASs Di Weft by ilitrse.t.

et as the etuctc 4,114.sle .* laved, p.4 the teR1.* Ilet1 16 des 6tit Des. ...tie.
nit t *Retreat 'list. pttditt the 1612eleta4 eteecterIettea fat tell& trtalt:

I erettet
the water reef/401,00 w111 be oiette
tit ate tetipecatvrt 311 R. 11..051
tee pt Yel1 leaf
the ittiewleRef 07 *twat vtll M afreafte

I tea tee ewvt tt dews lett tee wafer..
Th tiwi".1 th aaaa 1.11

tee tete. ert/tcNne (et ttttt *to.
1,1

60471C TA

Table
ra,Tr,ittairla 1 0

1.0 1JY6-1 TWAT 317"a" 014"TC LI11

4 2 6 7 13

T J.1t.411t
11 :1 1 14

1 .3
...-

,

(sip., towti. etc.) 6.) _ ILO
Case, eveket. catfish ......---
fete fittta 6.0 1.0

Mu. etteetk 5.1--T137
lasi,la, sleet. erweetle --n 1.16

Lancet tatter* *1
*teals (etauttreeef11.
atowent. estallotly) 6.3 1.3

Tate R. 11131011 TD CM= s.1:24440:Yr1 rot 1.11161 /130 Aer0 Mil AMATIC LITE

t

D. 0. is parr& per unto.
(-Itt , 1,1fe "

3010,tc Oft (att., ` tine "
-07 aftell

Gtewtbrerl well-ete6 .twwtif. afriy. . 5 Yd .11..ww

Ihrw-Leef Ottlythete' VW* MA tech es Mu. aftplat eet :UR ..d tate)
(Ow.. 6R 4.
Crefh sM ..:1-beisil.200 pre set #1...

1.41t t TVCttantel Plan (6.1)I.00fM413)' ItIRLD CICICAVS 01a0.023.3

IIwprtwis-(fat &melee f Itte

Cr. ft. ft (vary T) Mach tlr 11te, sans fish it ****** at,
lasrs pieti lite, eto fish fis.sssi

midai , Stef
(55 - 60) ,e3et 1e, fs.14111y, watI' beetle*

inw fsAf (m14) 6;rwet; 084011111. iflf. 1111
Mors 14., 51')
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V. MEASURING AND RECQRDING WATER CHARACTERISTICS TO TEST OUT PREDICTIONS.

One way to test out the predictions is to use this (Hach Water (02pH) Testing
Kit or equivalent): Open kit. Theinstrlictions'are inside lid. There are
lots of jobs to bedone in testing :(Clipping,squirting, swirling, dippidg,
counting, reading, etc.) so make sure everyone in the group has.a job to do. $

Pass ot4 TASK D - Have group transfer their :predictions 'rom TASK C to
TASK D and then record the test measurements beside the prediction for
comparison.

Work'in groups of 4 -5 people each. Eac,11 group take a .kit. Spread out along
, the edge'of the water.

NOTE: Do not demonstrate the,u4e.oft the kit. Let the participants read
the'instrdctions and learn to use the kit as they collect the ,data_. You
should check among the groups as they work-and make sure they use the right
bottles, Chemicals, ert.

(See back Of TASK D, page 12
for analyzing tables.)

Questions and discussion:
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(1.

1. "How did the test results compare to the predictions?"
2t "Under what conditions might we expect tb get different results than we

'did today ?"

3. "What can we say about the quality of the water in this stream so *far?"
'4.'"Wbat else' would we seed to" know to decide whether or not to drink this

water?" (Coloform bacteria count)

3

k

l

Clarifying
Extending
Lifting
Time to thilk
Refocusin'
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VI. MEASURINC,WATER VOLUMES FOR STREAM OR .POND

A. Stream Measurements A -

r ,.

(questions and Discus\sion: - ,

1. "How -many people do you think could live off Ulipwater in this
streamndomestic water use only)

2. "what mea#urpmentm do we need to know in or-der r'- determine'"
the amount of water ip this strean?" Discuss how to take different

measurements.

I

-

Accepting
Encouraeitg

Pass out TASK Cal-d E. ,Fas'stream - HavA group do together (15 minutes)

AS for Strom. *et Ls vow. t

frotreatfoso for tollostfut es4 'sternal emptier rososte.
O. Ilas..ts Yoe eat a 123-foot 41,14... sleet *Inept imella ire vow *grim, U

ION ama.t flail a 100' settom. see 22.'er 20.. nue: a stick (2 .r 6 Itches feet) In
Sts eater throe the *tette.. (utter. tocerd the ems4et of'seseee it tease IS

-fleet 4.troos .twoe the mature. Leered hel y'. fee divele tae 100-feet
!lettuce if the total vetoed. it tomb the-eite4 telrleet Meyers the stokes. Is tide
thine tiege,eal settle ..(rate time. '1-,...

WS 514444 1)31 ft. pet ea.pi.
Ilotoko) f coors. (sealer of feet stela

et fleet 100 ft, Ureter eeelb .eeed)brie 100 ft 1 ft. vet
3,41 ordwrommat 100 ft . 4- (1. par second.

Dotal , v3. f

. ... . . (ft per Oftemd} (ft 5144. avocets)
11. fief-thAsieestg lIth ef yogi 'betties( of the *Read. Awes* the el.tch of the

etre.. t 2 slam .tins the 125-feem arse. hivide tin lets/ by 3 too get the
trowosse width of the stream.

ftret tesersessec, feet

fesseA edomtelyst , ,foet

ifJ24 seaseromec foot "to 1

..t..
?Kin ----That S -ft. fiverote viAthl

Ilaol tS. omelet. Oopts of Tour cC3As of tae tsges. nao..ta the tooth of the attest
L S elegy( stress the Ater to Streiged lire. toLle the SOW by 14 get ilb
meet* deotp.f the stream.

Ilia egawassete 1, feet.

Socosi ogaostesget
;::::Tilt sesmomeet t

. 'fetal feet 4 ft. (eeeveite 4teth)

12T11 The roseee yy tag. 1 stags ***** towels thee elviAle by 4 le is tell. Late
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Questions and, Discussion:

-. 1. "Hotel many people-could live fot one
'off the water in this stream ?" -

2. "How did your prediction compare with your measurement?" .

"., "Aat woad hdppen to this environment if we piped all the
water at this point to a community?"
"If we were g6ing to use some of.this' water,
be left to flow depstream? Why?"

"What might - affect the amount ofowater in this) stream?"'
6. "How important is this stream to (a) community? to the environment

.,

day ,(domesticronly)

how .much should

Accepting
Suppding
Clarifying
Ext4nding
Lifting
Time to think
Refocusing

here?"
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# , B. Pond and Lake Measurements

Questions and DiScussion:

1 "How many peoplee.do you thizi could live Olf:--the
pdnd (or Lake)" ?" (domestic ater use only

2. "What measurements do we, need to know in okder to' determine the
vulumc Or' water in,thAs pond?"

Pabs out TASK card E. For pond & rake ) have group do together. (15

water in this

,\ (

11/

1/31 for Feuds 4 Lakes Meek gm.gremlee.

Imetrectioos for collecting.sed recording volumes of water is panda er lakes.
s. Pled the go diameter (disteacm-recrosa) of the Peed. 'Wears therlemath and

vidth of the pored. have to Cal, several length and width aeasoramants end
gat average of them.

"Acceptance
Encouraging

minutes)

food width ft.
Toed len.gth ft.

total ft ft. (average di...astir)
Average diameter ft 71714( ) let it ~thee.

(area of pond)
tied the leverage depth of the erred or lake. 'Measure the depth la 3 places sloes a
lime (transact) acres. the pond. as :sear the aiddle se possible. Add these depths
end divide by A (see explanation below) to get. the overage depth. (If additional
accuracy is desired. repeat this proems? along odd/drool tea/mecca wad evetage
reiulte.)
Pinot eassuremest fist.
Second moesurecent feet.
Third musuremeat fest,

total feet 4 ft. (average depth)
1011: The real= you tree 3 depth 'measurements thee divide by 4 is to take into
'cermet the ;hallo., erase of the poud. It can be erplaisediby the' following drawing
of o peed cross-section. If depth in 3 places, is A(5'). 1 (10') sod C(3'). -(total
and you flea an average by dividing by 3 then *20' 3 4 2/3'. Nets that the actual
moan or average depth (D) is 5'. take total of depths tad dirndl. by 4. 20' 4.5'.
the correct average depth. aster surface

c.

MUTE:

d.

Porculaker cocputi-g 111=b4C of 'teflon. of vat*r ia peed.
1. I Chbie feet

Area of pond Aversie depth volume in Cubic feet
2. Co.rt. r 7.41 .

Volum, in Cu. Ft. be. Gals. water in 'mod
A cubic foot of water Ls the water in s container 1-foot wide, 1-foot high. and
1 -foot long and COOtliT3 7.43 gallons.

?orals for comps:ins Vpe-volume use -g acre feet of utter.
1. (Surface) , I r

Arai" of pond in feet Aterage depth in feet Nolen. Cu. It.
2. '3560 - . acre fest of water.

Volume Cu. Ft. . . tee ft in ss acre
3. 1 3,3,901 .

Acr, Fact Gal./Acre Foot No. CaLlone in pond

r. In order to tied out hov zany people could
get their domestic seeds tar one day from

the voter in the peed. complete the toiletries calculations.

In the peed :::un411truses could live one day from

Gallons of vicar seer Total No. prople who

per doe this water
'The average pities uses about ton gallons of water a day (prober* use. This does
oat reflect eschepereee's share of water used for industrial. public services, acomerciel. U.S. Office of Education figures.

Questions and Discussion:

1. "How many people could live for one day (domestic use °ally) of the
grater in this pond?"

2. "How did your predictibn compare with your computdtions?"
3. "What might affect the amount of water in this pond?"
4. "What would happen to this aquatic 'en' ironmeftt if we drained it?"'

"If we were going to use some of this water, how much should
be left to minimize damage to the pond environment ?"

6. "How important is this pond to the environment?"

5

:3 :i

a

Accepting,

Supporting
Clarifying'
Extending
Lifting
Ti,Mb to Think
Refocusing
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Vit. --DETERMINING WATERSHED BOUNDARIES

Distribut ask F and a map oie'the area in which you have been working;

41*Have part i pants get into small groups and,write a description of what they think
a watershed is. Have groups share their definition with the other groups. (10 minutes)

finish TASK F.

4 t

a

74.11, Ft 1.rt. *salt 4ros.
0....U. +1.4 pm WU

,- ,

-

vat.fasoll t.. _ .
, S*

.

tit. pont Losaus. ea el.
law. W. Os ...., two
Vb.. do. Lc itte

..... ts...1. L.) . .1. *.f
free

es. 1.1.s. r.bill CM loMaLt1.1 ibt we ...e,...t. ia'ra fa CM
west... _

.ce.11,t1. ts L., ... mae4 Cj: st....t. CF.. Oa...1.SL. 4 Sttl wam,....4

.A.A
*ye um egsvit7 usas eltassit 4..
eSsrsetartatiss 4 ...I..,

Questions and Discussion:

1. "What-activities did you list and how did you think they would
change the water characteristics?"

2. "Are any of these evident here?"
3 "How would, we find out more about this watershed?"

AcceptiAg
Clarifying
Extending
Time to Think
Refocusing

TASI C: Work by yourself.

1 Describe in writing how you feel about man's effect on the aquatic environment
at this site:

2. Diescribe at least one action you can take in your everyday life to help improve
the way water Is managed!

a) in your home:

s

b) in your community.
r

c) in your consumer habits:

3. Describe the benefits of each action in 12.

Questions and Discussion:

1. 'Discuss Task G
t. "What are Some inferences we might make about the way water is

used in our community?"
3. 'what are_some cations about the ways welluse water now in

relation .to i Vire water needs ?"

aor

VIII* SUMMARY STIONS
ti

1. "What did we find out about water from our investfgations

today?"'

2. "How cat We sumnarize our discussions and investigations?"
3. ".4hat are some me:nods and processes; we used in our

investigations in tnis session?" (May be useful for 1st field
sesslOns to identify processes used in the investigation.)

4. You may want the participants,to evaluate the session by
writing how they felt about our session today.

Lifting
Time to Think
Summarifing

6 34



-SOME OBJECTIVES "'

Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledre

Al a result of these activities, participants should be able to:

Identify th Boundaries of the Creek watershed on the map provided.

Using the fist of aquatic animals found, and the water interpretation charts.

provided, predict the pH, temperature, and-dissolved oxygen court of the stream
or pond.

A
Demoestrate the ability to test out the above predictions-using the water test -
Jfig.kit. -

4r

Measure the cubic feet of water per second flowink in the stream, oz in the
pond and determine what size community of people could live off the water
measured.

Describe 3 ways this stream or pond is important to the surrounding environ-
ment.

. *

behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action
/

As s result of these activities,-partieipante should be able to:r

Describe in writing 'roc you feel about man's effect on the aquatic environs
vent at th2s site.

Describe at least one,actiou you can take in ydur everydt life to help improve
the way water is managed:

a) ih your home
b) in your community
c) in your consuAer habits

Describe the benefits of each of the above actions.

Describe the implications of Water use and management is our society.

EQUIPMENT NE3DED (for a class ?f 30 people)

4 water testing ki-ts,(Hach

Co. or equivalent)
4 thermometers
4. white dishpani
30 sets of lab sheets

1 Secchiolisk

-30 jelly cups/baby
food jars etc.

30 `hand lenses

15 Pond Life books
(Golden Nature
Guides)

30 snaps 'of the.area

/ 1 50' or 100' tapes
4 screent (optional)
magic markers
chart paper

rids lesson 'plan was developed for use in environmental workshops iR 1971 and
revised in 1974-75. The.people who developed end revised,this plan include:
Inane Brownfield, Milwau6ie, Oregon; Jim Unterwegner, Vancouver, Washington;
Charline and Ernie McDonald, Poitland, Oregon; George Worley and Pam Fraser4
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Fred Olin, Port °retard, Washington; Cliff Nelson,
Seattle, Washington: Donnie Lambert, Harrisoriburg, Virginia; Gary Severson,
Denver, Colorado; Delores Claybaugh, Fresno, California; Ron Greenwald,
lioshingtan, D.C.

Aquatic animal drawings reprinted by permission of the Oregon State Game
Commission.

The tasks and discussion topics in this lesson are designed so that many can
(be done individually or in combination depending upon the: facilitators
objectives and time contraints.

*The discussiOn skills listed are examples of those necessary to carry put
the lesson. Additional information or discussion skills are in the Lesson
Plan for Developing Environmental Invest,igations in thig spies.

/)

.

,-.
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LESSON PLAN OUTLINE FOR INVESTICATI-NG

ANIVALS AND-THEfP ENI1IPOlvENTS

,Set the stane by statiqn the.Orohlem that we will trj, to solve. "What

relationships exhist between animals Arld their environment her(at
"-(Post problem on chart 0-apf)

1. "What can we collect herein the next hours that mill
help us solve our problem?" (Accept ananswert)

I. __OBSERVIrG AND MEASURING ANImALEVIDENCES

Pre-Investigation gLestions, predictions and discussion

/-77
1. "What animals td you expect (predict) to find evidence of,

in this area?"

2. "What evidenes might we find that animals have been here?".

3. "As you look around you, what nlaces can you see that might
have different evidences of animals?"

4. "What guidelines might you establish with a group, at this
point, to help theA think of their potential impact'on animals
and habitats while dolma the next task."

Investigating Your Environment eries
U.S. Forest Service

DENVER, GOLORA00 -- (97

3g
(
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Task A-(45 minutes)

In your, sisal iall ardup,-spend 15 minute's in each of the three
habitat types that your group identified and record-the following -
information: *

A

1. Characteristics pf the habitat type (vegetation, soils,
moisture relationships, temperature, man's influence, etc.)

2. Oidence signs) of,animals (sightings, soundS, smells, 4

tracks, droppiigs, nests, burrows, partially eaten foods,
etc.).$,

3. Relative numberZOYanimal evidences (of different species
or within a species).

4--

(.Your name for habitat)

/

(Your r)ame for habitat)

.ok



Ouestions and. discussion

1. "What did you find?"

2. "How did you describe the habitat types ?"

3., "What animal evidences did yell find?"

4. "Which animal evidences'did you find toaether?" :Why?"

Task B (15 minutes)
. _

- In your croup make a visual display of the relative number
.

of animals (animal evidences) that you found in the..three
habitat types. make display any way you want.

Ouestions and discussion

1. "From i:hat we've found and diplaved, which of the habitats
seems to have the most evidence of animals?".

2. "Whit,) has the most variety of animals?" (Or of different
anim species)

3. "What can we say from our investigation about animals and
their-environment?" ,

'Elapsed time: 11/2 hours

II. OBSERVINGNIMAL ADAPTATIONS

order_for us to focus on-sore relationships between animals,
and their food needs. We can use the classification process
to closepilook at tooth and mouth adaptations for foodusee'

3

3S
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Task C-(30-)minutes)

I. °beer/ the skulls that you have been given. look at the
characteristics of their teeth and/or mouth.

2. Place the skulls into two piles based on likeness and
difference of their tooth or mouth characteristics. Try
to use observations rather' thanlinferences.

3. take a large-key on flip chart paper starting with the two
piles that you've made. Write the reason for the two piles
you've made.

4. Continue to divide the 2 piles into two more piles and
write the reason. Continue.divtding the skulls until each
has been, singled out:

Here is a sample key:

4

.2 Skulls

ose wit

4 Skulls

2 Skulls
ose ou

ose ose, ose ose
with without with without

(Skull) , (Skull) (Skull) (Skull)

.5. Leave your skulls and key and rotate to a key another
group has made. Try to place thOir animal skulls in the
appropriate places on their key.

6. Place the skulls that have teeth into one of the following
three-categories based on characteristics of their upper
and lower back teeth.

Mainly
sheering back
teeth tfiat cut

like scissors

CARNIVORE
)

arindino ,

back teeth, like
our hack teeth

HEPRIVORE,

El4
Both Grinding
and sheering-back-

-teeth or teeth
modified to do both
cutting and grinding

OMNIVORE

39



III. EXPLORING PELATIMSHIPS FETUFE1 ANI"ALS AND OTHER ENVIRONVENTAL FACTORS'

Optional Activitiygl.

Task D-1 (15'minutes)

List the animal evidences we have found in the aRoropriate
places in this diaarar'. Also list other things you may have\
found in the blanks provided. Put In arrows tb show whith
factors or groups of things affect other or groups.-

Nutrients

Plants -,

Herbivores (plant .emirs)

DeComnosers

(bacteria-fungus) Carnivores' (meat 'eaters)

What would fr(p en if one qro
If group was eli4lin
hapiTin:

Death

f _

were eliminated?
d,,.I think the following would

Questions and- Discussion (5 minutes)*

4

7...'W

to

1. What would happen if the deconnosers were removed frokthis,
ecosystem? The Carnivores? The Herbivore's? '

2: How does the energy cycle relate to a food chain?
3. What is a food (Who eats who?)haie

Optional Activity P2

To Kelo us evaluate this environment and explere other relationships
let us now trade place with,sore animals and take t critical look at
one habitat tvne through their eves.

Ale
it



4
..sk;

,

fsk p--? pc minute's)
,

- Wort:in(' with another person atike an animal card and evaluate.,
this area. as a pair, Of the animals would..
l'_,,,t' - .......4.. *Pet ' .. r
" We'are a pair. of ,,,

- Tar--"lrfall- .

How would you rate ilhe area fOr your fqllowino e ed s :

a. General habitat:

r
Winter andftner ,food supply:

c. tVliderice of Your predators:

d. Other faitors:..

6

______. .
.. .. -,-

. 2.,-41hat evidence can you find that othersof your kind li-ve here?
. ;

0

, F:77'

7.1e77 , "---, "*" ---7ri
, 9

,,:-

iow, wiill the feel hett vo-u two r pvinleo in"?

_ . .

..., . , .
. .r

3. Whitii of the, hdhitat .tvpe will .16u choote? 1-4:17- 1111-7--
Aihere,will 4 locate ythir home; nest,'den, burrow?

1.1E-y-'? ,,.;"
What .eindertce, can -vop4 find tbet6.,man has, charmed thik area?

?-

fet1 ahout the chan9es that man has made

,

F. C'0139:31.e,you ahinalssinnbrtaot in this environmeit?,
.*

, . 's -
.4 , w.

'7. iiCilns-itetinrt al l thin-ns we tiavb investiaated there, we. -

have, decided: - --
, . ___

......"grY$ S--- ..

anim , sA
i - . *,., , 0

,

"" :Nif

A' ::Z1:e
- . 4 1



Optional Activity irf

In our investinations today... we have observed adaptation§ that .
animals Have for livinn succeiffully in their environment.
put these adaptations together. and design ,a "model" animal for.
one habitat found here.,

, .

1

Task D-1 (15 minutes)
AO*

Working by yourselfdesion aCnodel" animal on
paper that ,you feel would .he pert' adapted
found here. Note On your paper the daptation
etc. When you have finished, glove you al

seems to:sumlpits characteristics.

Consider the follgwiag:

1. Adaptations for food nathering.

2. Adaptations for defense, Protection.

your sketch
t6 one habitat ,

s,-advantages,
_a game that.

Adaptations for seasonal chanoes..- 4. ,

4. Major foods'reouired (kind and amount).

5. finoUnt of habitat.required for needs.

6, Value.of animal to environment.

Sumary quesillths anediscutsion

ir
. J. From our investigations and discussipns.today. whathiVe we

folind out about animals and their eftironment?

t
Z. Why.are animals important 4hyvtAy.

41,

42.

- 40
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IV. APRLYING WHAT WE Fomn OUT
:/''"

-

our inYestigations and discussions here today, we have found
out rany things concerning relationships between animals and their
e6y ronment. This knowledge, however, may be of little use to us
unless we can find sore wav,, to apply it back home where we live.
Vorkina by yourself think of some ,Fings you can do. '

Fr

' Task E (15 minutes)
rem.17.- ..

-
.. .-

.i.,
, ,

1

Cescrilie in writinn .3, things you Acan
,

do fn your everyday life
to Make thedenergy cycle more efficient, and cause the least
amount of hat m to the ecosystem.

Select the one yitu think would be your best icontribution..
Describe the benefits. of thir action--

a.' Where you live --
b. In your Consumer habits--

Summary questions and discussion

I. What Can we do bacICAlome?.

2. That did we Tigd Out today?

-4
3:1 if jou had to leave out task, which one would it be?'

4, How did these activities and.9our 4cilitator allow You
to take more responsibily for your own learning?

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES TN' TERMS 'OF KNOWLEDGE

As a result of these activities,'Wou should now be-able to:

411s 1: Identify and describe 3 different habitat types.

t. t".. ;pi Idehtify and describe ,6 different animal adaptations.
.

'
,

. ,

3. Design a visual display showing Telative numbers of animals
, in different habitat's.

.

7 . ,

4. Construct a diagram of an enerny cycle 'using the evidences
of animal life observed %

h.:I:
1

5. Design and, sketch an animal wq11 adapted 6 one habitat .'
. if onservc.:.

4.

.
.

---
8..

*
4- ) 1

o.

V : 3 .,.%
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BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES IN TERM'S OF'FEELINn5, AWARENESS, VALUES, AND ACTION

As a result of these activities, you should be able to:

1. Evaluateong habitat through the eyes of one local animal.

2; Describe 3 ways of,applyingwhat we learned when we get-back home,. ,

SAMPLE ANIMAL CARP'''.

EVIDENCE:

COTTONTAIL RABBIT

Droppings small 1/8-1/4"
diameter. Tan to brown,
roundoilossy.

Burrows hidden in brushy
places. ,Small 4-5" dia.

Narrow well worn trails
and "nesting" spots'under
brush cltmps.

Small twigs eaten an.d:
bark showiing teeth marks
near to ground level

I

T: 4reas with brushy thickets
orest areas with open sunlit
patches, cover to hide 4 and with
winter.food supply important.

'Weed..cover and brushy fence rows
are godd habitat areas. . .

FOOD NEEDS: (summer) Almost any
green-.succulent. plants, weed seeds,,

grasTwinter) Small twigs and*
bark.':Birch, willow, and alder

-
.

POOKATION5:: l'rebbit:per four
acres is considered a good
population. 2trabbits ptr acre
is considered high; *

A s.e

PREDATORS: .(onAdult) Coyote, man
haWk, eagle, bob cat.

4ton yomng) In addition to the
dve,-snakes-end skunks.

4
This lessbii plan was developed oridp inapy by Pete Rinds,
Ernie McDonald, Portland,, Oredoji; and puss Hu/e, Elyr is
It has been materially revised frolvi ideas by Liz Bradley
Lea Muridit4, Boise, Idaho;' Peven ttilheiri, Boise, Idaho

',Ogden, Utah, June 1974. °

Milwaukie, nregon;
, Washingtbn in 1971.
, Las Vegas, Nevadai.
; and Vern Fridley,

0
It is recomme/ded-txthe writemthatcontinuous revis46 take place by those
who use these idear This rateeial ray he'redroduced withotit prior permission
of its authors if.the "U.S. Fcre'st cvrvice" credit line i d.



a. lesson Plan For

SOME FOREST INVESTIGATIONS''

Set this stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place

in the allotted time. For example: "In this session we will develop some skills
in collecting and interpreting data about the forest', and then communicate those
interpretations using different methods and processes."

I. WSW/MING' AND INFERRING WITH CROSS SECTIONS.

Dietribute cross sections of trees 4'-6" diameter that show a variety of
growth patterns and infXuencee (fire, insects, etc.).

Have people spend a few minutes looking at the cross sections. (5 minutes)

Questions & Discussion:

1. "What are some of the things you noticed about the crose,_
section ?" (List on board)
Point to 2 or 3 items 'fro* the list that deal'with growth:
chaxacteristics and rings. (varing widths of growth rings,
center not in the center, etc.) J

3. "What are some possible reasons for (select some observations)_
"In general; what could growth, rings tell us about a group of trees?
(egl competition, climate, temperature)"

4. Pass oueltASK A & B and,say: "This is what we just dila and here is the,
TASK card-for your reference later."

Refer to the information on TASK A about tree growth rings.

*Discussion Skills
Accepting
Supporting
Encouraging

,Time to think
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II. COLLECTING AND INTERPRETING DATA ABOUT TREE GROWTH:RATES AND COMPETITION

alW

Air

Tat C (with tree cores) requires-preparation by the instructor before
the session.

A tree-stand shouldbe selected fok r study, 4-5 trees tagged, numbered,
diameter taken and bored. (treists)inbld be selected that show effects of

environmental conditionsinjury, vvercrowding,'lack of sunlight, etc...).
The tagged and numbered trees should fie boned with_an increment borer,
by the instructor ahead of timer (Cares should be numbered corresponding
to numbers on trees. Taping tree cores to cardboard with see through
scotch tape or in plastic strive will help keep them longer if liquid
resin is not available. In any event, keep the numbered' core's and trees
to use again. This eliminatesthe necessity of rebor4ng the trees.

NOTE: Maybe you can find and use stumps of epee that grow under a variety
of competition influences instead of tree cores.

Question &:Discussion (Noted -1 -6 below are all planning steps tossetting

up an investiggioeind should be done away from the
study trees.)

'1. Pass out hand lenses, pencils, the numbered tree cores taped to
cardboard and TASK C. "Observe the tree core your group has bee
given and record the information is part 1 (10 minutes).

USIE C6 eat to-irompo et 6 poolao

1. tbooroo the twos moo your grout U. bide 'tom mod mord the 111.101a1
totorootioos (Soo ftertos et croo-osio to bay Lt., .t the me sore
pas Moe bra mboo.)

1 Dort 14oso Tor
Castor to lock
arms. an/ tolorto stow tie useertho Mart

t. ter talc moo lee the Aim letapostbse. sae Vets= twee the Peer load
rowed LU. tattomottoo se tbs,01metheard w owl bard. Cbort so be ltheLR f. Sort 1. our= iv tomtit. Ismooms

SOMMAT opoottee bete

Wog rotes paves
totoel tam tollo0lat ImMotioslao Mom tree apple hos the maser Whets.
(laeorostee0.11) priptes es. dbrecat belsemetlaa.)

Trio*

1

Dizr I Mop flee
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3 Ito almoortfoo His tartan

3

S

'.
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Ile 'lets. ,

s. Selene 2-3 =Mr arse rte list dm Nov illtoromoos la Irma tease.
16 MOW trine dld pot polies) fLalbsats by emotes)
s. lb, tilwpop *am Moo tremor

.
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Accepting
Supporting
Clarifying
Extending
Time to think
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2. Haim each group tell you the information for number of dark rings from
center to bark (Col #1) and remarks about the ring pattern (Col #3) while

you record on a large chart (see TASK C, part 2) Ask - "what does this

tell us about the tromathese cores came from?" -

3. Now put the diameters 1-the chart and have everyone' record them in Col #2

on,TASK C,'part 2. Ask - "Now what does this *dad information tell ms?"

4. _"Go on to TASK t part 3. Pick out 1-3 trees from the chart that show
diffetences in growth and set up an investigation to find out why there are
differences." -3,

6..e..*Have each group take TASK the.area where the trees are tagged and

numbered. Have them spend 10-15 minutes doing the investigation and
mompleting TASK C part 4.

6. When all groups are finished ask for a 2-3 minute summa
from each group. (Outside) "What did you find out?"

7. "What are some of the major factors that you think are
affecting the growth of this fores0"

8. "What does- the information tell us .about the past events

of this environment?"

III. OBSERVING. EVIDENCE OF CHANGE

Pass, out TASK D.

41,

Question E. Discussion:

1. "What evidences of Change (natural & man-made) might there be
in this environment?".

2.. "Spend the next 20 minutes looking for evidences of change
and recording them on TASK D."

1

Wok for widtesce'lle change (treeral mod am...d.) t. Om mirtftorms.
aimed am4 till we cry laysw. 4

IOwse d Camlial la 1616
camps rove

/traction.
lit Wombat

I

Question 6 Discussion:

1. "What evidenced did you find?" (Have gtOup develop a total
41iit. (Record on chart in front of total group, if possible,)

* 2. "What,could'we do with this list?" *This is a key question
3:- Get into groups and put the whole list into, a, sequence." (Possible activity)

4
Accepting
Supporting
Clarifying
Extending
Lifting
Time to think

Accepting
Supporting
Clarifying

[Accepting
Supporting'

3
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Iv. OBSERVING ING-THINGS ABOUT A ROTTEN LOG OR STUMP

Quests se on

1. "Let's focus in an one evidence of Chan! on this rotten

log (stump)?"
7. Pass out hand lenses and demonstrate how to use the hand

Tense 0=7-people have never used them before).

3. Pass out TASK E. "Notice on TAS&E is a ''NOTE: DO NOT TEAR THE STUMP

APART.' Why do you th4nk,that/Ove-ii there?" "Spend 10 minutes

observing the log dad recording yin= Observatipons and interpretation

oiCTASK B."
a .

Accepting
'Supporting

Encouraging

ti anew la gasps ac by ',Israeli.

' IOW DO WIT WI WI Imp

?woe elawevasslala awl Maws Wass

tr

ellesUsrlat OUP loser wi Iwo

foam tel;a4 4AUSS Alamo at ow at tawarpatess 'adds plass is
r mass lass is

Rw daf t.. do and aria fay way roe mat le.

Question 6 Discussion:
a

. 1. Ask for volunteers to shge what their.diagram or cycle looks like.
(If aPpropriate - caimeDirhaw people = defined amd-illustrated-the word-

cycle-differently.)

V. COMMUNICATING INTERPRETATIONS THROUGH/ SKETCHING AND ILTING.
_ -

Distribute sketching paper, and pieces of charcoal "from a campfire. or

fireplace. .

Question & Discussion

4

1. Construct a sketch of the log or stump you just studied using charcoal from a
campfire or fireplace. Other sketching materiels' will be given to you

as yoU work.

N ,
.

.
.

NOTE: -Subject of sketch depends on the Anvironment. It can be anything

Fhat is significant about the area.... rotten log, stump, or snag, an

.old homestead, fence, or barn, a city building, transmission tow,

or freeway..
'

2. While people are sketching,.go around and give them: -

rotten wood -,brown dandelion leaves - green dandelion ilaWere - yellow.

other goodies, in season.
3. If yoU're not in the- woods, IMPROVISE!

4



Note: Begin t is part when about half the'people flnish their sketch.:

Question & Discussion

1. "Use your pencil or, pen. Find a place on your sketch (across the bottom,
or down the side) to write some things as I give you the directions."

2. "Directions."
'

a. Write 2 descriptive words about the stump.
(words that tell what it looks like) - repeat instruction

U. Write 3 action words about the stump.
(words that describe processes or changes taking place, or things
happening to it) - repeat instruction.

c. Wow writs a short phrase (4-13 words) that tells how the stump affects
the rest of the environment. (a phrase to describe its value or
awfulness) (or a phrase describing any thought you have about the
.stump) (repeat instruction)

d. Write l word thallsouna up everything about the stump.
(a word that suggests a:cosparisdn, an analogy, or synonym)-
(repeat instruction)

e. Optional: .

low, if you wish, go back and give a tit le to what you have written.
f. Congratulations. You have just written a poem about the stump or

whatever you wrote about.

3. Have people readrtheir writings if they wish.

VI.- TRANSFERRING THE PROCESS TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTS

This could,be done back inside, depending on outside.condition. The same
processes could,be used to investigate other' environments.

VII. SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS

Tit h
UM awe s olls. la Ws ....tesiona tl.et gamy W. es Meier ladepse

1014444.

DimALOLAnd ABALNLBUALhasbfmnit

Lftealiy mid U.. am 14 ebb maipie awe power ow rod todary Y we haeri.S.
peWm.

bearehe We we wall; ma Oar marks and meow la wrest wevkiargat ear
Kid ows wee 4 LC (W). 114647.4.1. c).

'V*

1. Discuis TASK F.
2. "What did we find out about the environment in our session_

today ?" (last on chart, if time) t
3. "How,are these things important to the way we manage the

environment?" ',- -
4. "How can we summarize our investigations and discussions
5. You may w the group to describe in writing how they

felt about t is session.

'.468
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Lifting
Extending
Time to think

.S4mmarizing

today ?"



VIII. SOME OBJECTIVES

I

p

havioral Outcomes in Knowledee

As a result of these activities, you6bpuld be able to:

List at least 3 observations about the cross
sections provided, and taco,.

possible reasons for each observation.

Describe ways to set up an lavestigsrion to find out more about the above

observations and inferences.

Set up an investigation (collect and record
data) to find out reasons

for stealth rats differences in a given stand of trees.

Describe activities appropriate to other environments for interpreting the

landscape.

Identify and fist at least 3 evidences of change in the enviaragint,

End infer the cause-and-effect relationships of those changes.
4

Construct a diagram of a cycle in a rotten stump.

Behavioral Outcomes in Peelings, Awareness, Value" and Actimi

As a result of these activities, You should be able to-:

Describe how you feel about one change in this environment.

Communicate feelings of awareness by constructing a sketch of a Oen
object in the environment. using natural materials.

Cousennioste feelings, awareness, and values by describing. in writing the

- effect of a given object on the environment.

IX. EQUIPMENT' NEEDED-
V'

30'- erections of trees
6 incr t cores (preferably in plastic) from numbered trees

30 hand lenses (optional) a'

30 pieces sketching paper
lab sheets
task cards
natural materials for sketching.

/

This lessonsplas was developed for use in environmental workshops in 1971 and

raviisd'in 1975. Those people who developed'and revised this plan include

Martha Wayland, Snoqualnie, Washington; Jeannie Willi/As, Albany, Oregon:, ant

Chailine and Ernie McDonald, Portland, Oregon.

The tasks and discuision topics in this lesson ate designed so that many tan be

done individually or in combination depending upon the facilitators objectives

and time constituents.

_*The discussion skills listed are examples of thosillnecessary to carry out the

lesson. Additional information on discussion skills are in-the Lesson Plan
for. Developing Environmental Investigations in,this series.

It is suggested by the writers that continuous revision take place by peopLe
who use this plan.

6
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a lesson plan for:

SOIL INVESTIGATIONS

Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place
in the allotted time. For example: "In this session we will develop some skills
in collecting and interpreting data about soil environments. We will then apply
.--that data in making some decisions about how to use this land."

I. DESCRIBING SOIL

Distribute TASK A and have the group complete it befpre going to the study
site (5 minutes)

USE A: Worthy yourself.

Write your own description of soil. Keep this description for
reference later.

..AII.'OBSERVING AND RECORDING THINGS IN THE SOIL
Distribute TASK B cardi. (15 minutes) Have participants do Task B,'No. 1
before going to study site.

AO'

4

TASK 3: Work in sash groups.

1. Predict what you will find in the top few inches of the area to be studied.
List yonr,predictions:

2. Select an area about 2 or 3 feet square oe the ground and sift through the
top 3 inches recording the evidence of plants and animals you observe.
Replace-the ground in as near original condition as possible.

Nano or Description
of Item in the Soil ntity Possible Effect on Soil

I

3. The terms: litter, duff, humus, are used to describe organic matter at the
top of the soil. From your study above, complete the following chart:

T
..

Term and definition

'

Describe chi el
List tM--identifiable
parts of plants and
animals you found

Litter (identifiable dead
things on surface) -

.

Duff (partially decomposed
organic matter-- compacted .

Humus (almost completely
decomposed non-identifiable
organic matter)

. t.

Investigating Your Environment Siiies
U.S. Forest Service

Coloraa7=- 1975

51



*Discussion gkilTh,

Questions and discussion:

Discusi the terms litter', cuff, humus - have participants actually pick up
samples of litter, duff and humus. frpm the area they're standing on.

1. What did you find?.
2. How do you think the organisms,you found-affect the soil?
3. What might be some reasons for the odors in the soil?
4. Under what conditiontwauld you,expect to find more or

different organisms?

III. DEVELOPING THE SKILLS TO COLLiIT 16f(707ATA

Move the group to- a soil pfofile or soil pit.

Questions and discussion:

1. What do you see_as you look At this cross_sectiop or
profile of soil?

2. What are some things we migslt want to find out about
this soil?

Accenting
Clarifying
Extehding
TIme to think
Refocus

Acceptance
Supporting
Ehcouraeing''

Comment to the group, "The various conditions and characteristics of soil
that you have mentioned, such as color, texture, structure, temperature, and
the acidity and alkalinity (pH) affect the way land can be used. Knowledge
of these conditions is essential to land use plgnning whether in a forest or
in your backyard. We are -going to collect, record, and analyze someinfor-
matiOn about those soil characteristics." Distribute TASK C and refer to
instructions on the back side.

--Note to facilitator: Discuss and demonstrate howto-collect data about the
following soil characteristics using the instructions on, the back side.of
TASK C. This instructionalsession is extremely important. The participants
need.the'skills they develop in this session when they collect aata for the
micromonolith. Demonstrate and discuss what you are doing as you proceed, and
draw on the participants for most of the observations. For example in demon -
strating. texture you may want to have samples of sand, loam, and clay in cans.
Have participants feel these samples before determining the texture of the
soil layers in the profile. You may want to demonstrate thee of the pH kit
in front of 'the whole group. Use somebforeign material like cigar ashes,.a
rotten log or coffee.

(

52
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A %OIL micRaioNoLitif

to TASK C. Explain that, there is a place to check br record the ,

-,dataxolletted and a place to sketch how the soil looks. (45160 minutes)

Note: Alliplay the materials (jars, jelly cups, bagg es, etc.) available
and demonstrate how they are used to construct a mieromonolith.

;lark Am small grave. or by yourself.
.

the'laformellam AS the back of this task, tad the'avillabla eguipensts

slystmmelliseemettere bolal. Make a mIgrom000llth whet tie materials
pimalied.

syi pihor sail frail-W. label the layers or horizons, mei resort ths data.

DATA

. .1

4
air cooperators.
3'sh... eirfece Jost also; surface

Coolest. of layers above top soil (if sitiZaiF!
Litter -
Duff -
humus
Total depth of layer above top soil

Upson Morison) -
Depth * to -", Color
Texture: Sandy , Loamy , Clayey
Strutters: Columns &lucky , Plat?
Oramules pl

T"P=-----) r-----)
Plant Lots Visible .

,

Record below ths ormatlea for the other.
layer:.

Describe type of reek is the bedrock (if present)

..

lore are eons smps,te collect isformatleugahout gifforsat soil charattarlstics.

2
..

1. Ni 1- insets (burls/Joe) .

Ihmk.uhors the sell change* solar and gstastral aggparomta. AM* vatic
Isr0.4 major layers or horizons; i.e., top .oil subsoil, sad parse
metnrial. Becasuie sell formulas has maay,vaclahles. you soy find .
or lever layer..

..
.

2.
- .color .

Describe the colei of each major layer using yorr.rms descriptive terms.
Hoists. veil to get ',more accurate color-deicriptlen.

'

3. texture (hou-the Soil fools)
Determine the texture of -each major layer.

,

`.4 Texture is determined by feel. Rub a notstemed sample ,f moll between thumb
and forefinger. Spit on sample is moisten. if water is not available.

If teleals very gritty and not plastic -------.--- -sandy
If it feels smooth and allchoor somewhat gritty Vattchyt=----Immy
If it feels smooth. plaetic,Iedliticky-- clayey

a. ;structure (bow the sat is put together is geometric shapes)
..Determine the structure of oath major layer.
Carefully break apart a shovelful of soil from sack layer and match
Its charectolletics with eke .1 -these structure words: blocky.

piety columnar agg granular ;:i"

S. AELtlare
Determine thojeoperature of each layer. Des the *oil thermometer.

i. pR (acidity or alkalinity).

Determine-the pM 41 sack miler layer. Soll.pM is an indication of,how volt

certain pleats CM grew is ths soli.- .

. tut a small sample of the ;Oil be be testoe'la a pectskateOlah. to ant

touch the sample. Vet just saougl pH reagrat to saturate the soil
sample. Notch the color of they* rosSaat at the of
sample with pi color chart,

Each person should construct oi toll micros000lltb. TASK C) A micro-

monolith is a mall yodel of a sell' Profile in wbtcsamples of sack

soil layer are attached toVi-card.

54
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Questions and Discussion
I

1.1 Usini)the'obsbrved color of tare tip layer and Tables 2A "and 2B, .

at did you say' about theerosionvfadtor-of your soil?

2. :Using the struc,tur"of your soil and Table 4, what did ycAl say.
. about the drainagp of water?

3. 'Row well did the plants in the study area conform to the soil phi - plant
6

chart? . 4

4: Have grodps read How they would set 4p their, own Soil pH - plant chart,
. roint out that soil' scientists determine soil pH and record the plants
growing in the area to construct a,table or chant for use in interpreting
soil pH - plant islationshipi elsewheps.

5. Ifothere is af,Soil Conservation Service soil savey,ieport descriging
-local soilseiVailable, read its description of the loll just-studied.
Point out that these rbports are prepared from the same infoiMation we
used. Comparethe Soil Conservation Service's description with the

//pirticipanie'descriptions: _(Usually the descriptions' are very similar.)
6. Hokdoes.thli soil description differ from the one.youiwrote in TASK A.

. .

. 7.

Accepting
Clarifying

Refocus.

VI.' MEASURING SLOPE OF THE LAND
7 ,

.
.

Discuss 6n r ,

In addition to the other data we'have collected, measurementsof,the slope
of the land are needed'An order to ,discuss possible uses of, the study aroma

aof ob
thget%in

a more accurate average.
slope is varied,-measurements from several locations may be needed

'Pass ou04FASK E: (10 minutes)

UPI
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ease Last the seta watt,. Laval.

4. *moan tie omolotz.o tacbia tbo Eno M sett,. hick to 'Ott Oa
mewl.

yb sweat a Lease Io tbo oloya et Os Uri to savpt.

. tapes do Novo hop, to rat 'Iltfiataat ovum t# t
elm t ton Id !Wag iliac N. -

2.
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..

tions and Discussion

1. What recommendations did you make on TASK F?
2. How do you feel.about.the'present use of-this-land?

3. How could man improte the use of this'land?
4. Whit are some uses which could damage the ,land? Whit environmental

Precautions should be taken to minimize the damage?
4 5. How do- the things we've done so far relate to making land use decisions?
b. .How do social, economic and political factors affect the development

and use of the land?
7. What are somt. long-range effects of land use-decisions on our-society?

In

COMMUNiCATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES ABOUT,SOIL
Distribute TASK H,(10 minutes) s,

TASK G

Deearibe how you feel abod"E man's sitsct qn the soil envirosmen

sbere you live.

Describe-whatjou can do to improve the use of the soil:

Inyour backyard -

In your community -

I

Ask for responses from TASK G, and discuss,

IX. SUMMARY QUESTIONS
.

1. "What did we find out about the environment in our study re'clay?m,_

2. How are soil characteristics important in environmental managenhO

3. How can we Almarize our discussions and investigations?
4. You may want the particii>onts to evaluate the session by writing

how they-felt about ft'. . ,

-7-

kl

4

Lifting,

Extending
Time te;(9irik
Refocus .

Summarizing.



X. SOME OBJECTIVES

lehavioral Outcomes in_ Knowledge

As a result of this session, participants should be able to:

DRsctibe three ways in vt4ch the living organisms in the top part

of the soil affect the soil. '

Construct -a soil mitromonolith of an-assigned soil profile. determine
and record texture, structure, pH, temperature, and color of each

layer.

Write a description of a 'ioil studied, using the voids they recorded

about that soil on their miciiionoIith. -;

. P.

Demonttrate'. the ahilpty to determind the best uses of the in this '

area, using the dati from your soil micromonaIith-and the. 1an4 capability

charts.

;>,,-

ro,

Describe three things that man does to detetmine the proper management

of soil resource.

Behavioral:Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

As a result of this session, participants should be able to:

,

Describe how they feel -about man's effect on this soil environment.

Describe how they feel about man's\fxfect on the soil environment

where they live.. -
:.-

Describe what they can do t9 improve the use of the soil:

in their backyard: t

in their community:

XI. EQUIPMENT NEEDED: (for a' class

6 La Motte soil RH kits .

JOmicromonolith cards
6 tape measures
30 sets of lab sheets
3 sticks (50" or 100" long)

4

of 30 people)
*10011elly cups And lids/etc 3 staplers

3 soil thermiSineters 1,box staples

2 1710 cans of water. 2 shovels

30 hand lenses 3 'yardsticks

3. baby food jars, 1/2-full of water

Sample's of sand, silt, clay (optional)
Plant samples, drawings-or guides to use with soil pH-Plant

relationshipchart.(oRtional)
*other materials such as baggies,:seran wrap, pill bottles, etc have been used

.satisfactorily.

This lesson plan was developed for use in teachersporkshope is 1971 and

revised in 1974. The people who developed and revised this plea include:
Phyllis Eager, Seattle, Wash.; Dave Kennedy, Olympia, Wash.; Don Cannard,
Vancouver, Wash, Ernie McDonirldePortland, Ore.; George Otte, Eillaboro,
Ore.; Bert Bray:It/ante, Georgia; Ron Greenwald, Washington D.C.;

Alice Cook, Juneau, Alaska.
t.

...
. .

./
-rv,e,taeks anr,-iiscussion topics-in this lesson-are designed- so that many can
Ce done individually or in combination depending upon -the facilitators
objectives and time constraints:

. / .

*The discussion tkiltslisted are examples of hose necessary to carry out the

X
-lesson. Additional iniotmaiion on discussion nit. are in the Lesson Plan
fbr Developing Environmental Investigations i)Ithis series.

It is suggested Sty the writers ORat continuous revision take place by
/

s
people who use this; -plan.

-A- 1_



A LESSON F,-LAN OR NATURAL RESOURCE UTILIZATION

IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

a.

Set the stage.for this investigation by reviewing quickly whit will take place
in the allotted time. For example: In the next four hourt we will. investigate

our use of natural resources. We will discuss the origins of natural resources,
hoWnitural resources are used, environmental issues related to resource use,
and the management of natural resources. (You might w read the behavioural -

objectives at the end of the lesson and refer back to hem a an evaluation of
the session.) roo

j I. NATURAL RESOURCES

.16

JASK-A: (5 minutes) Work by youe'self. ,

Writt your own definition of a natural resource. :

Questions and discussion:

1. What are some definitions of a natural 'resource? (Accept all answers)

Distribute TASK B cards and objects. (Rock, water, soil, etc. Oblect*S may

be just°1bout irlYthing,:,but there should be-a iargq variety.) .

-

INVESTIGATING YOUR ENVIRONMENT SER
-k U.S.D.A. Forest SerVice

Denver, Colorado
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TASK (Sminutes )/ Wok by yourself or.with another person.

I. List all possible uses. you can think of itttayr. object.

A

2. For a large amount of your object(

3. Fol: any part of the object.

b

Questions and discussion: 4

1. What are some of the uses of your object?
4

2. Which of the objects seems most jmportant to you? .

3. .'Choo,Wone object you- feel you could do without. Why?

. 63
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Ques

TASK C: (10 minutes) Work by yourself.

writs your own definition of a renewable resource. ..

a

/-=

Write yeur'own definition of a non-renewable resource.

It .

Working in'imall groups,classify the objects used in TASK B.. Which
are,renewable and which are non-renewable?

Write a short explanation of the classification of each object. .

OBJECT . RENEWABLE NON -RENEWABI4
, .

REASONS

..

. .

. .

,

..--
I,..0

' . /

. ,

i .

-
_ -*.f- - tIk ,-

,-,- .
- -- -_____ __

l
.

_ .

.

44..
.

.
.

and discussi

Wh are some
resources?

/. What values

a -

1

OA.

a

you can distinguish between renewable and non-renewable

,

re there in distinguishing between the two types of resources?

64
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TASKDl: (15 minutes) Work in groups of 2 or 3.

Take a walk dawn one nearby block, listing all natural resources that

have been used there. After each natural resourcelmitehow it is usd,.
_.whether it is renewable or non-renewable, and the relative quantity,

of it on the block.

NATURAL
'RESOURCE

NOW

USED? RENEWABLE NON-RENEWABLE
RELATIVE
QUANTITY

, '

.

- ----..-

-
,..

---

,

7

.

----

.

Distribute flip-chart paper, marking pens, etc.

TASK 02: (15 minute) Work in groups of 2 or.3..

Makka lksual display of the uses and relative quantities of natural
resources found in TASK Dl. Make. the display any way you wont.

5'

it

.

4 -



Questions and discussion: = ,

1. From our investigation so far, what can we say about the resource's we
. use.

Distribute local phone books, if available.

TASK E: (60 minutes) Work in small groups.

Choose 3 natural resources from TASK Dl. Find put'if these resources
are availible_in,Ple community. Where can they be bought, where do
they come from, what do they cost, etc.

Questions and discussion:
\

1._ What did yorraiscover in TASK E about the natural resources you chose?

2. What methods did.you use for gathering information for TASK c?

3. Thor Heyerdahl has widen: "Modern man seems to believe he can get
keverything he needs from the supermarket'and corner drugstore. He

esn'tzunderstand that everything has a source in the land or sea; and
that he must respect these sources." How do you feel about this
statement?

4. This belief that everything comes from the supermarket has been termed
the "supermarket syndrome". In what way does the "supdrmarket syndrome"
affect our attitudes and beliefs about natural resources?



TASK F: (20 minutes) Work'in small groups..

_,

Identify 5 urban environmental issues concerning natural resource
utilization in this community.. Sor each issue list the natural
resources involved.`

ISSUE NATURAL RESOURCES INVOLVED

.

Choose one issue from above, and trace the natural resources involved b
to their source.in the environment.

I

Questions and discussion:
.

1%.4 Wow is the issue you have selected related, to the-lupermarket

syndrome"?

67



TASK Si,: (10 minutes) Work by yilrself.

Describe in writing 3.things you can do in dour everyday life to
.==overcome the supermarket syndrome.

a.

, Select the one you ink would be your best contributiorf. D!sc-ibe

the benefits of-th 5-acttOn:

a. Where you live:

1

as

-

b. In-yourwconsumer habtts-e

c. Other benefits:

4

ei
Questions and discussion:

1. What can yod do back home to overcome the supe arket syndrome?

2. How do-you feel abOut resource use in=your community?-

II.-.MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESQURCES'*

Pre-Investigatibn question:

a. What doet management'of natural resources mean-to you?

I

Ask
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inTASK H: (10 mlnute$Y. Work,by yourseltNr n groups.*
r

.
. . , , .

List some natural resources of this state, and how they are used. Keep

in mipd the major produifs, industries,,and businesses of the state. ..*

°, 4'

.

D
NATURAL RESOURCES
t. .

.
..-

4

J
HOW USED

.
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Questions' and dtsetission:

.

1.. What are some nateral resources found in ttis State? (Write all resgbnses
on flfp-chaet paper. -,

3.- 6 . 1
2. Which of the ha ources aressimilar?' (Group those' that are --,,

similar -- A, y al ne group,. B; by ,the next, eXo.)

3. What wore *e_ use t label' eaCh, group of resources?

4: Are there arty other resource categories thit we should
(Divide the large,gr6up into small groups, ine group for' each

'resource Category. :Assign each group catel6ry, and hand-lout
laighway maps to each group.) .



1.

4
TASK I:. (15 minutes) Work in groups.

01

Locate on yourmap where your assigned categorl'ofvresources can be
found. Draw boundaries around these areas on your map. Th ina
yb r ppundaries op the master map. Each groups should use ,a
diffreht color starker.

O

Questions and discuision:

1 What resource categOry boundaries overlap?

2: Wbat problems9Zcu4, when boundaries overlap?.

In Whgt ways are management guidelines imp4rtint im managing
tmral resources? .

- 4P

'* 4 4r
1-0'

KA: (10 minutes) .Work by yourself.

Write songs you ibink are important in Oranaging
-natural resources, y _ Ar

,

.

Questions and discussion:

1.* What are some of your guidelines? e all answers,qn fliprchart
.

opaper.)

O'the guidelines are similar? (Gr9up those that are
-!azy all of one groupn by the next,' etc.) .1k

To develop some general management guidelines, what words Can we op.
.

to label. eachAroup of guidelines ?'

fi

4.

4lb



JO( K: (20 minutes) Work` in groups,

Usifig the general management guidelines, develop "a management plan,for
all the resource categories. Prepare a 5-minute presentation for your
management pl.an.

Questions
ieh

d discussion:

1. What difficultl'j do natural resource managers have?

. . .°'
2. Whathat can we say about natural 'resource management in,this present yeani

N

Summary questions and discussion:

Al

ft:

: What influence doe's the urban environment have on natural resource use?

2. How is the often heard statement "there is no such Will as a free
lunch" related to natural resource use and management?

3.. What can we conclude about natural resource use today?"
7

4. What can'we conclude about resource management today?

5. How can we-sumftrize our discussions and investigation??

6. What methods and prqcesOs did we use in our investigation?

. .

JAS1(1.

Describe in mrfting bow you fee l about our session today.

.

..40 1
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BEHAVIORAL- OUTCOMES IN KNOWLEDGE:

As a result oftWese activities, you should be able to:-

17. Identify .uses of natural resources for our environment,

. .

2." 146tify renewable and non=renewable resodrces.' ....,r-_,

,

3; Trace-resources used in everyday items to their original source
t

On the-environmedt. . h
..,

...-,..-

. .4% 'Identify patterns of .resource utilizetron whfci. h involve urban

-environmental issues=. - '- .-
c'

. ,
t ' , A

hr ,. ../-
r \

. 5.-"Iden ify the need-for_active'natuill resoprce Management guidelines.
\ 4.

6'. Devel va natural resource managtment plan using management guide-
.,

r lines. ..
. .

,

. ..o. . ,6
)

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES IN FEELINGS:. AWARENESS, VALUES _AND ACTION:

-

,of.these,activities, you should be able to: ,

1. -Describe how you. feel about resource use.ln your community.

1.

. .

2._ Describe what You can do to improve'resourceamtilizatfon in your .

cOnpunity. .

3: Describe how you feel about natural resource management.

EQUIrE.NT NEEDED: (fore class ref 30 people)

N.

mr.

= 30 natural objects (rock,.water, soil, etc., objects'may be just about_
.

anything, but -there should be alarge variety.
I large map 0 state:,

10 highway maps of state, .
1 flip chart.

10.thegic markers (variety of colors).

5 local phone books,

c or\
This iesson,lan was developed for Use:'in teacher worktnoOs by:

It it suggested
who use the ideas.

Jotn.A. Taylor; Laramie, Wyoming
Gary Severson; Denver, Colorado
Lolita'Robinson; Denver, Colorado'
John Strickler; Manhattan, Kansas

r
the authors that continuous revision take place by.people

7c.
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, A LESSON PLAN TOR INVESPIGATiNG 'AN ii,BAN -COMM

ing this session 44.wili identify parts of an urban community, lookat'the pattern
of land use,,ConstrucX a procedure and plan to investigate, one part of the community,
analyze the data colleC4ed, develop altertiatiVe solutions to present conditions, and
develop a plan to implement your solUtions or recoiMmendatfons4

. I ,

Overview of the Process N
The procedure - outlined in.this process lallsointo nine basic steps orphases. They
are:

4

.

SNOW= MILIAN WEEN TES COMMUNITY
,

(Ideetify land use mess and pact:v.4

4a. I

A ea

r---- "
lir morrxitiao AND FOCUSING OK LAND USE lamas. trrammaTiomseira, OR

PIM= TO INVISTIGATS s

,(Overall view of community. cosstiuctims stage data
collecting *sort) . . 4 .

.1",

tit -ago ANALYZING Tag TOPIC rot YOVIANWISTICATIOK'N
Inveoctgamicah must have data that. is observable. colleetible.

.

. recordable. . ,

Use of three -stage data rlOOlecting char, to analyse investigation '

Construct agate-collection and recording device to Use in investigati
Develop a ?rctedare to Lest out the invittigetLon pricest

/ ,

/
la

IV. CONDUCTING TDS IGATION, -, -'''fithlIT .

Testing out the.investigitivAprocess, makiag modifications in the
procedures, data*collecting Soli, etc. . 1

REPOITINCAK TES INVISTIGATION

Oit'scruptike URP*KeitimY.---"CoMPlups. ant
ievestigation protest (this step:lb-40T-

Ulf-scions mede La the
mettrummt.to the sublect

4
VI. ANALYZING ACTORS AND ALTZIDATIVES TO =XS IIISENT COINNTIONS

Listinifantors that coatributt to problem and brains how
.m.cbsages (slimimatioW, modification, subetitutes) would offer the .

problem.
b

px. Maw= ac;116 PLANNING TOSS= ABOUT AN Doom= oa sounam TO
- THE SWVERONISAWINVISTMAIED , . .

r ,

Determining q your solutiou,ds feasibilt mod developial slalom of act
far implommittg yea solution or recommendatins.

, . aIf . 1 .' ' * /
or

EL SUMMARIZING ma levrarilCirow

0/2g
2

2

4

7

7

f
10

to .

I.

a-

Investigating Your Environment Series
",S. 'orest Service

.

Denver, Colorado

yr



A.

.1. BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH THE- COMMUNITY -

..Questiops and Discuisions

"-

A. What- are somenajotiand-uae categbries found in most urban communities?

<List on hoard e.g., cqmmercial, residential, recreation, industrial, etc.)

B. Pass'ouvemp of local, community being studies. How each -group locates

-.the-major.land use categories from A plus others they%Can think of on the

map and with magic markers, etc.

TASK A In'groups,of 3-4. 10-15 minutes . . - ,

.
. . ,`

Working in groups, locate the, major land use categories on.the_maptOf

your community.

.

It_ AptyarrimG AND FOCUS-MO.0N LAND USE PATTERNS, BTERRELAT/ONSHTP OR PROBLEgS
.

TO INVESTIGATE ,

4 r

A.. After looking, at.your.map and locating the-14d uses on it, what can you

.
say.,about the pattein of land_ Ise in your community?')Liston board.

,

NOTE: Here are two additional *options o consider usii after-II A depending
. upon the objectives of your plan.

-.
1 ,

.

Option A - If your objective is to investigate efeirdnmental factors,

then use this question after II : .-=

. What are some factors that mig affect the qualify'of the

environment of 'the area on th map? <List factors on

chart.) ,

4 .

. in small gr5ups, complete following chart.

Factors from Above -It what ways will they affect End,

. One tool that will help .in your tfsk of devploRing an inves-

tigation is-to construct 3 -stage data collecting chart.

. AfterJoing the chart (III analyze the investigation), have'
go right to IV IS and toll then to."Seloct one of

ctors fromtabove and fill out column `t of IAA B.'

oceed with rest of lesson.
our objective is to investigate, a potential or existing

o len thekask this question after II A, "ghat are some
problems t might be created by the pattern of land use in

your.commuaity?" ProOted of the lesson, but make
sure -to orient thorest,of the instructions tq the problem.

. - ro =

4 41

ti

1
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B. 'One task is to construct a collec ng and4recording chart to use in your
investigation.

C. One tool that can help yotf'in y r task is to construct a 3-stage data
, collecting rt. to' assist .in analyzing the investigatioh.
D. We want to &one with you as a sample.

NOTE: (rick a subject other thin a land base category listed On

to illustrate the use of the chart.)
E. NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:

-r

the board

gzr.I. Here are the steps in doing a sample 3- stage chart with the iihol,e oup.
2. Let's pick transportation aa'the topic to be iavestigated. (Write

transportation at the top .of chart.) .. .

3. The firtit column is.Iabeled,'"What We Want to FikI51 Out" about the topic.
(Write .. that at far left of-board and ask -:for group responses.)

4. T e column is labeled'', "How to Collect" information about the
tem listed in Column 1 (write that heading next to column 1 and ask

for groups responses. Ask for-ways` to collect .infortaittion a- the first
4 to 5 items in Column 1, one at a ,tima, then ask are there any additional
ways you can think of to collect information).

5. The third column is labeled, "How to Record" the information we are going
i to collect. (Write that 'heading next to column 2 and Ask for group

`retyionsee.. gust .ask for general ways to record the inornatiOn for any-
4.100 ' ; -___

,..
NOV.': Here ii what the sample chait might look like after doing it with the

, total group.

s,

le

Coruna 1

3-Stage
Subje

Data dollecting,Chart
: Transportation

What _We Want to Find Out .

Location-of major arterials
Ximils of ,transperi7tatfon
Whet is needed
(ow much is available
Accessibility .C1 oitervg.nals
Land topoiraph
Is it- working,
'That is being u ed now
Growth pot tern

,Traffic flow pa
'Peak -trafM ne
Attitude of Peop

'Column 2
How to Collect
Observation
Interviei people
Existing studies
Count It- of cases
at certain place
Count types of
vehicles

Column 3
How to Recordy
Graphs

_

Pictures
Film
Tape recorders,'

--questionnaire_

Tables

DISCUSSION: (
I

'What, might be t1le benefits of 'analyzing a land use,' a topic or an- issue .this
way before going' out CO do aa4aVeStigation. about it?
(Stick with this discusslon uptil they say stuff like:
- It's easier to setalil the /parts of the topic.
- Afralfzing it -brea a*,it down: into' manageable pkarts to study:
You-realize that prohlems anent t as simple a) they-seemi--%

,

a

75'
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A'

III.- IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING THE, TOPIC FOR YOUR INVESTIGATION
Questions and Discussions
A. Describe the area that the group isgoing %investigate and haiie each

"person-draw that area on his map:
a"

Criteria for the facilitator to use in'identifyiling an area to investigate.

1. Atiain walking distance in the time segment allotted (3 hours of fid. d
. investigation).

2. Have a variety of land use categories.
3. Have example of changing landsuse.
4. Should be interesting to study.
Split class into appropriate number of study teams, (mix class up).and assign'

a land, use category.

B. Identify, the land use category you are going to investilite and fill out

column 1 of the 3-stage chart in Task B. - ,

,

TASKS 20' minutes,Workig in-your group (3-6) Fill oup the land use category
and column 1 of the chart below. .

3=Stage Data,Collecting and Analyzing Chart -)

land Use Categories

, , Column_l
* Whet we want to find'out

about our land use category
in the area

I

Column 2
How to collect
the inforriation

---

Column ,3

HOW to Record'
the Information

.

r
4

7 6



.

C. Now select one or two items from-the first column of your chart and
do TASK'

TASK C 30 minutes (in small grOups)

Identify one or two'items from the girsi column of your chart and construct
,a sample data collecting and recording device for each item selected.

The data collecting and recording devices must be with data that is ob-
servable, collectible, and recordable in the environment during the actual
field investigation.

5

7



a

D. Now do _TASK D.

TASK D 30 minutes

Develop a plan of ,action to investigate ybur part of the environment using
the data collecting and recording devices constructed in TASK C and in
the allotted field time. (Consider dividing responsibilities fox collect*
ing and recording information, who gddeyhere, other tools needed, etc.)

4

ti

NOTE: After 10 minutes into TASK D, put up and read the followpg sign.

Planning for an 1.1;VestigatiOn

.

Usually, the problems that people have are 1) deciding what to do, 2) narrowing
down. the scope of the topic to something specific enough to actually investigate
HAS YOUR GROUP EXPERIENCED THIS?

E. After TASK D
Each grouppsake a short presentation to describe the procedures and display
the recording devices to be used in the investigation. If clasp is over
40, then have groups pair up and critique each other's plans instead of .

each small group presenting it to total group.

NOTE: Just before dismissing the groups to do the field investigation,
put up the following chart.

.
This Session is all About Learning How to Prepare for an Investigation

Today the, procedures are more important than the content. The idea is to try

out your data-collecting and recording methods.
.4

It may be necessary to modify your investigation procedures as you become
involved in your task.

6



IV. CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION
. 2

Tell group:. You now have three hours to do your field work. Be back here at

time. You will have one hour to preps** a-t0-15 minute report about:

your investigation; Instructions Tor the report will be posted %Then you-

return.

. REPORTING ON THE DINVESTIGATiON

Have following instructions up as groups come back so they have some guide-

lines for their presentation.

TASK E
Instructions for the Presentation

I. Describe your task. .

.

,

2. Report on what you did, how you did it, and what it meant.

3. Describe how you Modified your procedure, methods, recotding

devices, etc.

4. Use more than one person as spokesman.

5. Use visual' displays:' . .

---6.7--Limit-report to 5-YO minutes (5 minutes if more thatO groups).

7. This report is to report on the investigation process and not the content

or solutions to problems.

i4

VI. ANALYZING FACTORS AND ALTERNATIVES TO THEIR PRESENT CONDITIONS

NOTE:4_14a group gives their preientation. Stick to time limits an4 to the

process of the investigation.

What problems didlou encounter in your investigation?

What is the next step to 'do with all this information?

.1

Questions:
A. What are the basic functions of your study area? Whole comsainity?

B. What are some of the needs of the area?

C. What impact does your survey area have on the management of your community?

D. What would happen if one whole segment of the community were eliminated?

One category?

E. What are some "focus words" (Themes) that could be used to tdither study

this area? (change, repetition, continuity,
interdependence, etc.). -

F. What examples are 4ere in your area that:

illibtrate the past--
typify the present- -

indicate the,future--

G4 What interrelationships can we identify in the area investigated,based on

your field observations (residential to, business, past use to present use,,.

business district to ttansportatiOn rbutes, eta.). _

. H. How do these things above affect the 'function of the communit5q. Cvacancies

affect appearance,
business taking over community, apts. affect commuity'

spirit, etc.).

I. What' are seem of the most obvious problems? /

, J. Select one issue, concert,or problem that you identifie0 your inves-

-----tioation.- Using TASK,F, list, and analyze all 'the factors- can



,

-TASK F - ANALYZING FACTORS AND ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT CONDITIONS: ,

.. . v 4 /./ P.

_ , / *

(TASK i-is designed tobraiUstorm all possible alternati44.) List the factors con

Take each factor and ask: "How can we change this faceor ((eliminate, modify, substi

a change in the issue?" Co4sidei all alternatives, .no matter how silly/they may se

FACTOR HOW IT CONTRIBUTES TO ALTERNATIVES TO ITS PRESENT CONDITION DES

'HE-PROBtEM OR ISSUE Seledt one or more alternatives below .

.
and describe how the factor might be

changed -

(Elimination Modification Substitution)

Example: Traffic Management

Width of. Cause traffiC jam _Fut in walking

streets . or bicycle
'paths pat

One-way streets - EIS

Everyone- Cause traffic jai

start and
quit work
at same -

time ,

.Mass transit

Ad16t starting,
closing, working
hours -

Pol

1

.

Describe the alternative or combination of alternatiOes'that might ring about an improv

the quality of the environment investigated. Give reasons for yo rtchoices.,
. -,,, __

_
. .

4 -

After you have analyzed the factors in TASK F; then go on'to TASK G.



I

DEVELOPING ACTION4PLANNING T0, BRING ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT OR'SOLUT ON TO THE

ENVIRONMENT INVESTWED

Select one of the alternatives fro], TASK F. Write it in TASK G.under suggested
solution and complete the task. litis can,help you determine, if /Your 'soluticin' is

feasible or not 'and what course of action you plan to take for its implementation..

TASK G OXVILOPING ACTION PLANNING TO um Amour AN IMPROVEMINT'ON SOLUTION-TO-lig entaasson
INFISTIGITID 444

Select one of the solutions suggested by your group in TASK C.
Solution" - Couplets tkis rest-of the Chaim'

MGM=
SOLUTION -

A

its it below under :`suggested

rips ACTION maceturz
M_INPLION3P1' INK
SOLOZION, , .

(Rata, in Technolotical
,Solution What kinds of with=
suggested by selogical active
your group' would ha nocassdry
in Task O) to-implensat this

ideal 411

What-kinds of aerial
Ratios would be.

A socesses7 to ample-
sent ntis Lima

!Nattiest
What kinds of political
sotto.' would be maces-
sary to Implement this
idea?

TOINTIIT CSAN4
AGMS ONO COULD

goLINKIT TIC

Individual
What kinds of
thiiis could be
doe, through
individual

,action?,

loo's of of things

could be does by/

through groups?
Imformal
Formal (organi-
sations)

Aseecies
What kinds of
things could be dame
by/dWrougkigeoilesi

INPUMTATIoN IMITATION =WO-
STEPS TO Plana
sOLOTION

4NOW WILL IOU FOLLOW
UP AMP ZULU= TON

_ IFFICTIVINKSS OF
TOUR Milan

(What'iiist bp' 4

dead ? 7-Le what

.order.-phire?

Just

2.
3A-

Target Date

jf
r

a-)
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...

Questions ,
'

., -

,

_A- -Have-group give rebrts obTASK G Mr i
.

='

'IL What armour recommendations for ting fitmremeeds.ii7this area?'

C. If you were the city plaliningd..,:somi, whit guidelibes would _you

develop for coviderAtion of tare deAlopments in this, area? 1'

: . P.

COMIMU;CATiNq FEAINGS, AWAREWEESS, AHD vans,
. . ,

O

. 4 ,

TASK }1" .

_

...-

,Describe yonepart in implementing the action plan in'TAkg\t,

'
as a member of a community'ecti,onlgrnup-,-

as i part of the,"politledir decision-leaking process n your tomm.p...-
.

, * 1.

. ... . ..

f. . .. s. -....! 0,

4uestions and discussion:. . 14 - p
A. Discuses individual eats.- . :

e
,

B. 'Mhet type a c omqpnity action can wo.take to identify and motivate people,

' to collect, tnteeket data, arrive'at alt4rnative solutions -and take

intellikeneaction"to decide on the best/eolution consistent gfilth the
...,

. Alps - of the envirorstentc.,land society. %

w
I14. stattimaznitit, INVESTIGAtlaw t , 1...

_-% '. ,,, . ,,

A. AA INfacilitatoi you should help youVauaience PLAN. ..

A. You ,w1.11- need to elp fhemi... think through their,pnocedures

.1 .
.

:*.v.cipate possible problem,.
,

C. The.im?ortant. is to identif#: ./,

1. What 'you f,. to find, out. -' tw

a Z. Boyito collect. :../

.

'3. How!,tO record: ..'. .-. - .

4* Boi-to-fOterlitetfOhet noes _it mean)
,

-5.-Do.something with yout-kformation. ,

$

116

D. What did we find.pat,about_The environment to our study? , .10 ''

E. Spwrwild this-proceeirhelp you,when you have stpdenii investigate. pings

orhave community oupi investigate _things? ` f :

F. W; How are.you going' ipmediateafflY what ybu lea

G, 4Mme cwt we summarie our disOuseion.aed investigation?
_ o

,

..

NO.

a

I . -'
I

.

. ,f,
. .,'

DesCribe.in wriMpg how you fe'l a d o u t ogr .session today.,
,

al
A ,

5
1 11

.

v '111

4

A

*4.
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NAB. INFORMATION

.- The foIlOwing laboratory sheets could be used lo_provideaaditional ideai to,
, peoge investigating an urban environment: The Troup dy-identify different..

component parts of the environment than ,those listed here.

BEHAVnAL.OUTOOMESIN kNOWLEDGE

Ase result of these activities, you should be able to: w
Identify'atleast five different categoriewiin an, urban environment.,

do#6truct a data collecting aid recording tool for. soft $art of an urban.

AviXonmehtlor.data that is observable, collectible, and recordable.
.

I '

Describe a procedure to use in initiating in.urbin environmental investigation..

Identify.at least 606 con Anent parts of an urban enyiromeent."

.

.Desctibe four inarrelationships thatexist between component parts of the

. .. .

IIP. N
.

environment. ,' . ,
,

BEHAVIORAL. OUTCOMXf IN FEELINGS, AWARENESS, VALUES, AND ACTION'.

4PAs a'resalt of these activities; you should be able to: ' /
-- .

Analyie factors and ilteriativaolutions to present condition in aneniiironMiit
iier at '7 '

r,

Identify forCes and change-agents that can 12'; used fdr-Or.agaihat the improve

livability, of the area.

Describe what you canto to become involved in community action programs pf'''

identifyibg and suggesting solutions to local environmental problems..
_

-

DescObe how you-aid the community people can become involved in aifeCting_t
thA lodal political decision-making process through environmen4a1 urban.

investigations. . .

.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Maps of the urban 'area to be.investigated.
)441ackboard or newsprint easel
Magic markers or chalk

japeraniogencils ,i.
.--

- c

.
0 i .

This esson planwas revised for use in teacher workshops in June #4,3 by Charline

and ie, ticDonalli. It it suueslied- bp Miters that continuous revision take. °'`
pl, e by people who use theldeas.

e0 i-
.

-. NO T. The 'information And *ideas o
different aspects" of the urban

....

e

0_
12 to 18 an be used in formulating

efistigitioft.

a
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LAND USE SURVEY

1. Inventory and plot on map,.

List die major uses of land in the area.
Grosip...these uses into appropriate categori .

Label the categories.
Develop a legend for Plotting this data on the ma :.

Additional InfiiLillftion"

DEVISE YOUR OWN =HODS TO COLLECT AND RECORD THIS DATA. ,

SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, -IN WRITING, TO `YOUR GROUP LEADER AT%THE

END. OF, THE SESSION. 4 - ti
. .

How does each lend use effect the other land uses of thereaf ,

=r.. ,

What problems exist because ofcertain land uses? .

1

. . , v

What land use problems, in this area are related to regional (Portland ,

metropolitan area) enyironmentalprobleme? . .
-5:

What things are 'being done ra the-Land ait-are compatible ,with:

the characteristics of the land? .

e

. the needs 'of the people?

... .._'

Phich-land'uses are -Changing?
'

_

1 .

........_

: .

w ,

At. q .0
.

What proposed projects could affect '],and usepatterma_in this area?,

NOT4i. The aboveouestions are designed to help you look for eigniftrantNOTE
between things in the environment. Time may not.

allow -}got to investigate all of the suggestions. Therefore, you

will have to decide which. things are most significant in the time

allow* Please feel free to add tahli list, throw it away and
stall over, etc.

.4,`

0

at-

As.

Something to think about

For each of thlind ules you investigate, askleurself:-
Is It in' a good latation'to Verve its purpose?

e" What does it do to the environient?
- What kind-of an environment does it have

1, *
. y -

,N,
3. Summary questions on- land use surt ,

,See ;questions, and discussions aft TAS511 .

,. .

0.

,

e

12-

4

1
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TRAFFIC,AND TRAN#FORTATION SURVEY

1.2 Inventorl and plot on map

List the major traffic routes in the area.
Group these routes into appropriate categories..
Label the categories.
Develop a legend for plotting this data on the map;

2. Additional informs' ion

a

DEVISE YOUR biennium TO*.COLLECT AND RECORD THIS DATA.
SUBMIT1HE METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING, TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE
END OF TEE SESSION.

List the major user, groups of each category'tn #1.

Which are the most heavily traveled routes?

What problems are associated with traffic and transportation in the area?

What is, the effect of these problems on the rest of the study area ?,

What traffic- and transportation problems associated wit this area ae
related to regional (Portland metropolitan area) environmental problems

1

What proposed projects could affect traffic and transportation patterns
in the area?

(

,

Narg:- The above questions are designed to help you loCik for .significant
',relationships between. thiygs in the onienb.- Time may net allow

yoii to investigate all of the suggestions. 'Tberefore. you, will have
to decide whiWthings are most si4nificant in the-time alloWid.

i Please feel free to add tm the list, throw, it away and-start-ill
over, etc. 411..

. _ 1 , ,

Somme ins t6 think-about

For eaeh of the traffic and transportation romtessyou investigate,. ask,

yourself`: .. . , , \
.0

i Is it in A good.locatiOn.io serve its purpose?
,

What. does it do to tbe'environmemt? -

What kind of an environment does it have?

0
Surmary,cluestions,on traffic and #ransocreatiOu survey

.%

See'Auestions and diseUssions after TASK1L

°I

4
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COMMUNITTFACIIITilS AND .SERVICES SURVEY

1. IliVen67 and, plea mav
..-.) .. - 1

A
,List the community facilities °and services in this area.
Group these.faciiities and services int? Appropriate categories,
Libel he catefories. . , l ..

Develop a legend for plotting this data on'the map.
,...

2... Additional information ..
,

..:
-

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND RECORD .THIS DATA. \ 7

'SUBMIT THE METHODS AND TEE DATA,IN WRITING, TO.YOUR'GROUP LEADER AT THE
END OF THE SESSION. o 4

,

4

S

k

List the user groups&for each category, in #1.

What reasons can you give-for the loCationa of each of the codimunity
"facilities and services you listen in #1? A

What'neids of the people are being mettby these fa9ilities and services?

-Whit needs are not being met by existing facilities and services?

What problems are assoOated-with the quantity and quality of 'community
facilities and services in this area? i

. ,

Which of 4iese'problems are related to rfgional (Portland metropolitan
area) environmental pioblems?

4g
q di, %.

What proposed projects nuldafpct the us and effectiveness of community

Jacilities and service's inciphis area?,
. -44 ,.

. i
.NOTE: YThe above question -are designed, help you, .look for significant

relationsigps,between things in the environleni. Time may not.

allow you investigate all the luggestkons. LTherefdre. you
I have to decide which th;igs are moat, 6U:0:fa-ant is time _

. Please feel free. teadd to' the list,. ,throw it, away and
jr

11 ovesi, etc.

to think about

AR_

For each of the community facilities and services you investigate,as,
yourself:

in*a good location to serve its pimpose
What does it do to the enyiromment?
What kind of an environment deed it have ?

3. Summer=y questions on coimunity facilitieb`and.servicas
., ./

Sel(questions'Snd diicuisions after um p
0 \

..t.

ld



ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES SURVEY
- 0

k
.4*

'7 1. Inventory and plot on gap
.,

Lift the environmental assets of the area. '(physical and viqual)
Examples: ., 1)

.histor c lan#marki, visual impact,structbresi natural-features,
,aesthe icalt pleasing entrances, etc: , . -

List theen ironmental liabilities of the area (Physical and visual)

14 e..

Examples:
- 1 ..

conflictisig- land us es, high traffic-streets, residential overcrowding,-A-
poor' p wing, curbs, sidewalks, adverse naprflfeatures, samenie of
env i at, eit. _ ,

7
.. .

' : Group the onmentel asiets.and liabilities into appropriate categories.
Label the cigegories. .

,

Develop aligend for plotting this dataen-the map.

241 Additional infOrMation or ' ,

. 7
. .

DEVISE YOUR OWN =HODS TO COLLECTANDRECORD"THIS'DATA.
.SUBMITTHE"METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING,, TO YOUR ;OUP- LEADEl'eThB"
END OF

.

VE SESSION. s

--* ' -

. , .

How do the ea?. .(be specific)

%

environmental assets affect the reit of the area ?.
. ; AI

. .r....-

sRow do 0he 'environmental LiabiliOss affint the rest of, the area? (be specifii)
k

Which.environmentel asseta have potential for Serving as building blocks to
improving the livability" this area?

. .,

-

What problems eats; becauselikadverse environmental 'factors in the area?
,

. 0

n ' What environmental problems in this arear are related to regional (Portland
metropolitan area) environmental problems?

, '-
t 4

-;-- / ill,
What propos projects could" affect environmental assets and illtilitied
in this ar I, r

..
,

NO e.ibo)ve questions are designed AD help -you leekformagnificant

.

. s

relationships between things in thelenvireument.' Time may dot allow
, ',you to investigate al] -of the snggistions. -Tfierefore yob will

. : - have to decide 0hich'thinas arelsRstr'sianifitant in time .allowed.
1Please feel ,free to add to,the4list;- raw it away start -all : ..._

,,over- etc..

\-v .1: thirds
..1 .

Something-to urtc lomat . '
. . . .. .

.
. , 7

for iacivel the environmental assets and liabilities you invetigate,'ask. II, r
f

, , .. `1 `4yourself:, , . 'S., .
.

.

Is It in atgood*ationtie serve its purpose?- o' ., k

t.,does it do to the environment?
/1. %

t,,,kindef am'environment does 'it have? 1

., .
.

., %

3. Summary qvestionson'enviAn
.

mentalAssets and liabilities° .
.

.
, .

See questions,and discussion* after. 'TAU...D.
1

,- _ ,

e .
b'

-

15 86.
4
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1. Inventory and plot on map

ScCIAt SURVEY

w -'

.....

i
Collect information about the

.

population Characteristics of the area.

Age, income, education,,siee of families, renters-owners, length , .-.4.

of-residenoe,-eryc.
* ,

'?
,

Develop a legenipfor:pletting this data on the Map:
. .

.
-.

(:

t

2. Addttional'information

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND RECORD /EIS DATA.

1

*MIT THE METHODS AND Tim DATA,
IN WRITING;TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE

.0
END OF THE- SESSION.' ' -, N .

\-JWhat needs of the\resideint8 are met by living in this area?

What social problems exist in the area?'

Which problems associated with this area are related to regional (Portland

metropolitawarea),eqvironmental problem*?
0

What changing conditions in the area'are treating problem -fir its residents?

What reposed projects could: .

a feet %the life -style of people in this area?

"lead to-a changeill the population charaCteristics of this area?

What are the attitudes of the people in -this area tows rdr . .,

governmental and-prvate services .'
.

2'
citizen needs .

., :
,- .. _, 4.,

f

overall qutli of life in th ar (SeNttachel opinion poll') -.

(questionnaire)
,,

NOTE: The above queitions are designed tai)leelIp you actok for significant

relationships between things in the environment. Timemay not film

ti you to investigate all of thq suggestions. Therefore. 110 will hive .

to decide which things are most significant in the time allowed.;

-
Pleast feel free .to add to the-list throw it away and start all '..

s

over, etc.
.:

.

Y. Summary gaestions on social survey IL

,

.wrl v

See questions pui'diacussions after,'TAISK 144
.

,

161

v it a.

a
tir

a
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4. -
SOCIAL SURIET QUESTIONNAIRE

I
r . Ire p

. .

Note ,to person 41,min,istering questionnaire:
Jill in the blanks with appropriate words, depenting on the location and
the purposes for -which you are using the questionnaire.,

I!live is at cfross-streets)

2. JaVeiall ,\ as a plac-e to (live) (shop) is:

Very Good 'Quite GCod Just Fair poor Very-140r,

3.: What I like best about is:

4. 'ply biggest complaint about

5.' Here's what I think should be dOne about that:

1

.^

.

17

:1I1

.9

e

a

1'
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. MICWAHNBAN INVESTMTIONS
. ,

. ,

In -addition to major component parts or categories of an urban environment,

- there are many opportunities for small individual environmental investigations.

Investigations'of,this nature should be developed in writing- alofig the same-
._ procedures as in TASICB, C, or E.,

TASK.

Develop in writing an investigation about some part of the man -

environment. . '

a. Describe procedures in action or process terms.

b. State objectives, in behavioral outcomes that indicate some tinimal
expectations in acquiring new knoieledge and skills.

1

Here are some suggested micro-urbmikenvironmental'investigations:

1. _Correlation of observable weather conditions to air pollution index.

. Correlation of man -made sounds to cf.se pollution.

3. Effect Ofeigns and billboards on sigft pollution.
4. Effect'of architecture on aesthetics.,

5. Impact of -local shoplang.denter-sta_cqiigniq:

4 6.' Supermarket Survey (packaging, buying habits).

7. Interpreting the man-made landscaph using architectutal styhs, etc.

S. Observe and record life in a park.

4, 9:: Man's effect,on watersheds through paving.
lb.' Undo* what conditions can plant le live-in a blacktop environment.

'Ll. Compare city downtown block to a residential block.

12. Determine the-different responsei of water holding capac1ty and runoff to

different types of.man=made surfaces.
13. Environment of a,city tree)

A '
.

14. Determine what is in a city block.

15. Noise pollutiod (determine where noises occur most frequently and'determine.

'. city noises which can be reduced to minimize noise pollution).'

16. An analysis of-traffic past a given point. .

_ .

17; Inventory and classify historic structures within the central business

district of *our hometown azici.determine necessities 'for their protection. ,

18. What will the effect, of a four-day work week be on .the community environment?-

19. Does storm runoff from city streets contribute to water pollutiOn? .

20t- Identifying factors and developing tools to help in recording mut-inter-_

preiing air, pollution indexes in the locil community. '

_

This lesson was developed for use in teacher

-Portland,.Oregon.,'
. .-

0
The lesson plan wilahreviied in May 1973. It

continuous 1-evisiol take place by people who

18

workshops 1 Charline McDonald,

is suggested.by the writer that
use the ideas. .
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a lesson plan for

A LAND. USE SIMULATION

Set the stage for this -investigation by reviewing quickly what will-take place.

For example: "During this activity we will pirticipate in a bimulition game
'concerning land use in a hypothetical community, analyze what we have do s. and
diicuss some ideas and ways for you to develop your own simulation game dbout
local environmental issues or concerns." The techniques' used in simulation

games combine elements of simulatiOni, games, and role-playing. Patpicipants

assume the roles of decision-makirs in a simulated environsent and compitk fix

'pertain objectives according to specified procedures and rules. _

I. NAMING, RECORDING AND CLASSIFYING
POSSIBLE USES OF LAND

r 1,
1. Diktribute TASK A. Read the problem to the group and then have

them read the *yen information.. on TASK A and list possible uses of
the land to meet the cities needs.

2. The problem is to identify some possible uses for the one-square mile
(640 acres) of county farmland, four miles northeast of the city. It

is. now available for the city's use. =-

ISM . (York by 7***111)

40111 eV powa IAIOVENt WO toy C*I Clag. ae tbe UN ono
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wow

Ink
el dr app.**11

...**11. mums im
Mr row. war anommi Nd po
Nor 41*.m1 we se mom= wend*
TIN nm.. J ,..Oro w ,.1
dim irornom am*

TM f1.=. 4 .1 r. di .*
10.4. vim.. dobre
lird

LIN pee MI* 04 of the laos4 elVey

4

s
Investigatineour.i.nvironment Series

U.S. Fores*Mrvice

')enver, Colorado -- 1975
.
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Qtestions and.discussion.
, ,\ , Skala

11'

Note: When most people have started to Write down uses an Task A, go
ahead with quetalim No. 1. \

,;. Ask "What are soda' possible uses for 'the undeveloped land?" Aa
people respond, write all:comments just as they are laid. Don't
paraphrase them if they are too Wordy, ask: "How' ahall'I write'that
on the chart?" List all suggestions, specifioor general.. Number
the items as you' go along--to simplify identification ;Ater. Wheil

you feel that yoll have enough material, go on,to question No. 2.
.

2. Ask "Which ortfiese"Pogsible uses are similar?" Designate similar /-
uses byr-Seitiers; symbols, or colors. When most are designated; or
the group seems to run Out of thoughts, STOP. Change items among i'"

.categories.if the participants change their.binds. Donit get hogged down
In the details of grohing.- For example ifoome people think one-use
should be in another category,. then put, that ute'in both categories and
go on to:the next stip..

Accepting
Supporting
Empuraginti
'Time to thk
Marie i

k
31 Ask "What'label could we givi to all the items in the same categoryt"

e.g. Recreation, Indusiriat, Utilities, Housing, Commode'.

II.%yDfVELOPING AND GIVING PRESErAT/0116

1. Have the group count off into the, number of land usoAcatigories.
Groups should: not'be more than 8 persons. Assign one of the categories
to each group, for them ta iepreseht

3

\one.way to set up groUps is to hake he total:group count of by the
number of categoriet identified.

-, -

2. Pass out,TASK.B and inform=the participanti they 44,11110iminutes to
. .

'list and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of possible uses for
the vacant landiin the assigned category. They may consider those
listed on the and plus any other possible uses they can think of in
theirocategory. It is important to stress that this task is_to just
analyze the uses of the land.c,

.. . .

t*U St Oros, Waved Category of Land Ws

Tow took As only to seillso son list posiLbleimbsenoovese
diftessot, land uses your missed ..d use cotosory, not
.to Socido widen is'tbs best elm.

goOr Adneetaits to land/peeole : Disadvsotsgo, to lood/peeple

4

1104161

3. Tell the groups that their next task is to develop a land use plan for
thavarea in their assigned land use category' (about 20 minutes)

NOTE: see 4b for. additional direction after group has started
their,planning." 'If all the directions are given at first, many groups
start drawing a map before considering different land uses.

-2- 94
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4 '.5 minutes into their plan4ing make tale following two announcements.

a. "We have just received word that auto the current workload
from reading environmental impact statements, the members
of the Board of County Commissioners haVa. all resigned. Each

gftup has one minute to elect one member to represent them on
the Board."

b. Have one ataff person take ihe new Board
and pass out TASK Z. 'Review'TASK C with

(1)

(2)

Have them concentrate on evaluation.
Have chairman. read and stick to the
bottom of TASK 'C - in order to keep

to ante room :-

them.' ,

critetia first
announcements at :1;

the process moving.

11AC C Comm lewd amehmo, sty. Tear sash IA tot

1. Meg the hofersoalse Ova hair Chola OMNI AO awe/)

a. Develop criteria Li evaluate the proposals.

h. Arvelsp a system to record sad evaluate "our aoseaame of /
sea reseatatloa.

MUNI "des square mile of paused cometry fatalame,

few miles octrAttoast of cps city is mew

sweilable for the city's um.*

hdeseaulless mash Codemehete
Cie

Tee pereheett Y MAIM aid op* beaw*
The day beeeeholep Wei tweehled.
het de abeam Mop Y temedhp ow,
alga souk

,The repel peparele pm* a anabstb1
delbals tar am Iowa" otatrtalla

:111t tam! any, taittbsa arintronal or.

An. pew he heasenel abbla
ttompeorip. emi aid lab* km

Tie der tlswailltrt lamb;tali* ea b
is NMI

A

The bowl le the me ;Imhof sat* ID

7.1artio Mot tatallbal awl bantam
al Ws". was as ad at dr ambIlbal
raftraggif,
The raw it Ma wall kr WO* huirpeete.
Int. but fop emit be deteed ea
TiatreveliedsitheeMehettpeptiteetsm
mmemikoesememmehmeow

'llopmentimmphessimartemeadvy
brabbriammestombiamagabb
Asserrousfalamplueoommutulf
Anothumitaftrosismolftmeod.
ookumum

for hod 1, eed Nay pap
104 ste.../Eithey =

mam60.4.1.611. AWams,

is

' brow Nokia/ theamisatioe. i " Criteria et amines poseastatloa
(ass escaper') : /

1. 11 4

------g '

s tit:
:

2. fleet a dearseretta to prosibt ductal the amp preematatter mad
to ma the esetlas Les orderly ossattr, (3 vasespe)

aueovelesosat to be mule by elialrporsoa:
- Arumsee et time esmstrolaso there 1111/ be so raimostel air

priseatatlioa.

" Meld -y stk 33 ilmiCits$ eutetimas,01 eedliiparep sites
all the preeastatioes.

' 'to have 3 Admits* to sirs year esusesiselmo. cos mill hi

paves warmer vhsa you hove 1 Mamas lath. hp ems Odds.

c. Make. this announcement after Board leaves the room--Ydu may have
ivt-extra'time.for everyone, to finish.

"You.haVe about 15 minutes to finish your plan and develop a-
`3'minute presentation to be made to the County Board 9f Commissioners.

Your 3. minute presentation must include a display ouch as a
land use -map as a part of your, presentation and mire; than one
person,in each groliptmust partiCipate in making the presentation."
(Pass out felt pens)ind large papei.)
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4, .\...

5.- When all groups are teady, have the County Board enter room and sit at'
4 the'fronr.- Appoint a time-keeper to 9ut'off all present:tit:is at 3

minutes ('g ye 1-minute Vaming).. Have,chairman make announcements
tlisted on- kC. I

. en , is finished,, the Board retires for5 to 10 minutes stgl'eCt the

best proposal. .

... ...._

. While the Board is meeting, each email group develops a list of criteria

which they think should be used id choosing between. the plans submitted.

(Pais out TASK C to use in developing. the criteria.) .....

.,..,

.

8., County Board re-enters the room and reais tool; oritai4talo4d.
4

. .

9, County Board announces their 'decision and gives their reasons. 'Board ..

adlourns. - .'
/

Note: Person ift,charge must move rapidly to the sexelueation to
-avoid shouting matches between losing groupi. gave Board members
return to the groups who-Selected them.' The main purpose ia.to
evaluate the.procip not to get bogged down in the4Fonteit of the
issue. , ' ,

, .
/

Questions and discussion: .

t.
ting

"Supporting
c

. .
1. What,additional data would you like to have had for #laaning your Encouraging

group.ts.prOposal?'-' , Time to think
,

-
'

List onboard, e.g.: TopograPhy,.vegetation,.economyof area, railroad,
shopping' center, adjacent land, climate, soil survey, historical infor
Motion, flood plain, wildlife,- interest of boardof control, money
available, educational need. regulations by Stipa, existing zoning,

0,

political limate,-population informatigh (age needs, Pace, jobs)*

.
..,

.

2. Where would you go to collect information on tOesetopics?

101

3. Point out to the group that this -iiirme of_ the most important parts of
the activity becau&e it empha'sizes that we need a variety of information -
and data before we can intelligedtly make a land'management or environs-
mentaI decision to best nest the needs_of people and their environment.
This list has many of the elements that need to he considered in studying
a local environmental issue 9r concern. It also includes'elements of
all the curriculum subject-areas (social studies, science,-language,
arts,'etc.). Therefore we have to use the total communi6 as a class
room oc. learning envirotmenioto collect_ the information.

'
, 4. Discusi any case histories of teSCRIrs or groups using.thisapproach.

6
. , .. , , .

Optional 11f there is time, and it is pertinent to the situation, you may 7 .
want to ask 'the following questions: ,_

.

,5. Did new leadership eAte.during this session? What factor enabled*-
. . .

11116 this to happen2 4:-:.'

"
.

6. Did 'your group work.ai a team? What did your gro4 do .to insure.,

participation by all, membire'of the group?.

7. Wets you assigned to a group or, interest you didn't want to represent?...

-Roy did you feel? Point out thJt many times, weiovezloqik
people-have different needs and ideas and this mAght be a way eo'faentify

them.

I

:5-

..-4-
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III. ANALYZING CHARACTilkISTICS OF SIMULATIONS

.:

.

ts*

__

1.. "One group of people working with, simulation gas has identified at least

...

three basic characteristics ofmost-simulation games."

I.

,

, , ;

a. That there is,a clearly defined problem. What Was the problem in
our game? \\

, .

b. There are factors that influence the decision. What are some of the

444, 6 factors that influenced the decision?
\.

-.

' t'. There are individuals and groups interested in the deeision.- What .

. were some that we identified? 4
4

\ A

IV. DEVELOPINGyOUR,OWN SIMULATION GAME

. .

1. "The most exciting 'simulation games are ones people develop themselves,
based on local environmental issues in their Aotomunity, state or \
-region." .-

.

,

.
. \.

.

2. Can you think of some current environmental issues in your own- . \
community.around which you could develop% game? Call for responses.

f i , .

'3. For the next 30 minutes, wmrk with ane;qr twp other people, developing \

, the fofmat for a simulation game based on a local land use issue or topic',
of your choice. (Have 'copies of current newspaper articles available if \

participants want to use them.) "At the end of that time, we would like
to hear from several of you 'aboutyhat you'have developed."

.

, Pass out. TASK D.
1-

I.

?AVID
4

ovum= A SIMOLATION CANE

Verkwith 1 or1 other people.

Osing a newspaper article about a local environmental Land use problem, develop
the twilit of a simulation gams, conaiderine the following items:

Identify the problem or issue to be decided upon.

Ideality some factor. having an influence on the declaim.

Identify individual or group roles. (Thosapeople or groups that All
be affected by or istereited in the problem.)

Other thing you may want to consider is developing simulation gams.

Zetablish conditions for the players (noting piocederres, available
resources, me4y, etc!)

Develop epetific goals or objective' for paper..
, .

Inclede limite, or rules fit vhst is permissible beholder (tea factors,
treatAg.'"eint system, noisy allocations. etc.)

V. SUMMALTAPESTIONS.

1. Discuss TASK D
2. How can you use the techniques in this session in your

job 40ituation? classroom?

3. How could a game like this develop decision-making skills

in environmental management?

Lifting
Time to think
Summarizing

4, How can we take this process and useit to involve th4 public in 'social
and political decision-making action projects in the cOmmunity?

5. How carpwe summarize the use of simulation games in environmental
interactions?, .>

, .

6.° Simulation games then can help,people undeistanding about problems in
the environment, dtvelop awareness and concern about those,problems and
skills needed for citizen action and involvexent in environmental
management. , .

. .

You may want the participants to evaluate the session by waiting how they

felt about it.
-
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VI. SOMr.F OBJECTT17.5

Behavioral Outcomes, in Ilmowledle

As a result of this session eah participant should be yi. tot

4
Identify and describe delis component parts of Simulation games.

Construct theirmewn simulation game based on &current envislmsents1

Name and describe at least 10 important types of data needed before
making a land management decision.

Identify cause and, affect relationships that mist in environmental
managoment.

Describe alternative solutions to solving, a specific problem'.

Behavioral Outcomes in Peelings. Awareness, Values. and Action

As a result of this session each participant should be able to:

Describe haw the in/oriation in #3 above could affect'their life,
community, and the management of the environment.

-

Outline a plan of action to develoti,thefi own land use simulation

soda/.

VII. EbUIPMENT NEEDP.P

oftackboard or easel
Chalk or magic markers ,

Newsprint or butcher paper (enough for each group to make

visual display)
Magic markers (four:colors for eac:grouP to make visual ditib sp ay)

Masking tape-
Task cards
Commercial gamesot display.e

This lesson plan was developed for use in teseberworkshime in February 1971

and revised in 1973, 1974 and 1975., Those people who developed end revised
this plan include Chatham and Ernieliclonald.Jeatland, Oregon; Verne Fridley,
Ogden, Utah; Femraser, AlbuquarqUe, New Nemito; Al Filcher, Madison, Visooesin. ,

. ,

The Centerpiece City problem has been adapted with permission from the

May 1970 Journal of Geography from the article "A Land Use Alternatives

Model for Upper Elementary Environmental'Educatibn" by Dennis Aamussen

and
(
Richard/tole, University of Washington..

;
. .

The tasks idnd discussion topics in this lesso are designed so that many cAh

be,done dividually or in combilystion dependi upon the facilitators

objectiv a and time-constraints.f.

*The discussion skills lifted are examples of those necessary to carry out the

lesson-- Additionalinforition on.diactAsion skills are in the Lesson Plan

for Developing Environmental Investigations in this-series.

It suggested by the writers that_dontinuous revision take place by

people who-usexhis plan.

-6-
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SAMPLES OF LAND MANAGEMENT SIMULATION GAMES

The e osedr-sSimulation Game material includes examples of the hypothetical and
. real la management problems.

They all use a'wariety of gmall and largi group problem solving situations., and are
designed to help peOple:

1. Identifyingtcause and effect relationships that exist in environmental
management

2. Generating alternative ,solutions to'solving'Spedific problems

3.' Making 'decisions, based upon the needs of people and the environment;
about a particular management issue or concern

Simulation

"A Lesson Plan,for A Land Use Simulation" for more information about
Simulation Games.

The'lesson plan for a land use simulation is for the hypothetical problem about
Centerp"lacp City. This game takes about three hours to play and can set the

c. stage for a'study of a real land management problem.
a ,

Notice that the lessOilplan includes time to identify a land management problem
ir.a local newspaper and ihen,derelpp your own simulation game about it.
(See lab. sheet "Developing a 'Simulation Game.") f

lather simulations include:

1. Guidelines for Developing Your own la,tion Games and the
S erhi hwa Simulation Game. . Ah etical simulation game
and guidelines' for developing your game4 Written by Nelson
Smith and Henry Gilmore, Milwaukie, Oregon school teachers.

2. Centerville, Oregon. Written by Tom Harlan, U .F.S. Used at
a teachers workshop on the Centerplace Ott el.

3. Rio Dell Land-Use Problem. Written by National Training Team 44.

for Environmental Education, U.S.F.S. A theoretical problem
based on the Centerplace game.

i. Red River Freeway. Written by Jim Unterwegner, U.S.F.S. Used
Aft at High School leadership training sessions at Cispus

Environmental Learning Center, Randle, Washington.

S. Stevenson, Washington Community Improvement Game. Written by
Charline McDona4d, Consultant, Portland. Used at a teachers
workshop in Stevenson, Washington, embodies role playing-and
urban data-cbllecting-.

. 6. Cispus River Area Land -ManageMent Plan. Written by Ivar Knutson,
U.S.F.S. Used at summer teacher workshop through Central
Washington College. Teachers co ld visit area and do actual
on-the-ground inspection.

U. S. Forest Service

Denver, Colorado .

f)J

Page

3

14

'16

18

19

31



3

1

r.-

Page.

7. . Management Plans for Suttle Lake. Written by Jim Durden, U.S.F.S.
Teachers at a workshop developed_ recommendations for management of

area and presented to U.S. Forest Service. . 35

8. Metolius River Recreation Complex. Written by Jim Durden, U.S.F.S.

Used at teachers workshop. Through"land inspection,/ survey inter-

views with user groups, etc., teachers came up with land.management ._.

.,

39
I 'Arecommendations. ..-

1
,

>

EaCh of the above games utilize the role-playing process as a means to get ,/

more effectiVe input by participantse In games such as the Cispus River Area

Land Management problem the purpose is to make the best possible input into
developing management guidelines and plans. --.

.
.

There are many, commercial environmental' simulation games that ate similar.to

Monopoly, etc.

Wra

Dirty Water
Smog
Ecology
Population

Some of these include:

$10.00 %

1 $10.00
$10.00 V
$10.00 Urban Systems f.$10.00 each'

1053 Massachusetts Ave:
Cambridge, Mass.'0213/3

Pollution $12.00
The Redwood Controversy $10.00

The Plandt Mgt. Game $16.00
I -

New Town .

Houghton, Mifflin Co.
119 Fremont Street
Dept. M
Bo/ton, Mast. 02107

$16.00 for 10 student kit
. Harwell Assoc.

Box 95
Convent Station
New Jersey 07961

Make Your 017rn EnvironmentCoca Cola
(Free.to School Instrucilonal Media Centers)

110
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k.

GU RELINES FO DEtELOPtNC-YOUR OWN SIMULATION GAMES'

<-- I. Develop a set of procedures to be fol,lowed in playing, the game. -r

A. Colt s and/or objectives'.

B. Rul, (-for playing the game.
'y voting proceddres ;%

2. process for recording d.4a
3. time limits

. 4 procedures for prisenting data
C. R sponsibilities of the players
D. P ovisions for students to collect data, phere obtainable, how !list

obtain data.

II. Sele to particular land. area in' your comMurlitlY (examples below)
Imo .

A. vacant lot

B. An older.building - possibly condemned

C. A smaK park
III. tse blish a land use problem involving the selected area. (e ample below)

A. An apartment building is heing proposed for a large vac t lot that

is used for a sand lot ball field.
B. A service station is being proposed on a,corneracros the street

from your schoOl.
,

A low Cost housing area is being proposed on some 1 nd next to some
more expensive homes.

.

small shopping area is proposed next to a residential area.

* The_lan se problem might be developed frau; a newsptPer Article from
your local ewapaper.

4,

IV. Establish the g ups which will have a vested ince est in'the development
of the selected la area.

A. Residents who own h es near the pr erty, planning commission,
apartment building o rs, consttuct on workers, store owners near
the area, children who Play on the t.

B. Oil company-repre4entative, reside s, construction 4orkers, parents
of school chadren4 school offici , city planning commission.

C. Residents from the more expensive homes, construction workers, contractor,
prospective residents of low cost housing, church groups, planning
commission.

D. ,Residents, store owners, contractor, land developer, city planning
.- commission.

V. Identify the` possible effect this change will have on the community.

1
A. What effect on taxes for this and and surrounding land.
A. What effect on land values of he area.

C. What effect on traffic density and pattern. (
D. What effect om population density and make up.

1

E. What effect on schools, playgrounds, churches, stores of the area.
F. Whit effect on wildlife, and other natural environment land, water, air.
9. What effect on utilities - such as garbage, sewage, electricity.

Guidelines for developing your game and a hypothetical simulation game written

by Nelson Smith and Henry Gilmore, a Milwaukie, Oregon school teacher.

(
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VI. Sortie possible ways of tle;ielaping the game
-

A. Teacher developed - teachei plans and develops the entire game with
objectives, information sheets, maps, role identification and
information, playing pieces, cards for information and to present
the guidelines and rul s.

B, Teachers and students evelop the game with students helping to
identify the,problem,,e,st blishing thh vested interest groups,
finding out cause and effe6t, costs, and change. (Suggest using t
prepared game or two before trying this procedure.)

C. Teacher prepares some task card4 to present a situation with some
information and the group' would develop the rest of the game from the
task card. The task.,card should be clear and concise,- but furnish
only the general, formation. .The students-would develop the
specific detcs

Agencies whi!h miiiht- be 4onsulted for further inorMation:

Milwaukie City Countil '-'May Don Graf 659-5171
Milwtukie Planning Commission Ch. Don Graf 65g-5171
::lackamas County Planning Commission - Ch: Dwain Sherwood 655-3311
:iarth Clackamas Chamber or Commerce
Clackamas,County Tax Assessor

Other resources people according to your area

1.- _local_realtot

2. local businesiman

3. apartment house ownet
4. contractor

'1'5. resident '

o2

1
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I.

A SIMULATION GAME

.
. . ..,

Object -.TO plot out a new Super-highway from Metropolitan area x to

Metropolitan area y on the, map considering economic and ecological

factors: i
_

, .

Materials - Laige map of area or transparenty, iladivtdual maps, roje cards,

, work sheett.

,Procedure - Introduce the large map stating that this is a hypothetiial

problem which we have to solve,(Indicate on the map the
various'areas_ofelanduse - Farm, ran h, timber ; marsh, hill,

mts., village and city. The teacher can cake a deciiion

on the amount of discUssion netessary prior- to 'beginning game.

Some of the following factbrs might be discussed iiith the.

class-as a whole to help prepare them to make-some decisions.

a. Propose various routes and discuss potsible affects..

1. If the route was to pass through or near the city;
how might'affect shat area.

2. If the hway was. routed south-of thenountains,
what affect would it bring about tothe'citi?,
village,and lands it.passes through.

b. What might be the cost of the various routes (this
factnr.ii built into the, game as stated later),

Time between cities x and'y will be shorter - areas
outside these cities could be developed because of less

time to drive to,-work areas. 'How might this change land,

areas?reas? '

.

After general discussion, the students should.be given a role to act out

in making their decision on route to,be chosen. each role is on a card,

with some information as to the role and some of the effect that might

occur. Each student should be clear as to the'role.he has.assumed and

the teacher should check to.make sure role is clear to the student.

The roles are as follows:
4-

Farmer A, B and C - Representative'of the farmers for each of

.the three areas _on the. map. They. ate

.
noncernea'with their immediate problems.,- -
should. e highway pass or not pass through
their land.

Rancher A'and B - Rep. of tenches of the two areas on the map.

Timber owners A and A - Rep. of 'timber owners of the two areas
on the map.,

City Business men - Rep. ofthe-business interests Of the city.

City Residents - Rep. of the residents interestsof the city.

5
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11.

7

ty

Village Businessme4-'t-sRep:.of the business interests of xh
yillage.

Village residents - Rep. of the residents of the village,
I. I

U.S. Forest Service 1: Rep. of the U.S.FS. Concernid4ith irea
in mountains, hills and. marshlands.

Fish and Game Bureau -Rep. for fish and game protections-

Sportsman - Rep.

Environmental Pr

County Planning

concerned with area in mduntains, hills,
marsh lake and rivers.

for hunters and fishermen.

otection Groups t- Three replpho are interested
in protection of the environment

00.

Commission - Dec sion making body 6f 3 to 5
stud s who'make the final'decision
on whidh route to select on the basis
'of the presentation by the rep. of
the'various interest groups,.

The roles may be assumed by individual students or in pairs of
studentsas found appropriate to class size.

To facilitate decision making each of the interest' grOups have
been assigned to a committee to develop a plan which will be
presented is the County Planning Commission. The committees
are made up of the following representatives:

Committee I

Farmer A, City Businessman, City Residents,'TiMber Owner p
and one.Envifonmpntal Protection-Representative.

...

Committee II

hancher A, Fishand Game, Sportsman, Timber Owner A', U.S.

Fordit Service aid one Environmental Protection representative.'

Committee III

'

Farmer B, Farmer C, Village BUsinessman, Village Resident and
one. Environmental Protection representative.

_ _

Once the students have their roles and have established their
committees, a spokesman shou]d be selected for each committee
to present their,proposal to he Co4ty Plan Commission:

Each student should be given a mip.and a wo eet in order
that they can indiuldually develop a route th would/be -most

advantageous to their interest. Then in a Committee they will
discuss an4determine the best route that would satislythe
interest'of their committee Members., 'his should result only
after considerable discussion, bargaining and zomproMising.

6 104'
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4" , I

When a route has been selected by the committee, they shoul prepare,
.:their proposal ffr presentation to the County' Planning Co ission

The work: sheet is used by the seudento determine the Aonomics 1)4
I of purchasing and construction ,of the highway.

To determine the cost Of pUrchasing land to highway, a
.

Inumber between 1 and 4 has been used, %
4

1. im'low cost

moderate,cost
3. = high cost
4. = xtremely nigh cost

k

y. e

On the work,sher these numbers are'found in the first column.
To determine the\cost of constructing the highway througf the-
yariops areas', a`pumber of 1, 2 or 3 has been'used.

4 .
.

1. = low cost 1

2. = moderate cost ..

.

qtc

3 = high cost
. .4

, ,"ta '.

On the work sheet they are.foucd in the second slump
t

's .CP
To determine the c9st of developing the highway, the rtudent
will count the number of square% that hfs intended route wil
cross ineach area. For example, the use-OT the score,sheet
would be as followst,If the route-passed through 12 squafes
of. ranch land, 3 Squares of mountains, 4 of hills, 0 of ranFh,. 0 or
giver, 4 of timber, 9" of firm, 1 village and 0 of city.

R

sr

4,4

'Type of
Land

Purchasing
Cost x

Cost of
Development X

Number of
Squares Total Cost

Ranch 1 x 1 x 12

,

12

Mountains .1 x. 7 x 9

Hills 1 2. x
(

4, 8

Marsh 1- X 3 x 0 = 0

River 1' x 3 x .'

.

1 ..'

0 = 0

Timber. x 2 , x 4 = 16

Farm

i

3 x
,

1 x

1
9 = 27

It.

Village
City.

4 x
4 x i

2

2 ,

,.

x
x

1 .'

0 . . .

. 8

0

4W
Consider a ea of
the square ex.

counted as a

T4 e

( Grand-Total is sub
often totals. 80

the square crossed to that which covers the largest portion of
since ranch takes the greatest portion it should be,
ranch square.

7
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. .

The grand toter/would b theneonomic factor presented by the individual or

committee proposal. Additio actors should be considered for)thez

. proposal. Space has been given on 'Ehe work sheet'fo write out advantages
and disadvantages of the rortite and fipallya sumdary taking ,into consideration

. alr the factors that should be preseed to the'planntilg commission, Partic-o

ularly emphasis should be placed upon considering environmental factors

affected by their proposal.
4

, .

.
[

The students seleoted for the County PlanningCommissiot have a very
important role to play. They'are responsible for th eventual decision
of which:route to use and why., While the committees -are in seSsibn,,it

will be the responsibility of the County Planning Commission to setup-a
satef criteria for making a decision upon chooiling the most desitablt, I ---

route. 'e . . i
. . .

.--,

The use of this game is quiteflexible. . Theinvolvementok the teacher
into assisting in decision making is up to the individual teacher. The

maps tan be 'colored to help identify the vatiout areas. They can copy the color'

lode of thImaster trans$srency or can:be colored by the individual and.their

own key dilieloped.
E,

, Other suggestions for use of' this game would b to use the.sime materift

for locating and - industrial park, a railway or any other project feasible for

development.

rN

I
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Rancher A and B

These players represent all of the ranchers from the*ranch lands A and B. '.

The rancher.from either .area might have sae Of the following interests4j.n
the develoOkent of the highway: L.-.

-(1) How will this affect his use of the land., .

(2) 'What affect will tne highway have on his marketing his cattle?
(3) What types of future development night occur which would affect the

rancher; - .

i4) Whit affect will the highway develbpment have on the natu r-aL `environment.
I.

Farmer (A.B. and C)

--
This player represents the farmers for area A, B or C (need 3 cards). The,

farmer might have -some of the. following interests in the development.of,the t

product.. . '
(l)' How will the highWay deVelopment-af ct his land value. ., .
(2) How will thd highway development aff ct his market for'his fart

products. - ' ,

(3), What types of future development m ht occur which would affect his
farm products.

(4) How will thethighWay's development affect the farmer's taxes?*

City' Businessman- -
. ,.

This player,repteAtnts the businessman of the city. The businessmen might have -*
ion of the follo ng interests in the hithway development. .

(1) What new business might be developed as a restiltof the highway?
(2) How'might the highway affect the availability ofigoods in the city3

( (3) How might the highway affect the populatibn of the city? ,
,

(4) Will the.highway cause any change in goods-which might affect prices?*

City Resident
i

. -

I .

Thig player represents the resident of-the city. The resident might have some
of the following interests in 'the highay development.

(1) What affect will the iligliway development have on land values?
(2) What affect will the highway development haveonpopuration growth?
(3) What affect will the highway development have on taxes?
Z4) What affeCt will the highway developmenthavem the appearance of the cit
(5) What affect will theshighway hevelopmeni have on envirlAmental quality

_(air, sight, noise pollution)? 0

Villaiteuainessman

'This player represents-the businessmen of he The businessmen of the
village alight have the'following interest in the highway development.

(1) What affect will the highway have on avalilability of gbods?
(2) What'new businesses might be possible as la result of the highway

development? 1

(3) How will-the highway developtent affect the population of the village?
(4) Will .there be a,change of goods whichwilf affect prices?:

' k..--. .

s

0
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Village les44ent

This player represents the residents of thetvqlage'l The village resident might

&lave some, of .the following- irttrests in the higIn.zaT.developthent:

...."-
.

'(I) What affect will the Highway 111,e on' randkvilUes? . ,
_.

(2) What 'land will .change-in use _and what"iffect will that have on the village

(3> Will the highway development -have any' affeet..on taxes?
..

' . '(4) What iffaCt will the highwayA.zekopeient,,h0e.oit environmental qualityt

.

.

(*air, noise, pollution)?

imber Owner -

.

This player represents the owner- of. timberland A or B. The t.itter/apid- owner

might hape.the following interests inthe development'of:theleighwayf

ti`i)° What-affect will the highway development have on the enviionmerkal 41

quality (air, water,`hoite, sight polIutio;)i

(2) What affect will the highway deyeloptent have on population of the area'!

(3) What affedt will the highway have on the use of the forest?

Etvironmentel Protection Society

'This player represents PI agency Of the government has4he risponsibilit

' for the welfare of the fish and game., This bureau might have some pf the
..._

followpts interests in development oche highway:- .
.

:- (1) Whet affect wilf*the highway development have on the water!

(2) ,Will this highway change the use demand of the lakei, rivers and

gameareas? '
.

.

(-3) What future develppment or land uses tight .occur as a result.of the

- highway development? '
.

Sportsman
4-

This playei represents the sportsman The sportsman_ might

following interests in the highway development.

(1) What aPfect will, the highway development have on

using this land?
(2) What affect will thetighway'developmenChave

' (3) What affect will the highway development have on,

(4) What future developments might occur as a result

development? .

County Planning Commission (3-5 members) .

'These players represent the, decision-Making body which will evaluate'the proposed

routes. -'This group will not develop its own route but rather must develop af\set

of criteria for evaluating the routes proposed by the committees., (These are'

examples and net complete -- the commission should expand these):

,*(1) What affect will each route haveon the natural environment? ,

(2) Which route will have, the most favorable costs? .

.

43) Which route will bdnefit the greatest numbei'of people?

(4) What affect will each route have on possible future development?
, .

The commission might develop a-worksheet for tating each proposal
.

so they can compare

thei:

have some of the

the number of pe.reona

habitatlpr wildlife?
the natural envirbnmsnt?
of the highway

10
4'
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Forest Service 4. -6- '

This play'reftesentsAg FOrest.4erviCe cigency. The forest
have some'of the folloWing interests in th'e development of

(f) What affeti will the highway development have on
s

, quality(, 4ir, water, noise, sight pollution)?
(2) .What affectwill the highway development have4On

area? , . ' .

Service 'might 'e

the highway"
the enyikonmental

Tpuration of the
'

YhaC affect wild the highway' have on the use of the forest?
. 4

Fish and Game Bureau :
. ,

.
.

.

The player ieprisents the ageky,of.the government which has the responsi-
bility fdr'the.weltare of the fish indgaml. This blireall might have some

of the folloOing.'thtereits,ip the divelopant,of the highway. :
(1) :What affect ii11 the highAy development haVe.on thi
.(2). will this highway chang the use demand'of the-lak riveri,

and' game areas?
..P

e'

(3) What-futuFS,#evelopment or land uses might occur as.,a.result
of the'highwa\developmentr

4
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Work Sheet

,

Types of Lae.
-

'FUrchising Cost

_,

X

.

. . .

Beyelopment
' Cost

,

Number' of

Squares

.

,

'Total
Cast

.
g

.Ranc -
.

i. X 1 . X
crossed

=

,
Mountains;

.

.
,

. 1

...

, X

.

3 . X

,

=,

I Hills
,

2

.

X

.

=
i

Marsh
% -

.

1 X

.

3 X

,

River

.

- 1 X

.

3 - X =

"l, .,
Timber - 2. X 2

..

X =

Farm - 1 ,
3. 5 X 1 X

- 1

=
,

-Village . .i - 4 2-

&Y - -4 X
.,

2 - X =

List advantages and disadvantagei of yoUr route below.

*Grapd Total

"°. .

Reason for selection,of route (consider ecology, cost, effect on future of the

'area),, etc. ,

c

et

0
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I. -The Area

. .

SIMULATION GAME

Centerville, Oregon.is a hypbtheticl
community of 600,000 people With an

expanding'population:of about 107 per year.
Beciuse of the increase in size

based ott an expanding
industrial complex, there,is need for

additional haus-,

ing and sbhools. Most of the people
represent the typical

suburbinite working

a 40 hour
.weeks with

an 'adequate
income for

the necesiitiesof
life, plus "fun'

money and time for
recreation, :

a.

Tie industrial base is geared to timbevand
moderately heavy

industries, such

as, aluminum
production that require

substantial electric power.:There is 06;000
acre low

elevation
"mini"-41derness about 20 milei from town

. that has not been
developed in' any manner.' tX supportt a vigorous

growth of

Douglas fir on about 2,000
acres yielding.a

grOitth rate of 60,000 to 80,000

board 'feet
of iimberiper

acre per year,
based on_a 100 year

rotation.cycle.

This is
enoughtimber to'provide the

lumber'to,build 1200 to 1600 houses anull-

ly for,the
community or for lumber

export to other parts of the State or United

States. There are also
heavy'coal

deposits near the surface that could produce

millions of tons.

The
other'1,000 acres contain

meadows that produ4e excellent forage for the

grazing
ofdipmestic

livestock, i.e., sheep
or catAtle.,,

The foothills
also are

high site soils
capable of

producing an abundance\of
agricultural crops.

There is a source of clean pure water
coming fr the

"wilderness" to provide

-for the domestic and
industrial needs of_the

comm pity,
although in the summer

there appears to be a.water shortage imMinent, bec use there are no
reservoirs.

The water also supports an excellent
run of anadr

us fish
(salmon, steelhead,

indsea-rup
cutthroat trout) plus a resident peo-Pula ion of native trout.

During the winter,
the.higher

elevation of the wil
erness tree

also.has from

to 3 feet of snow for about 4 months per year.
II. The Problem

-- Conflicting -Uses
J. Logger's. They want to clearcut,

harvest the mber to help =maintain

a healthy
economic base. This of course wou d

necessitate an
adequate road system.

2.
Agri'cultur They ant to use the foothill lands for raising

crops and the h
ountry meadows

for grazing
sheep and cattle

during the
spring and

summer months.

(
. .

.. ____
___- ------

.

*Written by Tom Harlan; U.S.F.S. Used at
a'teachers workshop in LincOln City,

. Oregon, based orrthe
Centerpiece model.
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II. The Problem -- Conflicting Uses (cont.)

,
.

3: Mining and heavy industrial - They want to strip mine

the coal fromthe entire area to provide resources for

the aluminum company.and.other fossil fuel industries,

and build e hydroelectric power plant.. +,
. ..

4. The local,water board -,They want the area to be locked

up and kept from any lotm of public entry to maintain

water purity and sanitary conditions.
/

5. Subdivision home -builders - they-want to use the area to

.,build homes for the increasing population, 'to provide new

schools for children, shopping centers, etc. in the low-

lands,-and summer home sAtes around the lakes and streams.

6. Wilderness "buffs" - They wants the land'left as it is with

the excepttielft of a trail system to reach the lakes. 'There

would be no allowance for any mechanized form of travel

i.e., no motopycles, cis, motorboats, and no use of any

mechanical devices such aschath saws for trail maintenance

or-fire wood gathering. During the winter this group

would also use-.the area for croascountry skiing.

7. fishermen and hunters - They want to develop:a road sys-

tem, but are concerned that streams will be ruined if

'much or any logging or goal mining is-donei and are against

:reservoirs because of the impact on the fisheries resource._reservoirs

8. All Terrain Vehicle5wnere - They want a road system, but

dbn't want any repurces aken from the land because it

would interfere sateif the se of motorcycles, "Ski-doos";

IYTerre-Tigerspoandother s ch cross country motorized

vehic.lerk .

III. Solutions to.

The class will be divided into,groups,"each representing one of the spe-

cial interest groups 1 through 8. Each group will have minutes

to come up with argUment to convince a 'County Board of Commissioners why

the land should be ,used or the purpose they represent. When the time is ,

up they will have minutes, to state their case to the board.

After the presentations the Board wild, recessfor 'minutes and

come Wwith their concl ion on land u' e. (tabling the issue for a

future meeting is not all ed)

tr. 114
15
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RIO DELL LAND USE PROBLEM

:Background Information Sheet:

- -The population is 250,000 and rapidly increasing.
--The city's boundaries are being extended,.but the suburban fringe is .

expanding even more rapidly.
- -The rapid populqion growth is accompanied by demands housing,'
pare jobp, additional city services,'and recreational

--The power for industrisiuses, adequate
askilled labor force are available.

city is located near forests, which
land to the south is devoted mainly
Rio Dell River'is unpolluted and at
city gets water from wellt. ,

- -The

- -Thc

- -The

for more
areas.

public transportAtion and a

are to the north. and east.
to farming.

e source of irrigation water.

Vie

Vir-57-FP.N.:-:

ite
IN1) 7.0

)
.

L' .6ipp 41111. %arr. sr Mar in

,
1 .ro. t

CZ.I.L RI ,
;1ritorG4t.117.:07101./

. CA0.10.

./,

I
eim

7*

(
4

0 e.o.m.°

---2 S Nti

THE PROBLEM

Ott

p.

ftro )1tF........
,

ma
A 6,000-acre piece of State land has been acquired by the Forest Service thh
land exchange,. The problem is to resolve proposed land upe conflicts td 'met the
needs of the local peopl,e'and the characteristics 'of the land.

* Written by Nationaf,Training team for Environmental'Education, U.S.F.S. A -

theoretital problem based on the.Centerplace game.,
*'

f
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' RIO DELL LAND USE PROBLEM

WedternburgPreservation Council

-1 .
,

- -4,000 member council including key community leaders. _

- -Area Vas included in'priginal study of the Bigfort Wilderness Area, but was
excluded because of the state's commitment for timber produition to indust_ty,.

- -Area includes outstanding examples of virgin yellow pine and India.pietb-
graphs are in the lower canyon wells-of Bluff Creek. _

,

- -PropoSed'city deli will cover pictographs.
. .

. . ,

Westernb4rg City Counca
-

1 ,

- 250,000 people in community.
- -Need' adequate 'dependable municipal water supply. The water tabte has-dropped
10 feet in past 5 years due to population and industrial incteast. 4'

7--IBM Company will establish electronics plant for 500 workers if city cln
guarantee water. ,

- -Land lends :itself to'aproposed dalon the lower part of Bluff Creek.

Ames County Trail Machine - 4-Wheel 16rAve-Club

- -5,000 motor. bikes in county.
. .

- -10 motor bike dealers. ,- 4
..

- -2,000 mdtoor bike owners are in organiied clubs who have helped the Forest
Sdrvice Co seeroh and:Tescue and in opening roads and,trails. These people
are concerned with their image and enforcement of bike uses for all.

3

WesternburgUrban League
,!

--Has histoty of organizational site use on.Bluff Creek, under lease from
-State, fo* disadvantaged kids of Westernburg. 0

- -Have $1,60,-000 invested in camp.

- -Want to expandto better meet the needs of all disadvantaged kids in
Core area

- -Provide forest outdoor experience for 10,000. kids a year.

Mercham Timber Company

1. .

--Timber volume of acquired land is 100 MM of virgin-P.P.
- -State had assured industry-that the'area would be used for timber production.
- -Local mill capadity is double'the National Forest allowable cut'.
- 0National sorest allowable cut is 70 MM.
--Private lands ire fairly well cut-over and National Forest is being pressured
to cOntribute maximum timber yield.

4
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RED RIVER FREEWAY.

w.

4

4

The Rid River-High School/has been asked by local and state conserkration-groups
'to participatejn the fight against construction of a new highway that has been,
p lannesito pass near the town of Red River. The highway will, rovide access to
a vast new recreation. area that previously had been accessible only by horse-

' back or backpacking and in some instances 4-wheel,drive Recently,

some of e area had been designated as a new National Park which is,,bordered

by Natio Forest Land inter-mixed with private land ownership. '

The. town of Red River is located in a broad, fertile river vatley near the loot-
hifts of the mountains. Most, of thelocaloincome is derived from rprosperous

,fal-ms krIci ranches except for a construction /tampany, that has its main office

there. Pre-capita income is high and cabe expected to rise slightly. The
river is relatively pollution free providing the town With its domestic water
supply and also extensive irrigation for.the farms. There is a good trout
fisheryinthe-stream which brings a number of tourists into the area each

summer., Each fall there is a large influx of big game hunters, Red River being

close to large elk and deer herds. All of this adds.to the prosperity of-the

local area.

A power grqup of constructiOn people supported candidates who won-political
offices fnthe'state government, who in turn were instrumental in getting the

4 highway tojpe locatedwhere it ,is. These construction people hope to get a

large share of the construction bids, isapcularly the local compihy. State

and 'Federal funds have been provided for construction'bui with little money
available for conservation measures and beautification after construction is

. completed: Highway right -of -way will take large acreages from some of the
local ranchers, plus most of, the FFA.model farm which has been rated as the

best in
i

the state and one .of the, best in the nation. .

There Vs little doubt that Red liver will prosper and grow with the flood of
tourists the new highway w411'bring to the area to enjoy the fishing, hunting,

new ski areas,6.hiking and sightseeing.

However, the conservation groups are pushing to introduce abil/Oin the legis-
lature to stop construction of the highway; They feel ?hap there is no need
to provide'such easy access to the recreation area. Some studies haVe shown

that much of the area cannot stand concentrated use without causing damage to

the ecology. There'is also fear that increased.h ng and fishing will ruin

these valuable resources. The groups efforts to :tin voters signiktures to

support their bill'has been highly successful throughout the state. There has

also been support 1y national conservation groups.

WHAT ARE THE DECISIONS RRHS WILL MAKE11/

*Written by Jim Unterwegner, U.S.F.S. 'Used at High School leadership training
sessions at.Cispus Environmental Learning Ctnter, RAMA, Washington.
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COMMUNITY ACTION
'Simulation Game

11
Purpose of all citizens groups involved in the Awe:

Recommend ways to improve the environmental quality of the community

of Stevenson. (economically, cultura101 socially, aesthetically)

CommUnity action should:
9

Stop the deterioration ofStevenson by eliminating sources,
of'environmental pollution,

2. Implement positive-measures that will enhance the lizability
of the Stevenson comet pity for the present and future
through effectiVe .environmental management.

Zitizens-groups inclUde:

Stevenson Businessmen 's Association
Stevenson Industrial Association

_-Stevenson P.T.A.
Stevenson Garden Club
Stevenson Department of Sanitation

Stevenson Board of Controls (city planning cuncil)

,

Procedures

Elect a chairman for each group-.

Decide how you will plan your investigation.'

Decid e what statistical data you need to collect, either from

.written material or from the community itself.

.
Check the reference material on the library ; use anything

that will help your group accomplish its objectives.

Use Stevenson city maps as you spend time in the community gathering
data.

Report .back at 2;30 p.m.
.

'Reporting your findkngs
.

'

,

Each group will have a large piece of paper on which to record
their specific recommendations and benefitsto the community.

. .

Each grow should contribute some parts of their information to

the large city map on the wall.
(--

One person from each group shou d be prepared to make a pretentatior;
representing your group's find ngs:' cYour specific recommendations
will be consideve4 by the Board of Co trols for' adoption. Your

group's goal shOuld be to hav your recommendations addptr.

*written by Charline McDonald. Used-at a teachers workshop in Stevenson,

Washington, embqdies role playing and urban data-collecting..



COMMUNITY ACTION
Simulation Game

,Concerns of Stevenson Industrial Association 1

1. Ecoriomic growth in the community assures adequate labor force.

2. Satisfying consumer demands for manufa red products of the
Stevenson area. .

. Maximizing pfofits :tt;pth continued prodAtion anvr assurance
of continued supply raw materials, for production.

.

ouraging ne-10.ndustry to the Stevenson ..area that will .not
contribute to The degradation of the environment.

.

r-Arcse,stjems for Community Ilvestigations
.

1. Invenfory.existing industries in the Stevenson area..
Plot on map.

1 P

L desirable new types of industry.
All supply ttpa for their raw materials and possible marketifig

A

1eaSi
Locate possible sites op map.

3. -Make specific.fecomlendations to.impfove the economy of SteIrenson,_

List below and be prepared to present your recommendations to
the rest of the group.

Recommended Industrial growth Benefits to Community

a,

20
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COMMUNITY ACTION
Simulation Gami

. /
concerns of Stevenson Businessmen's Association

1. Revitalizing- Stevenson's downtown business district through
improvement of existing goods and'servicesi

2. .Increase patronage in the local business district through
additional bUsinesses.

c
.

,

3. Maximizing profits through improvement of to,tal community
environment, pa7rticdlarly in downtown business district.

4. Bringing local buying' power back to Stevenson;, (major
metidpolitan center 50 miles away)

5. ,Adequate public utilities (sewage - disposal, water, parks)
will increase the possibility of new economic investments.

Suggestions for Community Investigations

.1. Inventory the central business district of Stevenson.
Plot on map.

2. Distinguish between concentrations of gOdds-and services.-

Determine streets of heaviest pedestrian count..
Determine streets of heiviest traffic flow.

Recommend sites for rehabilitation of eIisting buildings.)
Recommtnd sites for establishing new bu nesses.
Plot on map.

.7

4. Make-specifib recommendations for revitalizationof Stevensons-
ceAtral business district for economic improvement and
improved customer services.

List below and be prepared to present your recommendations to
the rest of the group.

eRetommended Improvements Benefits to Qammunity

21
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COMMUNITY ACTION
Simulation Game

Concerns of, Stevenson

'I. General cleanliness of the environment.

Nor

2. Establishment of adequate sewer treatment plant to eliminate
health hazards.

3. Ade9uate park and recreation facilities'for -children and their

families.

4. reyelop.pride on the part of Stevenson's citizens to,clean'up

their community_t_

5. Civic responsibility to make-Stevenson a quality environment

for all.
,

Su,,-estions for Community Investigations' 4

In,entory ehisting recreation sites in Stevenson.
.Plot on map.
List uses` of each.

2. List desirable hew,types" of recreational sites and ficilities.

List uses for each%
Locate possible,sites on map.

3. Make specific recomblehdatisms to increase the recreational
services to the community of Stevenson.,

' List below and be prepared' to present your.recommen4ations to
the rest of the, group.

Aecreational facilities Benefits to Community

'

22
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COMMUNITY ACTION
Simulation 'Game

Concerns of -Stevenson 4Tden Club
.

1. Improvement.0,.the aesthetics of the Stevenson community.aw

. - .

2. Beautify streets did city entrances with plan'Sinis.
. -

3. Progtote community action tp take care of vacant, deteriorating
buildings in community. 4

..
,

., . I ,- ,

4.. City has few parks er recreation sites 'within asy access from '

cOmmunity( of Stevenson. .,

\

5. City, has poor access .to. creek; ieor access to riyer for boating_
and other water-orienied recreation.

. ,

.. .. ...i...i
.

-

Suggestions for Community Investigations

1: Inventory the city for its beautification needs.
Locate these areas on map.
List types of impr ts-that should be made.
List coftimunity g ups that could accomplish this.,

2. Make specific recommendations to increase. the aesthetics 'of

the.community of Stevenson.

g.ist.below and be prepared to present your recommendations to
the rest of the group. .

,:.
.

, "N...%.'

, .

Beautification Proiects Benefits to Community -

I

23
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COMMUNITYAWN
Simulation Game

'Concerns b f Stevenson Deoaytdentzbf Sanitation,

X-r, Increasing the Aesthetics and general cleanliness of the
'Stevenson envirohmeqt. .

2. Satisfying' the environmental health needs of the community.

3. Providing for continuous planbint and updating of facilities
through community acton.

4. Reaolv6g,Stevehson's violations of 141164Fedetal Water Pollution

Control Administration requirements.

5. Arranging for planning and costs of sewage treatment facilities
and improved water sou ;ce facilitieS.

Suggestions for Community Investigation,

1. Inventory, the Stevenson 'community. -

Identify sources of 'environmental pollution,(watei, air, and

/(Sight poklution).
Plot on map;" List detrimental :effects oreich.

Make specific recommendatiOns-for elimination of environmental,
pollution problemi in Stevenson.

Benefits to CommunityRecommended .Improvements,

wit

O i

4,t ,

-

t.
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Reference Data Sheet
- for Simulation -Game

Here are some additional items for consideration:

Total land in. Skamania County: 1,070,270 acres

'80%.0SFS -"Gifford.Pinctot National ForeAA
7% Commergial forest land (Dept. of Natural Resources)

13% bn-colimercial forest land, and. Miscellaneous

County Population: 6,038,.
Projected for 1979
County growth rate from 1950 to 1969 showed-net gain of28.1%
Projected population gxowth of county 15.2% per year

Skamania County Totalpersonal_Income Estimates'

1950 -- 5.5 million dollars
1960 -- 9.7 million dollars
1968 -- 16.8 million dollars

**t

Water Pollution Control Commission; "Implementation and Enforcement Plan
for Interstate and Coastal Waters", June, 1967, stares:

"Existing Sewage Treatment - Town of Stevenson ----NONE."

o

"Required Treatment and Contr'ol Improvements for Town of Stevens9n:"

"Establish Secondary Sewage Tr went"
"Improve Disinfection} Facilities *fail FaCilities" )

-3

SCHM6ULE FOR TOWN OF STEVENSON TO COMPLY WITH WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
RZRULNTIONS:

to ,.Proiect!

by June, 1967 Completion. of Engineering Report for
.,.sewa.ge treatment facilitiy

'Completion of Construction Rlans andby Sept., 1968_

by Dec., 1968

(1

by Dec., 1969
- - -/t

Arrangement of Financing,`Advertising
aid Start of Construction

114. Facilities Placed In bperat016.

secondary

SOecificatior

for BaT,

Resolution 1-67 - Countyof Skamania, resolved that .It should be unlawful
to pollutethe river with any raw sewage; Resdlution passect Sept. 18, 1967.

q
Water Supply -- according tc Skamania County Sewage and Water S.
Stevenson'and Carson appear to have limited water resourcesit
_vicinity far-future water supply.

study,, both
their immediate

Present-water shortage duringsummer months will become increasingly severe as
Stevenson'and the surroundifirarea grow in lopAlation. 1
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Station
& Elev.

I
v../

AVERAGE MONTHLY ,PRECIPITATION AND Tf.MPERATURE

N FEB MAR APR MAY TUN UL -AUG SEPT OCT NOV

Wind Riv. Pu
1150' T°

Stevenson P"
319'. TA"

. .

Vancouver P"

100' T'

16.1
32

9.9
34

5.6
39

12.5
36

9.?
38

4.4
42

11.5
40

7.1
43

4.0
47

6.3
47

5.45

51

2%3
53

3.7
53

.2.6
56

2.0
58

2.5

2.0,4e
62

1.4
63

1.0
64

.8
65

.5
68

1.1
63

.4
66

.7
6?

3.0
58

3.2'10.6
63

1.6
04

8.7
49

52

3.6
55

14.7
40

10-.8

.45

5.
46

18.4
35

10.7
38

46.7

99.5:'
48°

71.44'

.*
- Se-

,

113o4ic
54°

i.ake the following comparisons of the' data
r

Static
nual

Temp
Warmest /Coldest
Month Month

Annual
Cecnip
RanRe,Prec.

Annual Driest
--.

Wettest
Month

Total Rain
6 Wfo.)"cot M0.15SupnrAer
(Oct. -Mar.)

,.
g i .9

Total Rain
hlo.

Apr.- Sept.)'

,,
t 7.6,Wind

River
0

if3

Jo.ty,'

V'
Jn t.,

3Z° Sa. cA9 .5 "

,Month

July"
t 0 ! it 4r

Steven-
,

son

-.-

:, 1

.

e.
..

.

Vancou-
ver

, .
.

.

r.

.
..

. .

1. Compare thtril rly,temperature patterns of the 3 stations.
What reasons cah you.give, for this temperature pattern?

11

2. 'WhiCh o4the 3 stations gets,wthe'most annual precipitationr7'

the' least? How rib you account for this?

3. Notice that WindRiver gets more rainfall per month than Stevenson..

Which month is the excerption? . What reasons could account,

for this?

.

4. Compare winter rainfIllAWith summer rainfall for each station.

5. In what ways dries .the amount of summer rainfall affect,the,community

Aft Stevenson? '

.

..
6. In what ways does the amount of summer,rainfal1 affect the use of the land

in the Wind, River area? '

1 ,
. , ,

467. Using-the data at ,the top of the page, prepire a.line-graph for Stevenson

,
and Wind Riiter, showing monthly averages for temperature and precipitation.

Use the Climatic Chart p.rovidecl.
1.

,4 --

,
2.5

'. 26 .



MAP INTERPRETATION QUESTIONS
fbr Stevenson, Washington

A
1.4 Describe the site of Steyenson in as many ways as pbssible.

(Site refers tq the location of something in relation to other
natuN and man-made features)'

,

Man-made features Natur31 feature,

2. For whit functional specialty was Stevenson established?

Has it changed? Why or why not?

7

3. What are sbme advantages and disadvantages of Stevenson's location
in relationship to its economic growth?

Advantages
.

Disadvantages

14. From which watershed does Stevenson get its drinking water?

Locate the boundaries of that watershed on one. of the maps.

Is there enough water ivail'able in the Stevenson area for increased
population growth?

5. Why is the Skamania County'Seaflocated at Stevenson?

-b; Look for evidences -of different ,types of land use on the maps.
List some of.the'land uses.

7, What predictions_ cart yob' make about future uses of the land in the
Stevenson area?

8. What .differences -do you notice in the uses of the land on both
. of the Columbia River?

4



4.

9. Describe or sketch tht shape of the town of Stevenson.

10. .What factors have mused it to be the shape it is?

11. Compare the street pattern of Stevenson 'with that of Carson.
What could account for thii difference?

1). Complete the Land Users Chart below using the following series of
questions for Past, present, and Future users-of the land.

Who'were the paNt (present, future) land users of Stevensdn and
vicinity?

How did they use the land?
.

What type of settlement dil they make?
How did they aCfect the environment?
What things' did they value in the environment? -,

.SEQUENCE OF LAND USE OF STEVENSON AREA

Land user'

Past

Present

Future

How they used
the land:

Type of
settlement

How they .affected
the environment'

Things .they value .
in .environment

111/

(
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_CISPUS RIVER AREA LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN_, RANDLE, WASHINGTON

The approximate 20,000 acres outlined in on the Randle Ranger District map
is in need of having a land management plan developed for it.
Resources to be considered in developing the plan include:

SOILS -- basic to all management

PLANTS --timber management
grazing - cattle, wildlife

WATER -- irrigation, fishing
domestic use, etc.
scenic

RECREATION - -use for humans
1.k*

Some basic data about the area:

Soils & Watershed
--Steep soils in upper slopes - timbered, rock outcroppings, unstable

,

soils, high road building construction & maintenance costs -.motor
bike erosion on steep trails-
-Flat soils in river bottoms - most prodUctive for limber growth
and recreation use.

(Cispus road is gain access road in & out of area -,,Goes to Trout Lake;'
Mt. Adams & Goat Rocks Wifderness areas, many other lakes. Last year
75,000 paliengzr cars and 75,000 logging trucks traveled the road.)

Recreation Management

3 campgrounds in area
20,000 visitor days to the campgrounds - (over use)
1 lake (good fishing)
.3 pot holes (good fishing)
-20 miles of trail ( 1 high ridge scenic trail)
Approximately 15 miles of Cispus River
Motor-bike trail probleM -

Snow - mobile use in winter

Huckleberry picking areas

Timber Management

The timber stands are like those you drove through.coming to Cispus
from Randle.
Thinning in second groWth now under way.
Two timber sales planned for 10 million board feet of old growth
timber (See dotted-outline of sale on map)

e Some young stands planed -by C.C.C. after large forest fires in
early 1920's.

*Written by Ivar Knutson, U.S.F.S. Id at summer teacher workshop through
. r

Al

Central Washington College. Teachei visited area after doing the game and
compared actual on-the-ground managem ntwith their plan of management.

. '
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Wildlife Management

Cispus River is unproductive fish Stream.
Hatchery fish are planted'in-tributaries to Cispus Riyer.
3 small ponds are planted with fingerlinde and legal

fish to enhance fishing-recreation in area.
Good 'natural fishing in Blue Lake.
Elk hel winters in bottom laids along river --Some winter kill.
Deer herd in high country along the North side of outlined

area on the map.

TASK A

Each resource management group (Recreation,, Soils & Watershed,
arid Wildlife'Management) is-td develop a list-in writing of 5 management
guidelines, for the management of their assigned resoUrce, to be considered
in the development of the management plan for that argot. (Divide group into
4 subgroups each with respons4ility -for one- resource.)

RECHEATICM

2.

3.

4.

5.

TIMBER
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

SOILS & WATERSHED
1.

2.
if

5.

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

32
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TASK

Part I (Now have each of the preceeding groups consider themselves as a

total resource management planning group responsible for manage-

ment of all resources'on the area.)

Evaluate the guidelines developed for the 4 resource areas and

select the ones from each aracbr combinations of areas that

you feel will best meet the needs of the area and use them in

writing a to,1 page plan for the management of the area.

Part II

Delineate the areas on the map that will be managed for the different

resources described in your management plan/by using different colors

to represent each resource.' Make a legend.

TASK C-

Make presentation_ of plan and map to total audience.

CONCLUSI6N

Resburce manager of area Can present his management plan of area and

Compare with audience presentations.. Discuss similarities and

'ferences in plans and reasons why.

.0"

33
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4

MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR SUTTLE LAKE MANAGEMENT AREA, SISTERS, OREGON

With the increase in recreation use it is becoming an increasingly difficult
.management problem to resolve the different recreation activities in the ',

Suttle Lake area.

Present user groups include:

1. Water skiiers.
2. Fishermad

a. in boats with motors
b. in boats without motors

3. Canoers
4. Swimmers
5. Skin divers
6: Wading children
7. Campers (need more camping spots_)
8: Picnickers (picknickers are using campspots, which eliminate campers

from setting up camp).
9. Youth gioups

10. Resort applicants
11. dorseback riders (want to use lakeshore hiking trails as well as roads

and other trails).

4

The problem to be resolved is: do we let all users use the whole area, or do
we restrict users to certain 'areas, or eliminate them using the area entirely.

Minimum space requirements for some uses.

1. P'ower'boats.- 5 ac. minimum for each powerboat less thin 10 miles/hr.
2. Water skiers - 20 ac. er each meter skier.
3. Boatd with no motors - 1 ac. per boat
4. Swimmers - 400 sq. ft. of beach per person (20' x 20')
5. Campgrourrisx- 100' between camp spots.
6 Picnic grounds' - 50' between picnic tables

Suttle Lake

-44

1. Which uses in your estimation would be compatible on Settle Lake-

2. How would you manage uses?
(Plot zoning on map)

*Written by Jim Durden, U.S.,F.S. _Portland State University teaches at a work-
shop developed recommendations for management of area and presented to
U.S. Forest Service.

I 3.35
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Olb

Existing Camp and Picnic_ reas
What is your evaluation of the condition ofthe existini(campground, aid

picnic aress?'(Are they beat out, in good condition, over used, etc. Soil

compaction, dying trees, vandalized trees, tables, no screening, etc.)

ti

2. Where can we put more campgrounds near the lake? Picnic areas? '(Look at

soil limitation criteria sheet.)

3. Which takes priority - picnic or campgrounds?

Why?
(

4. Are resort services adequate? Are they necessary here? Why? Could that

land ba better used for'other uses?

5. What restrictions, if any, should.we place on the trail around the lake?

6. How are we going to manage the land between the lakes.?

7. Scout Lake
a. Write a prescription for the management of Scout Lake.

4

b. Do you agree with the present management?. Why? Why Not?

A a

S. What should be the function of the priva te land is thr area? .

(Should they be allowed to do Inything they want with the lan4 lock

pit, timber harvest, resort, town, can al site for kids of zitimpers, etc.?)I

f.

are'

4

,9. How can we summarize what we know about the uses and management of the Suttle

Lake Recteation Complex?

id 6 ti

4
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MANAGEMENT PLAN. i -

METOLIUSRIVER RECREATION COMPLEX Sisters, Oregon

the Matolius River Recreation Complex contains 9 major campgrounds, 108
summer hoses, several resorts (mostly private), a service"viewpointi a
large fish hatchery, and-several horse rental concessions,

Present user groups include:

Campers Summer homei
Picniaers Sightseers
Horseback riders Resort clientele_ *

Fishermen

As a manager of this Complex,' how would you resolve the following manage-
ment considerations?.

1. The summer homes, under special use permit, occupy prime public rec-
*cation ground in an area where use pressures ape extremely heavy. On

. the other hand, the hoies are well kept, attractive, accOted by the public,
t / and they offer some digree of protection to the atreamside zone since they

are not open to the public. The following- decisions are needed.

'a. Do we retain the summer homes or phase them out? Why?

b. If the/s6mer homes-are removed, what would we-use the' available
. .

land for? 'Why?

1

*Written by Jim Durden, U.S.FS. -Used at teachers workshop. Through land
inspection, survey interviews with user groups, ec.;4eacherscame up
with 1a -d management recommendations.

\,

4
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2. Taking into considerp"tio'n the fact that (a) the camping experience

is more socially oriented than environmentally oriented, (b) most campers

utilising the higher level sites are highly mobile and have self-contained

facilities, (c) day'use pressures are increasing steadily, and (d)

envitonment along the Metollus_mill'be maintained,_ how would you provide

more bedroom space
(campgrouAdsr-wbile increasing the number of day use

sites by 10 times and maintainOsg.the quality of the` environment? (Assume

that this problem has to bs resolved prior'to any management decision

concerning the summer homes.)

le

3. The transportation system (road location) plays an important role

in recreation use patterns. Row would you change thii transportation

system in order to meet the high use demands and reduce the amount

of unnecessary roads?

4o



4. The Wizard Falls Fish Hatchery operated under a special use permit
by thelOregon State G1.e Commission has proposed expanding the facility.
The expansion will involve some 20 additional acrez.all of which are
parallel to the Metolius'and down river from the Hatchery. The proposed
expansion area will occupy some of the highest recreation potential land
along the Methlius. The Wizard Falls Hatchery site contains the highest
potential for the rearing of fish in the State, and is also the most
centrally located hatchery in the State. >What would your decision be
with regard to the following factors:

a. Should the proposed expansion be permitted? Why?,

b. If the expansion were permitted, what guidelines for developmest
AbOuld the Game Commission be required to follow?

143
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DEVELOPZU LESSON PLANS FOR ENVikbNEATAL INVESTIGATIONS hours_ -- inside) ---
_ -

(Prerequisite: at least 2 field, investigations) _

Participants will analyze 'and construct Lesson Plans idvolving task cards,
question sequences, processes, etc. for investigating different aspects of
the environment. This cancbe oriented toward investigating a part of the

-environment or toward interpreting' and undeistanding a particular management
aspect.

At the and of this session the` participants witl have:f
1. Constructed-aseries of self-directed environmental

investigatings using task cards. ._-

2. Constructed a quettion sequence for use in helping a
group interpret the data collected on the task cards
in #1.

Identified different questions and analyze the type of
responses generatid by those questions..

4. Identified and classified discussion skills that can
prOMote or restrict group prticipation a discussion.

Constructed a Lesson Plan for an Environmental $
ation.for use in a training session.

144 .
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DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

An environmental investigation should be designed so that all participants can
take an active part at their own level of ability and interest.

The investigation should have opportunities for the participant to make observations,
collect and record data, make some type of interpretation of data and summarization
of how those interpretations relate to the topic.

The,fallowing chapters are designed to give the participant some experiences to
construct an environmental investigation.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

_ V.

VI.

Introduction Page 2.

Teaching Process Skills
_ -

Survival Values in Learning
Aliajoz goal of_teaching process skills is to cievelop the ability for each
person -to think for themselves.

Developing' Task Cards Page 3 hours
Task cards can promote small groups and individual investigations with a
minimum of teacher direction.

Using Questions in Environmental Investigation- Page I. 1 hour ,

The use of certain kinds of questions can help establish a learning climate
that will encourage participation, discussion and interaction during the
investigation.

A Basic Questiln,Sequence for,the-Interpretation of-Data Process Page /4. .2' hours

This question sequence can allow the group to interpret their own
observations and recorded data about the topic.

Developing a Lesson Plan for an Environmental Investigation Page f11 hours*
If-you put all the above pieces together you can come'up with thd start
of a lesson plan fot an environmental investigation.
Hierarchy of Process,.

Miscellaneous (heading) Page Of
..,..

f

. BehaviOral tcomes
Introducti n to existing "Investigating Your) Environment" lesson'plans,
using the esson plans.

Investigating Your,Environment Series
- U. S. Forest Service

Denver, Colorado

145 4
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I. INTRODUCTION

'Teaching Preeis Skills

A major goal of teaching process skills is to develop the ability withkrtzach individual

learner to-function autonomously at the inouiry and Proof level; i.e., ability to

obtain, organize, translate, interpret and apply bodies of knowledge', and. to present

proof of the validity of the process:

Have group do TASK A-Survival"Values in Learning Chart

1. In groups of 3-=russ the chart and answer the 2 questions at the bottom.

2. Have groups sha eir ideas about the implication of:the chart.

Some Implications about the Chart: Survival Valuesf,in Learnftg

/ . .

This chart relates to what you learn, not in comparison to how you learn it.

0.0 R.

The lasting or survival value of learning some things may not be a very

productive Use of our time. According to the chart we only remember abut ,

35% of the facts and 50% of the conceptual schemes shoVed'at us after only

,3 months.

We retain the ability to manipulate and operate things (machines, tie shoes,

write,'etc.) up to 70% of the learning experience: 'If the learning experience

were designed for us to dovelop thinking skills and processes (gather; sort,

a , interpret and provide alternate solutions about problems) we-could

retain ose skirls at the i0% level of usefulness.

=

Therefore, we might assume that a person who has developed the ability to

think for himself can ,Collect and analyze factdir-d7ara, develop a line of .

reasoning or-contributeto the _interpretation or solution of a,problem or

decisioN Many times the learning experience deals only with memorizing

facts and other information or concepts with no chance for putting-thtt

knowledge to work for us.

44 4

Before planning a workshop and other learning experiences, ask yourself-7'

1. What am I doing this for?
To help people memorize facts, learn concepts Or to think for themselves?

2. How can I structure learning experiences to insure participation and the

development of thinking processes along with the use, of factual data,.etc.?

We are now recognizing that if we develop thinking skills and processes of

investigation, we may begin to change behaviors. Only by actually involving

people in environmentaY learning experiences can they begin to think about

their role in environmental management. We must be concerned with developing

environmentally literate persons who can think for themselves.

2 ,b
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This chart shows the retention\rate of different categories of learning. In
small groups discuss and-apswer the following questions.

What does thois chart say about the retention of learning?'

S.

What are the implications of this chart to the way we plan learning
experiences?



pEVELOPING TASK CARDS

In developing an Environmental Investigation Lesson Plan, self-directed task

cards can be a useful tool. They can promote individual and small groups

__data-collecting antinterpretation.,'

Task cards are not new and have been Used in many ways. A task card can be

simply a card on which you write the dirpctions for a learning experience.

Questions and discussions

1. iasseout examples of task-cards. Example: Use examples of

2nv.istigating you; Environment Task cards, Milwaukie School District

cards? American Geological Institute, ("Essence")
"2_

Task A. (30 minutes) (groups 4-6)

After looking at the task cards, that you have, list some reasons

for using 010 method as one instructional help.

Examples: \ .

1. allows for different levels of ability to participate at once...

2, easily adjustablecan add or delete *tasks
3 can promote small groups Interaction' and accomplishment

4. teachers do preparation ahead of time

5. don't feel bound to manual

6. can tailor-make investigations to fit needs of students
.

7.

8.
1

9.

2. Make a composlte-list on the basis of all the groups contributions.

3. Point out that task cards can also have the following characteristics:

goquential, programmed, assorted, self-directed, peisonalized,

task oriented, etc.. .46

Provide for a variety of kinds of--involvement, communication,

feedback.
Provide alternatives and choices for'the :learnerlaminated for

wet weather.

4. Ask the group if-they can think of any other characteristics.

. 5. Have groups do T.sxa.

4
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TASK B (30 minutes) , (groups 4 -6) ,

List other topics for task card ideas.in the following grades.

Suggested assortment as-samples:

Kindergarten - Primary (K-3) .

Assorted topics based on Observation, using the'senses--

sense of touch

shapes ,

colors
sounds

IntermediAte grades (4-6
Assorted topics based on schoolyard and curriculum eftrichment

activities- -
developing-observations (same as above)

.language expression
schoolyatd land use

how-you-f 7about-the-schoolidrd-type-activities .

science e-sohoolyard-type-activities

Non-graded (could be for any level to adults) /

Assorted topics following in environmental action approach --

developing and conducting a litter'campaign

inventory sources of Air Pollution

improve your neighborhood
consumer studies
observe and interpret some aspect of management

(wildlife habitat, timber management, stream survey, etc.)

6: List additional (on the board) ideas for each category, in 'Task B,

from the'groups. (If time allows.) 1

14j 5
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TASK C. (15 minutes): (small groups)
t

Using the following criteria, evaluate the sample task cardshelow:

1. Does the a tivity actually involve the learner in the environmen t?

How?

2. Is the activity relevant to the learner in his world? (a3e level,

topic, etc.*
3. Does the activity include opportunities for prob lem solving?

4,. Does the activity include opportunities for the ,learner to collect
4IL'and record data based on his own observations? 1
17 Does the activity include opportunities for the learner to make

his own fhterpretations about the data he. collects-?

(From an
assortment

of task
cards for
a nature
trail walk)

(From-a

sequence
Find a noisy place and stay there for a little while.

of, task ,
How do you feet in a noisy place? ,

--cards on Write a few sentences. or a poem to tell how the noisy.-/

"Sounds") place makes you feel,

SAMPLE TASK CARDS 41.

Here are tyro leaves.
Make a list of all the similarities you find.
Make a list of all the differences you find.

(Staple leaf here) (Staple leaf here)

Leaf.1 Leaf 2

Similarities:
Differences:

dr,

(From a
sequenceof
task cards
on "Spaces,")

(From a
unit of
study for
a "Superman
Survey")

Walk around your classroom.
How do you feel in this spay.131`\
Write or tel). about how it makes rou feel.

Go outside and stand n r the ool building.

Do you feel different ere than you do inside?

Write or tell how thi makes yoi feel.

Circle the #
for the criteria
present od card

1

In your backyard or schoolyard, bu di- erent:kinds

Of packaging materials. Dig them up at specified
in,tervals of time and compare decomposition.

t
A
'Alum. Can Glass Bottle I Plastic

-

Cardboard

t .

.

Etc.

Sent. , I .

Oct. ]
. 7( i

Nov.
-

Etc.
." .'

2

3

4
5

1 .

2

3

5

1

2

a
4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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In small' groups ;(3-4) '.cpp.stiuct t-least_two task cards on a topic

Aikyotir;choico. t
:

A 4 . . .
.

,
1 '

;Some ,,guegiisted Ihstroctionl for Cards: , .

t ,- A 4 -

.select a.tppic or theme or a particular environment

44ePide pn.your.purposes

,,.. ''elect' me actfvities.to accomplish those purposes

. .

$ .construc tfik card's below, about the topic or theme you chose

consid" inclodidng.a varie of-types of involvement, 4 . ,.

ft: s 411""
--sils of groups '

41

.

.- .
-len ths-Of time

. -methods Of-recording oic---
.

P
I

%
, i ' communicating'infpAation .

i,

When you finish, evaluite anotigo groups' task cards using-tOriterlv,

from /ASILC.,
.

a

cuestionsiand Diseu'ssion:'

1. Have Several, articles of ohe page i ength tp environmental problems

- such as noisepbllutioq,.,:resource anAgement,fetc., and hair small -

.groups develipp task'card investig tions from the Article that meets some
-

.,, .

.1, of the criteria'from Tisk C. ,.

,*()
''''' '' 151. 7

4
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Now that you have examined and constructed several task cards, what -

gnidelines wouldeyou write for adlipthersroup of teachers to use in

developing task cards? .

Some example responses:

"a. have one specific goal , 4
b. keep task brief enough to maintain interest and sequencOr',
c. coAoriLodo themby'areas of study or ability t\

d.. keel) directions siMple
e. should fl.tCwithin a time limit.

NA': someform'of self-dvaluatiot stittement
g. Fuse processes of observing, collec.ting, recording, and

7. , ititerpneting data

I

1,
ft

tIP

8

1

,

A

.4- .
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III. USIK QUESTIONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

One objective in learning it to help'people develop thinking 'skills and 'pro-

ceshes that will,allow'them o._ interpret the -datathey,collect., A good
discussion and'a good leaFning experience will happen if appropriate questions

aredskea. The use of cettain hinds of questions can, help esta.lish a learning
gnat's that will 'encourage indtVidual participation*, gromp.ihteractiod, and

- -interpretationo,£ the inf6FmatioA collected in the investigacpn;

1. Ask each of the lour questions below. Have each person write down
as many thirlas,theycan think of.after each question. After they ,

hive written their answers=to each question, ask how they felt about
answering' that question. iscuss%

What would happen if the rainfall.doubled in your state next
xear?, )

( How many acres of ladfin youstate?
Why are recreation lands in your state important?
What are some things you think should be donein Environmental
.Education ip your state?

2. Pats out TASK A (below)

TASK A (15 minutes) ,..,

. ,

Get into grdupi o;374,and\answer the 'following Uestions about the

four questions that were.asked of you.
.

.

a) '.Whigh of the four questtans beloti did Tou feel most om-

fortable answering? .

1:' 2' 3 4 Why?
tr

b) Which questiondid You feel least comfOrta'ble answering?.

1 ' 2 3 4 Why?

F) WhiEh question_allowed for greatest partitipation?

l' 2 3 4 . Why?

r ,

Questions asked:

Question #1.- What'would happen if the rainfall doubled irdu
state next yiarl

Question 02 ='Holimany acres nf land in your state?'

1" (What is the high4it mountain in the United St es?)

..
,

-Q.iesticin #3 r Why areA 'your state important'

to the economy? -

...(What are the Bons for the ;location of
ImaIor city)?) .

,

.
i

,
. ,

Question #4 - What are some things.you think should be don? in
- Environmehtal Educadetn'in your state? .

(In your` opinion, what is the major problem facing

the environmenttodaAATela why.) .

VV. ,

.
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Mauly Systems

= C3

Memory qr

3. Ask for verbal answers and discussions from the total group about

TASK A.

The following is background information on the questions in TASK A.

You may want to read it, or summarize it according to how the
-

group discussion goes., .

Some people think that if you just ask questions, your problems are

solved as far as gettidt tnvolvethent and group interaction. ,Asking _

questions doesn't neceSsarily insure more participatioil, better

intejaction,igher levels of thought processes. The kinds of

questions you ask and when vou,ask them is important. As you can

see from TASK A, different, kinds of questions let different kinds
Ai

of responses. / 4..

d A

Question 1 - What would happen if the rainfall doubled in your

,state .next year? . v
,

This divergent type U. question provides the.opportunity to

consider many different systems and try out many answers.

4'

6 If you ask a question that asks for a wide variety of responses, you'll
...,

probably get a wide variety of responses and 1* participation will

be more free. This allows more opportunity for creativity agd .

imagination. (What would happen:if 9 How might ?

9)What do you see

Question 2 - How many acres of land in your state?

This mew* type question calls for remembered content, rote

recall memory, or selective recall.,

If youyod ask a.4Uastion'thSt has one correct answer, then people will

go after the,dorrect answerOr.the answer they think the leader4is

looking for. The kind of thinking that iegoing.on is the recall

of previously learned information anilifacts. (Who is

9)

Many factors
affect one

What is

'Question 3 - Why are recreation lands in..your state important to the

,economy?
This convergent type question represents the analysis of giVen o

or remembered information. ,It leads to one expected end result

or answer-14
.

opic

'If you ask a question- that focuses on solving a problalfror putting

several pieces of data together,, then the audience has to reason,

using given:Or remembered data.% (Why are these things so 7

How do you account 'for 1)

The participant "becohes a,problem-solver in which the task is to

apply.the proper operations at the proper tiMet

154
10
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1

Evaluative

di

Question 4 - What are some things you think should be done in
Environmental Education in your ,state?

This evaluativeAype question Asks the partidip
use judgment value, and choice) End is charad y-its

judgmental quality. e.
v

. .

,

The type of question Ybu Ask then, can affect -the,leerning

atmosphere and restrict or motivate the participanis to become ,c'

involved in thediscusiion. . -
..

,

, 5. Have Group do TASK B

r 4

1

a) Which questions are similar? (Not in their contents but in

the kind ofiesOOnses they would receive)

. b) Put the questiont.that are similar into groups.

C) Label (give name to) each groupinglof questions.

d) Use these.lah4s to fill in the firstcolu!n on the fo1lowing

chart.

CcAplete the chart,-

AA,

6

r

155.
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TASK B (30 mindtisl

1. In groups of 3-4, identify the following questions that are

similar. (similar in the kinds of responses they would receive,

not in the.content)

a. What is a nuclear reactor?
----b. Why are the demands for energy doubling-eVery'10 years in

the U.S.?
c. How do you account for the..decreasing amount pf open spice

in your community?
d. What_do you think is the,best use of this land?

'e. Nami the, largest city in your State?

f. Should numbers of coyotes be controlled? Why, or why ,not?

Whit would happen if all automobiles were banned within

the Seattle city limits?
h. How much'land has been tiken.otit of'agriculturil production. -

in the U.S. in the last 5 years?
That effect do trees and shrubs have on,nti/e abatement?

j. What factors contribute to the traffic congestion problem

in jour community? ;

In your opinion whit are Ole 3 most im6ortant problems in

your community?

2. Put the numbers or letters that represent each group-identified int
the chart below and label each group.

4
Groups' Label each group of questions using

your on names

3." gut your labels in the chart below and describe your groupings.

- Kinds of Questions
i.

(ase the, names you gave
the groupings)

Characteristics of

, question's in this group
,

.

____
. i

.

b..,,

1 .

.

,

of queitions?
.

-"----,-----_____.

I

1

What does your chart-tell you about'the'use

I..,
. __.

2.

. .

3. _
.

.

4. '

4
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Questions and Discussion:

1. Discuss TASK 4 and particularly- -What does you* chart tell you

about-the use of questions? Ask different groups what ideas they

--1coie up with.

2. Here ire some 'ideas to add to the groups comtentd:"

Th4 kind of questions'you ask affects the involvement level and

atORsphere:(bored, stuffy, uncomfortsble,excited).

Thi type of questions you ask can affect the number and type of

.responses you_get from.a group.
: .

Di4ferent types of questions can be used-at different times in the

course of a discussion.

Theltind of thinking that takes place can be affected by the kinds

Of 4tiestions being asked.,

The level of discussion within the group can be affected by the
tinds.and sequence of questions being asked.

If youlat* aware-of 'tlkdifierence in the kinds 'o'f questions, you

can do'd, better job of ,inalyzing4the responses. , ,

Good OIScussiontfdon't happen by accident.
ti

3. Let'S explore-a badic question sequence usable as a pare of .

Environmental Investigation. .

. /
-

0 .

. (See - A BASIC QUESTION SEQUENCE FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF

DATA'PROCESS)

a

1 5 -;
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IV. A BASIC QUESTION SEQUENCE FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF DATA PROCESS

It can be important to develop a basic 'question sequence to altow, people to

interpret their own observations in the interpretation of data pfocess.

There are four basic question categories that can be used in this process.

Select a topic (common to all) about which they should write the questions.

It could besomething in the immediate area or room.

1. Op en Questions
Designed to provide all opportunity for allpersons to particierte and

to obtain a body of specific data which will proviae the opportunity

Ato focus on significant points.

This type of queltion provides an opportunity for every per&O9 to,

become Immediately involved in the discussion, regardless of' his

ability or background. It is completely free of the element' of "guess

what's on my mind."

THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THIS QUESTION IS OPENNESS

"What do you see, as you look at the ;hillside?"

"What did you see on your walk the city?"

"What do you notice about the soil profile?"

List two open questions that you would use to allow as many' peOPle' as

oossible participate in a discussion:

4'
4

Note: Interpreationof data may not necessarily begin with an open, 1

type question. You May wish to f9cus immediately upon specific potpts

' in the data. In that case, begin the question sequence with a focaos

question.

Focusing Questions
The focusing qtesti6n is an extreme* important element in the inter-

pretation of data process. It focuses on specific points that wfll

-later be compared, contrasted, and related to other points.

Its basic purpose is to focus the attention on specific dataas a

central point for discussion.

THE dkARACTERISTIC OF THIS QUESTION IS SPECIFICITY

"What are some things that are helping the log decay?"

"What' are some things that affect the quality of water?"

"What are some possible reasons for this change?"

List two focus questions: that you would use to folk in on a specific

point for 4liscussion.

t



3. Interpretive Questions'
`Designed to compare, contrast; and seek logical relationships between the
specific points brought.out in'the focus question(s):

.

The learner is asked to compare and contrast two or more specifiC points

in the data; two or more groups of data;_ two or more feelings, concepts,

or ideas, and exOress a perceived or inferred relationship between them.
_

THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THIS QUESTION IS ITS FOCUS ON RELATIONSHIPS
"Are there any of these that seem to belong together ?"

"What can we say about the PH of water from the aquatic rife found,

=there?" 1
1

"How do you account, fdr.the,differencesbetween ttese two areas?"

"Why were the two trees the same age but cliff* t in siie?"

List two interpretive questions that you would use to seek relation-

AP ship between specific points.

4. Capstone Questions
Designed to obtain conclusion, `smeary,

It occur- s the close of a particular discussion and calls for a
statement which summarizes in a generalized form what has.been dis
cussed so the generalization or big idei applies to a variety of

situations. It calls for a conclusion, generalization, or summary.
4

THE.CHARACTERISTIC OF THE CAPSTONE QUESTION IS ITS CONCLUSIVENESS
"How could we summarize on discussion about architecture?" :

"Based on our observation and discussion, what can we say about water

environments?"

List two questions you would use in summarizing or closinga dis-

cussion.

Questions and Discussion:
A

1. Get into groups of 4-6 "and do Task A,

4
2. Ask for examples groups haveoome up With.

Discuss--ask if it fits criteria listed on Task A

15
K.*
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TASK A (15 minutes)
In small groups (4-6)write down two examples of,eath of the four

major question.categories you have been asked in,field investigat on

sessions so 'far.

OPEN (allow everyone to participate. Get out a lot of 'data)

1.

2. \ itit

FOCUS (focus attention on specific data as a central point for
discussion) , .

1.

2.

INTERPRETIVE (seeks relatiohships--compare, contrast,:relate.
specific points in 'the data)*

2.

-CAPSTONE' (calls for a statement which summarizes .'hat has been

discussed)

1.

2:

Questions and Discussion:

t.

1... Show film--(Environmental Awareness - -11 minutes)

Involve the audience in discussing the film using one of the

following question. sipuences.

16
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Examples of Two Quotion Sequence
for

The fnVironmental Awareness )iim

Mere are three sets fo questions for a discussion leader's use in help-
- ing people discuss their thoughts about their environment.'

a. Purpose:' To' explore different implications of-the word -Penviron-

ment..u_

What did you see in the film?
What werethe different kinds of environments shown in the paint-
ing?,

Jr `4,

What were some of the th/ngs that were similar in each environment?
What does the worZ "environment" mean?

b. PurpOie: -to explore some effects of change in thi-environment.
What did yotcsee in the film?
What were there changes in,the environments in the film?
What things were affected by changes in the environment?
How can we summarize our-discussion about',change in the environ-
ment?

3.. Pas s out Task B and have the audience identify, list and discuss the
four major question categories just used in discussing the film.

TASK B
Identify, list and discuss the four major questions used to, dikguss

the film.

QUESTIONS (List. four major questions
asked by leader)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Film
State PURPOSE of
each question

DEVELOPING .XOUR OWN QUESTDON SEQUENCE FOR INTERPRETATION OF DATA-PROCESS

1. ,Show another sWiOrt film (eg., Tree House, Sparkle, Garbage)

2. After film pass eut ask C and have each group write a question
sequence,-

0'
161
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TASK C (20 minutes)
WorkinLin groups of 3, construct a purpose and question sequence to

use in discussiOn of the film Just seen.

CRITERIA TO EVALUATE INTERPRETATION OF DATA QUESTIONS

//
Open - Allow everyone to participate. Ge out allot of data.

Focus - Focus attention on specific data as a central point for

discussion. /

Interpretation - Seeks relationship. /Compare, contrast, relate

rpoc4ffc podnts in/the,eiltg,

capstone. - ror a statemenc_wAucrt surreni.w2..es wilds. oda
. discussed.

ueeLl

/ Film'

Purpose ol showing and discussing film:

Ope'n question:

Focus:

dterr-retive:

Capstone:

(Question's mast relatajo the purpose of discussing the film on whatever

the subject is)

3, Rave each group snare and evalui:a ttitir ptestion,sequence joitn

another group. (30 minutes)

162
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V. DEVELOPING A LESSON PLAN FOR AN ENVIRORMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Working in groups of three, select one

an Environmental Investigation about.

Grou;aembers:

Purpose of Investigation:

thing Oti this site to develop

Evaluation: Is the purpose dearly defined? .Yes No

Is it too general to be workable? Yes No

--
Pre-investigation questions, questions designed for MAXIMUM group responAr._
and interaction--What can we findout about that rotten log? What Would
be important to look at?

S

Evaluation: Well the pre-acEivity question create interest and-motivation.
to the audience to gather data? Yes No

Are the questions varied? Yes NO_

AV
Task Card .

Directions for gathering-data for the investigation:
(See sheet Data Collecting Guidvlines for Environmental
Puliblem Solving)

Data recording for the Investigation (types of instruments, charts,
graphs,tables, description, etc.):

.1 6 3

19



Evaluation: Does the activity gather data that will help support the
purpose? Yes No.

Opes the activity actually involve learner in collecting and'
recording data? Yes No_ At

_Do es the activity include opportunities for learning to make
115 own interpretations? Yes No'

Post Investigation Drscus4lin

Open Question to bring out OIL "What's (What did.you notice?, What
did ycu see?, Ltc.)

1.

.,
.

Focusing Question on specific points to be compared; contrasted, or
related to other points of Specific data (How do you acco4nt for ..?,
Why are these things like that?)

I

.

'TO

I le ilo

4446.

.

nlerpretie Questions tc elicit-comparing, contrasting, and relating
of points within the fieldof data--What differences did'you notice
between rotten legs of the two different trees?

1. o

3.

Capitone Question for summarizing weralizations--What can we say.
' about..? How can we summarize what we've done and discussed about

the rotten g study?

1.

ial.azfoh: Does the quistion,sequence lead the people to ma4c gengrali-
zations -that coincide with the purpose?
Does each of the questions in the question sequence match up
with the criteria below?

Open - alloweveryone to participate. Get a lot of data.

Focus - focus attention on specific datal)as d central-Poin
for discUssion.

Interpretive 1- seeks relationships. Compare, cont.&t,
ielat* spcific points tM rho data

,Capstone - calls for a statement which summarizes- what
has beed discussed.

20 164
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V/: MISCEi.LANEOUS,

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES .

'"

Many instructional specialpts contend,61at the single most important instructional
advance of, the past several decades is the current quest for clarity,in.the

. .

. statement of educational outcomes.: Today more than at any previous'time in edu-
cational-hisrory,:educatots,are being urged. to clergy the descriptions :Of the

..,

outcomes "they hope to achieve through their instructional effort's. ,- V, J ,

,
1

Y2°. .
)

betweenIt is .important that we Ise able to disting141.111 between ;nstruc'tional.,objectives

whfch are well formed and-those-whichWe not. Well formed objectives possess a
tremendous advantage over. other, objectives in that they reduce

guambiity",reductiomllads to significant dividends in planning,,Ilia

guity. This,

ltruceton and
evaluation. The less ambiguity that surrounds a statement of an educatiOnal out-
come, the more cues we.have regar What kind of instructional.sequenIPce will -.
prove effective, The less ambigui the more readily we can deVise. precise .

. measures totrefrect that outcome.. Well-formed ob.lectives thus constitute a use-
.* ful mechanism hit Improvinirinstr'uction and.evalUation. (

(From ;tating educational outcome S W Regional Labotatory for Education R & D)

.
.- . ...

4.
1 `ice

s.

V

-- SOME GUIDELIRS.FOR DVELurx OBJECTIVES OR PERFORMANCE TASKS 'I

,..

.S1. An' objective describedian expected change in the frarnerrsbehvatiiOr.

0 ,4

2.- When the learner has' DEMONSTRATED this behavior theobjectiZres have been
e
achieved.
1.' 4J/e

, .

. - 3. Anobjpctive is a grdup.of words and symbols which communicate the expectation .

. _

of the learner so eleactly that the others can determide yhen the learner has
,r . , .

achieved it. .
,.., iv .

. ).,

4. A meaningful stated objective; then, .is one that.succesis in communicating .

your expectation'for the'learner.
,

5. The bet objective is_the one that excludes the greatdst number of possible, 4

alterniatives to your goal. (No misiiperpretation) oso
' . ,... t

-.

40.
lilomwell Wk School,' Shoreline, Wash.

, .

- . *P.-
. /

..
CRITERIA TO EVALUATE OBJECTIVES

* ,

. 1. Have you idenri o the learnety is?

..,
e

2. Have you described the eha or the learner will demonstrate as.evidence
that he s Mleved t e perforMahce task? . '

s-,'
. ek,

Isjt-measurable action or performance by the learner? (see list of Actor
Words) 4

165
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a

.1Z

' 3. Have you stated the conditions Tou will impose upon the learner wjlen-,he
4tx,dronstrating his mastery of the performance 'task?

I '-,-',.411kE :

-; using the length of his oun.s

- given a list of rocks he will distinguish /

4- given a get of tree samp. les 'he will construct a dichotomo

ep
. r.

will demonstrhe

44-.
Asusing a highway pap of his state he will describe

ONE WAY TO SET UP YOUR OB.T.ECniE,

INSTReCTIONAL 011.1iCTNE: (put in phrases)

4

44

What will the learner by .DOING?

...

. ,

Write:

.

.

it

s -

.What 'CONDITIONS wilt be imposed?
.

.. .

. , t .

I' .

.

alt

Hot; will success be'RECOGNIZED?

.

.. .
.

-

-

.

,

.

i
,..

N :

..

.

Now ite the complete instructional objective below, evaluating it with the
eritefia above.

,
e

ar.

Select the statement in each number below that best describes what the learner
o will be.DOIN9 when 'demonstrating his achievement of the performance ,task.

Describe various things observed in nature. 104
I
4.

2., Describe accurately a land area. -

Construct a. map of a predetermined lend, area by using compass Beiringol
9 ...,

, .and distances. - 4

.111 ritillir
I. . .

A

4
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/

0

II

3 Develop an a0preciation ol the aesthetics of our environment:
Identify- cite thing in your enviroriment that makes it more beautiful.'-to you.

4. Demonstrate needed operatilbrks to calculate height of tree.
Dernonstrae .1-tow, to measure the height of a tree using a -stAck longer
than your arm.

41P, .ACTION WORDI

, -Here are nine actfonwords from the American Association for the Advancement of
Science that appry to curricult related activities in the environment. These
are not the: only t. able action words.

IdentifY - The individual selects a named or described...cyblect by pointing
to it, touching it, or picking it up.

Name - The individual' specifies what an object, event, or relationship '

is called.
. .

-Order . - The individual arranges three or more objects or events in a
. sequence baied o,n a stated property,.

. . . , ,
,

Describe', --The individual states observable properties sufficient to identify
an Object, or relationship..

. , . -
Distinguish -, Theindividual selects an object or event fnomtwo or more whiqh

might b\ contlifed. .

ConStrutt the individual makes a physical object, a drawing or a written' or
,verbal 'statement (such. as an inference, hypothesis, or a test 'of
any of these).-

. *

Demonstrate -' The individual performs sequence of operations necessary to,
carry out a procedure.'

.1- State a - The individual toramunicates,, verbally or in writing, a relation-
ship or princip)oelthat could be used to solve a.problem.or pertCrrns
'a task..

4 . - _ ..
- A7ly. a Ruje - The - individual derive's an answer-'t a problem by using a stated ,.-relatianship or pririciple'. # .

. .
4 r

-
4

Jot



BEAAV.X0RAL. TERMS

\

The-- me39,rity of our vducational .objectives can, and Should be static:1,in
behavioral terms. It is recognized that he;e are some meta-objective0whi.ch
must be more subjectively states And4..perormarice 9ubjectively measured. The
teems listed below represent an effort to formulate a"liat of .the most, common
apd applicable terms which have meaning fsr tht teacher developing Objectives
related to the areas of knowledge, skills and habits, understanding and concepts.

1.- Descrtbe

2.- Interpr

3. Observe

4; DemonstDate

S. Sketch

6. Identity

7. C3iiIrsce

8.: Translate'

9: Contrast

10. , Relate,

11. ,Cenetalfzi

*
12. Formulate

13. Define

4

4/ Loate.,
. .,

15.- Eicprd,tca

16. Analyze

417. Apply

Operate

19. Illustrat,e

20.
-
Diagram

21. Perform

22. Listen

Write

Read *

23.

24.

25.

26.

Review

Use

41.

27.. Priselit

281 Discover

29: Support

30. Question

1. Create
.7

4. Calculate

, 33. Organize

34. Develop

:115. Recite

,'

36. Differentiate '

.

Construct

,38. Solve,

39. List

TERMS TO AVOID IN STATING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Enjoy

Appreciate

Faith

44

4.: 'Understand

5. Like

24

L

Know

7.

\

sp
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ro du ction to the Series 'of Lesson Plans,
"Investigating Your Environment" ".

The development and use of environmental investigations in this series are designed to
.

help you take an in-depth look at .different component parts of your environment. The.

investigations were developed after several years of .field-testing with teachers;
resource people, and itudehts for use in' environmental education training courses for

teachers and resource people. . .

. . , e , Am

The lesson plans provide a stricture to lAtrding in that One activity ,builds on otheft..

and leads to some concluding environmental Ant-erections ,, It also prottides freedom , .

within the structure for the student toobserve, collect, and record.meaningfdl infor-
mation at his own pace through the use of the lelf-directed task cards. This changes
the role of the teacher from that of a dispenser of facts aninformation to that of
a faciioltatbr, motivator, and learner along' with the student. 4

. ,
.

These lessons also provide -for a maximum df 'student respon e anesummaribecause, of

, khe discussion add Orestion sections. : .

,

. .

.

..,
;*1 ' "°"..%\

The activities used are not replicahle in al envirodmepre. You will have to de /clop,

activirtAi appropriate to the environment in ichich you are investigating. , ?

,J1k, 4 .

,

e 1

.

The authors of these lesson plans felt it was, important to include the following elements:

Processes . .
I.

The processes of both data d011ecting; and group'prdblem solving are the first step 4,

toward Understanding important generalization 'and, big ideas about the environment.

4
The processesused.in. these lessons can be replicated and' Are transferable in any

environment:. Collec;ing observable deta; iskingqnferences,-,setting up investi-
gations to check oCtJinferences, communicating feelings and awarenew.).

, .

. .
. 14.

.

. U1S-Directed Task Cards (ipcluding an4rzing 'thefts and tables). , .

Self-diredted task cards are-used to accomplish certain activities ,without-the ail

of, the =insEructagt Some could be reled from the rest of theAesson plan 'and
used as isolated actfVre,*--4oft-shorIg _keriods of time,. Sante analizing charts

and tables' ar, provided So trader t` can interpret-Ms own data colketted avid check

out hie infer ces.maddur ng the investigations.. ok for' opportunities fare

stuftnta to- construct theft. own delta interpretatio chars into their task cards.

.110 . 2Using 4Qiegtions
4,i

in Environmental Investigations .

A

.4 .Discussion questions are used as, introductiOn to act vities'on s sumTar-y follow=

Up to activities. (This Minilizes instructor. 691a tioilS and 'involvas, the:parti-

cipants in. contriSutping their.thoughts and, information,) . ;ft I '

... , , .
' 'Ala

e ' ' Sums4azing Questions , ' 7
., f.#

The siOnmary questions ,uSedoat:tbe end..,of certair; tasks and at ttle, end' of the session.

are one Of the most exciting and important iArts of each Lessor. . These questions are
r-,

, .

designed to: . ,,'. ,
.

..

1. 1. ALLOW PARTICIPANTS TOOIDISCU S THE IMPLICATIONS OF WHAT THEilEARNED TO THE
N.

MANAGEMtNT OF THI,giwIROilMENT.

*

.

,

2. ALLOW PARTICIPANTS-TO GENERATE THEIR OWN CONCEPTS' AND GENERALIZATIONS ABOT
WHAT THEY HAVE. DONE. -

Behavioral Outcomes ' ' , .

The behavioral outcomes for each lesson indicate some 'minimal 'expectations in
...acquiring- new knowledge and skills, and indicate tile nature of expected 'outcome

. ,

in feelings, awareness, values; and action about the 6vironment. ,
I

r

1 6

+
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v'UE.ING THE LESSON PLANS

The, guidelines listed below are deiigned to help you involve people in environmental
,. investigations. They ate in no' way "sure fire." You may hav\e, to change some of them .

A to adapt to your situation and you may wane to add to or delete from the,list.
4 . - a. .

Make sure you hay.e all your materials and equipment ready and that,you have visited
the necessary parts of the environment you will use in your investigations. Is there

sufficient amount ofeqtipment and is it all in working order? gow are you going

to check it.out and,make sure you get it all back,

Some gideLines:

I. Go over quickly with your students what will take place during your session

- 'so-they will kno'w what to expect.
A

IL Use the lesson 14an op;iine'as eide involving qiiestioning strategies and
self-directed investiiiTtens, Revise as necessaty,to fit your situation.

'3. "Minimize teacher talk.and/Cir lecture: (use,-question,sequence and discussion

skills sections of outline)

4. P lan and paCe Alur.session so that what yOu do' is Al-le-thoroughly and well.
have your lesson so *rushed that you have to give out .data all the time.

If you -have a time restriction, make sure you deCide ahead of time which
TASK's you are going to. eliminate.

.
1 -

,
.

- 5, The summarizing question and disau sion Area of how.Shissrelates to man and
the management of the enyironment`is so icporrant tlik, you should plan to
start the summarizing and discustion area of the seillon at least 1 hour

befgre dismissal. Conclude the ,seesion with't e summarizing questions or .

equivalent at the end of the lesson plan. (Thi is one of the most important

parts of the activity). Thistall give you a evaluation toolto see what
generalisations or concepts. students can generate.

)
6. Have class distuss'and list in small groups ways in which the stpdy activities

can help change,behaviors. Groups may share ideas..

7. Assign one or two sty dents to-be

of each session. (lave the sane
the equipment at the end, of each

3. Be thinking of ways your lesson
you return to the classroom. Wh

to do. ,

-9. When Y4our'i

revise your

accountable for equipment at the beginning
people be retponsble for cleaning up the
session).

can be integrated.ipto thes\bqtriculum when

at kind how much follow up are you going'
A

n is finishid, jot down strengths and wiaknessers so you can
on so it will be better'next

The authors feel the is written 'here will suggest new,ways of using.your environment
for learning, and that the activities and ideas will never really come to life until
.
ou have modifttd and changed them to fit your own needs. .1

i

1

s in any important learning w instructorinstructor should-go though he lesson
plan and the environment in which the activi.ty,will take place before,lntratuoing,it

A
to the students. _

. ,_._

,
.

.

I ,

I
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I

I Hierarchy of Process*

The developmiht of thinking

of process:

_____

1.4
Application of the

other skills.

' s.
,

ability' may be considered in relation to-the followinrhierarchy

Development ot Itnese
4uiltres is commonly
develops using Question-

ing S tegies

(Whit

came

(Used upon how these two
groups of people lived,
vhat_sight be true of
other cultures ?)

12.

Agility to function autonomously
with both inquiry and proof. Con-

sciously aware of the skills with-
to the process and able to employ
them without essistance1from others.

1

miggl happen if water
to thegbIesert?)

I

5. Autonomous

A

4. App ication /The intellectual ,

process of eankln., N_

logical applicstiun
of..known data to a

new situatAon.

3. Interpretation The intellectual process of

(Cenerslization "relating-specifics, 'exining
- Level) relationshipaAukr generalizing

from known dal .

TraillatiOn
(Concept

Level)

The intellectual process'of traoslatingti
Oioitio knowledge into a parallel form. '
(Could vou put that in your own 4Ords?)

1. Memory

_(?actual Data
Laves)

41

f

A

The intellectuelproceSs of recalling and verbalising specific

in 'the same fo in which it was originally presented. (what

definition of proper noun?)

1110
1i:demotion

is the

*The above hierarchy of thought process has been'tsken principiAy from two sources:

1.1 oorm, BenjamCe S.. Taxonomy of Educational Oblectives,

4andbook It Cognitive Domain, David Mcrusy Co., New York, 1956.

4

2. Sanders Norris M., Clissrdom Questions,,r
What Kinds?

Adarpic md.RoO, Sew' York, 1956.

4,
(Those who are fah
creative thought
ncLuded. While

/important,i the fol
,or levels of he "tiler

jar with these sources dill recognize that sYnthesis or
ocesses, and evaluative thought processes have not been
ese two additional processes articonsidered extremely
wing materials deal exclusivc1)3'with thd first four

v.)

The sequence of activities in constructing Environmental Investigations has been
developed over several /ears, of workshops and training-sessions., It is a
collection o? a few items that cfn be, useful in developing your own inves/
tigitions 'with groups and clesse. .Many people have contributed to this lesson
with special thanks rp. Ph;11:ps, 4ilwaukie School District, Oregon.

This lesson plan was r'vrsed in February' 1973. it is suggested'that continuous
revisiOn take plac1.64by'she peo.ple,who use the ideas.

'
.44

.27
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4

TEGURPES OF GROUP INVOLVEMENT (4 hours- -- inside)

Participants will be involved in a variety of activities that illustrate- -

methods of obtaining a high quality pf individual and group participation
at meetings. 4'

'the activities relate to topics such as: meeting environments, -size and .

arrangement of groups, shared-leadership, stages 'of group growth, roles"
played in-group's, communitit ion skills (1 istening, asking, responding) ,

involvement activities for different purposes, keeping track of-nput
(charting, cording, data retrieval, summarizing, preparation,--follow-up)-.1

At the end of this session participants will have:

1. Described at least 10 different ways to maximize
individual and group participation at Meetings
'and other sessions.

2. Identified, steps necessary to plan for group .

participation at,meetings.

Developed a.plan of action for c ing a
session that will provide alp oppo tunity. for all'

individuals to participate itil a mectingi.__

N

1'
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1

LESSON PLAN FOR IDENTIFYING SOME TECHNIQUES OF GROUP INVOLVEMENT`

The activities in this Lesson Plan have been developed and used over the pastseveral years to provide leaders with some tools to help groups work together whileinvestigating environmental ,concerns. Many people" have contributed to this lesson.Special thanks, appreciation and recognition is given to Dr. Mike Giammatteo, whoexposed many of the authors to theie techniques, and has given permission to reprintselected_activities here: This Lesson Plan was developed in February 1973. It issuggested that continuous revision tAke place by the people who use the ideas.

oh(Task,A - Concern Cards)
I. Identifying Factorsthat Affect Learning and Communication(45 minutes)

Page 3A. Curriculum Bal.). and Colored Glass
B. Tempo (Task B)
C. Factors that Affect Learning Chart (Task C)

Group Size

1

Total
Total

3
It Identifying AoIes Played in Groups (45 minutes) Page-,A. Role Playing Activity (Task D)

,- B. Productive Roles 1 -2
C. Non-Productive Roles (Task E)

4

III. Communicating_in Different Ways (60 minutes) PageA. Non-Verbal (Task F)
5B. Active Listening'{Task G)
2C. Asking - Responding (Task H)

2-3
IV. Planning Group Arrangements (Task I) (30 minutes) Page 25

1A. Some Ideas for Prqmoting Interaction in Groups (Task J) 2, B. Stages of Group Growth (Task X)
3

V. Identifying the Role of the 'Facilitator (Task L) (30 minutes) 3.

Page 30A.' Facilitator Role
.----r--

B. Recorder Role
C. Sdme Concepts of Leadership
D. Shared Leadership

,E. Some Ideas in Dealing with Group Conflict
r

VI. Identifying Discussion Skills (30 minutes) .Page 39 1-TotalA. Those That Affect Group Participation
B. Those-Tip Affect the Content asi)d Discussion

Investigating Your"Envfronment Series
IL S. Forest Service
Denver, Colorado
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Group 'Size

VII. Identifying Different Grouping Activities (30 minutes) Total

Page 3 3

A. Concern Carts'
1

B: Mirli-Market
Total

C. ABC Exercise
3

D. Issue Analysis

E. Cllarges Facts - DeEi4.1s

VIII. Developing a Plan of Action for Conducting a Meeting to Insure .

a Maximum of Group Participation (30 minutes) Page 57'

Miscellaneous'
5,Square ?rbblem Sheets
Role Playing Lab Sheet

.s

174.
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Lesson Plan- for Identifying Some Techniques of Group Involvement

In the next four hours we will become involved in a variety of_ activities that will
illustrate methods of obtaining a high quality of group participation at meetings;
identify some steps, necessary to plan for groupoparticipation and then develop a plan

of action necessary to conduct such a meeting.

Questions and Discussion:,

1. , List on a 3x5 card two concerns or questions you have about-providing,for
group involvement:- Turn your cards in. (Task A)

el

2. One technique to insure group participation is to break into smaller groups

of people. What are some reasons to divide into smaller groups? (Discuss -=

eg., to hash over points alrea4iy discussed; when you want work done, make
recommendations on a group consensus or something).

3. How many ways can you divide people into small,groups? Discuss.

Examples :

a. Pairs - -licit use. When you want them to discutt something quickly,
without distraction, for a brief period of time.

b. 44-5 people l best for good sharirg of ideas, getting consensus,
developing recommendations, etc.

c. 6 or 9 - gets too bulky for good discussion. If the length of time is
short, the numbers of-aeople will limit the participation.

I. IDENTIFYING FACTORS THAT AFFECT LEARNING AND COnNICATION .1

A. Curriculum Ball and Colored Glasses Activity (Trip Glasses and Colored Rubber

Ball)

- (Ask someone to come up front.)
- Say, "See this red ball, do you think you can catch it?"

- OK- (Tosj it to person so he can catch it.)
- "Good - thrn*
- "Here catch it again, fine, throw it back."
- "Now put on these glasses." (Turn to show audience.)
- "What do xou see?"

"Now I Want you to catch this red ball again - do you 'think you can?"
- "Here it comes nice and easy, just as before." - .%

- "Oops you missed. ..Whks the matter? It'd the same red ball."
,-

"OK - thank you - you can take off the glasses now." a'

Y- (Turn to' audience) What happened? Why didn't he catch the ball withthe

glasses b n ? (WAt for responses. from group.)

175

From: Dr. Mike GisImmatteo
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eg.,-iame way - common set ofaexperience difference - couldn't catchbalk.

-important to have common epertence and to build an understanding

together in order to communicate.
Glasses can represent mniy.things:
- glasses are symbolic. Child looks at worn differently than the world

looks at it.

- As long as we came from the same background, with similar set of ixpe-

was'able to send him the curriculum ball, or.the.,envtronmental

message 4nd,he was able to receive or catch it:

- But as soon as we changed his set of experiences or how he saw things (the

glassed distorted his sight vision --it slOwed down his tempo or ability

to react fast enough to understand the sender.)

- different set of experiences.
04

._._

... distortion is greater if person comes from different so 1, racial, or
..#

. ecromic background.
-.-

.

. Oa il*

,B.. Tempo Adtiyity / From: Dr. Mike Ciammatteo

(Ask person in back of room) - How many seconds williit take for you to get -/

here?) 4-seconds. QK try it. (Count 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.yentii-persbn gets
, ,

to you.) -40-'
(Ask another person the same question, and have him come up.) '

(Put glasses on person #1, and ask #2) - "How long will it take you to take

person #1 bOck this (her) seat?" (Ask #1 to remove glasses. How did you

feel going back.to your seat?) (Discuss how person #1 felt.) _ .

eg., Safe because of.touch of otherperman.
Safe because of his talking in soft tones.
Scared because person #2 walked too fait.
Scared because person #1 hit a chair, etc.

Task B

andWorking in pairs - disduss nd write some exampily whem.you miscommuni-
cated with someone becaUse your to,mpo or backgrouh0 was different than theirs....

P,
C. Factors that Affect Learning Chart

If we are going to more effectively commupicatel- we may have to constder.many'

of the factors of learning it this diagram.
4

,.,

a. How many factors on this chirt have'we been involved in so far? Group

responses.) .
,

b. -If one of the learning factorsis distortid, we may have to exphiliit *

one or more of the Other factots on this chart in order to provide 'an

effect ve learning experience Sot tip participant. (Example :. When

tempb nd vision we distorted by the 41asses, we lied on'touch to =

get th person safely to his chair.) .

c. All the forces on this chart must be considired.in how a learner re-

ceives the experives and haw, he uses it.. .

1 7 6



Task

Tactile

a

*Environmental

''4raarrow- FACTORS THAT AFFECT LEARNING

Emotional

r

Attendipg' Behavior.

e

Tempo -4

4
't /

Odor

,

b

)111
Auditory -and Listening

'4010 Sight and -ciss io

Taste

$

OF

*Where ciiept tries to creat
or -cbsehre structure from

future environment
-psst

, cut rant
"k0ikking in pairs:

1, Circle the factors on this ehart that we have been working on so far.
Q. W;ite down socte.ideas on:

a. .What this chart .tells us about learning experiences.
b. What implications this chiles for group involvement.

, 4.

4

A.

z

476

From': "Dr. Mike Giin:rmacceo
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STATEMENTS FRp.TEACHERS AT CAMP MURRAY 1972 ABOUT WHAT THE CHART,

'7ACTORS THAT AFFECT LEARNIk,"-TELL US

k ,A, ,..w.
k ,

*-
.

Learning has to do with and 'Is dependent upon the.learners'previous'learn

experiences, attitude and receptiveness to th6 present situation, including

the surroundings,. the working of all senses and the people involved.
. -

Learning is complex in that there are many fabtors, internal and-eIterne.11,

depending upon personal position.
.

(-

Told a student to make a black and white. prinIorthe newspaper. and kive

the student the negative. When he delivered the print to'-me it was dried

matt and I had assumed that she knew newspaper prints shoUld be dried

gloasy.. Make sure you do not expect the student to know things that he
.

doesn't know., Do not assume; Make sure you are not expeoting too much of

the student. All thd items on the chart could directly affect the performance

of tne person you are attempting to- communicate with.
. -

All learning experiences are different. Man ctors contribute -to a

learning experience. . -
,

Many factors contabute to the lehrnifig e4erience: A successful learning

experience depends on 'an inturation of all factors involved. We often

assume others are operating Nibm the same set of'reference as

A learning experience is effected by several factors. People bring different

backgrounds to a learning experience.
,. .1

. .

If the person communicating are
not "in tune" on the varioua things that

affect learning, 'tee learning process will be' _A person As often

so involved in . "self" that they fail to observe or investigate the other

'person's feelings and attittdes. .

4 -
, Alw

\ _i ..

Behavior is center of learning. BaCkground experiences affect learning .

and/Or inability to learn. Immediate environment can relieve learning

Problems or increase capability.

We must understand what is blocking ones' learning so that it may be-

overcome. 'Outward stimuli and experience affects the learning process.

As one becomes more inquisitiveyftre learning cet take place.

The cha4 indicates that the total person is involved,it a learning

,experience. If one of these areas is lacking, the other areas would have -

ttbe depended upon more ins-oz ar to commianicate effectivelY..

% ,

Learning experiendes are hampered when various factors are missing such as

auditory or vision. If a missing factor is present, Other factors may be,

stressed more tb make that learning experience complete. Weaust be, ware

of this,to correct it. -

e

For most effective learning to take place; you must be tuned in at the same

level and proceeding at the same tempo in compatible ehvironment.

17:p
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IDENTUY* ROLES PrAYED IN GROUPS.

A.
.-

Role Playing Activity: 4 . I
, '4"

. i'. Roles played by people in the group affect lear.n`ing too.. In,order to
'effectively-Ian rk with- groZips

Some
is -important to recognize some of the

eople'assumel.n groups.. Spate Ire productive and sotne are non-productive. 'I
. ny tiines.people flare ave aware' that they play'certain folei.

,

P

1

a

From: Dr. Mike Giammatteo

mort
roles

$66

t

r

Task D:

I.

minutes (See, page,,V, -for role playing s ips.)
Get into groups of, four".. (WMen in grotips.o 1 --ur---.;4-/Sep 3 . )

e:
-2. Each. of You fs' ei given a slip of paper wits the role you ace tob er *assume-0.1y it' -as convincingly. at you"9,sn. (Cut up copies of thestreet with the roles on ft.) *

The 'prpbleth,..* ,

It is 90° .outsid-yourfigroup wants to go
2:30.P.Alt .;One person in your:grOUpdis to

NP is Cn I. C .
11.

'.. . r r

on a piCnicr.-it is
start the plans for the

cbiestionsisancl DiscussiCri:
)t. Cat

There arlitti)

P144zatbr-7

Attacker--

Irrelevant

1

bsok..at the four that you just played
. ;

alway-sysoothes over rhe. disbussion.
"Vverythi-ngein du, time"
"Ty g will shine proorrow"

alai a s attacks ideas presegted or-will be negative.
u kbouf the s tiat ton will never go along with that's

"People. don' t cate,...our fbup would. never do that without pay"
-

._ ,--ideas given that do not ,relate to the topic (evalier).

I ty

. , . "Did y9ii see th, movie last night?"
blitngi.ng the coffee for the.trit sleeting?"

0 . bat / 41?6 .
Sesisible,-always ..t ies,,to be. ass sensible as possible ID..,"Let's re a where we are, ' *

"Why don we get back to the purpose ot the sleeting"
. ,4.

1. :' Some roles might 4 e *aster to iflay, than 'others.*
* ,.Which:were 'eiisie'st o'"61:11.ail Whig were easiest to icientify?,:: ... 41, - (

M
' q. . .,

.2.7, Discuss wich:xotir -group some instinceiativhere you have see.a these behaviors

/ l

=4)

:*

4r:

:44r I

11,

Crthe0, Yourielt,

_

-e*

.' I.
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1

3. Turn ,sheee "Other Roles Played in Groups" andlt sCuss the categories

and robs edickly. =

. Take five tantites in path group and discuss and list iocr,-... .1 ayj cc ti e 4.1

:.ith the non-productive behaviors just mentibned. (Ta.;!: F

3. Other Role's Played in Groups: .
I

. -;---

.. I.
#.

''.1 ,

Prpductive'Rokes-Mith people. assume to share in solving a problem or
! ionalng .a.decision.

4 6 ' ,

.. , . .
. .

1: Initptor--Suggests an idea, RropoSes a stilution, setts "let's dr? this."

"4. 2. :Energizer--prods the iroup to decision and/or action, Stimulates the

A
'

eotp, remtnds`them of Ate purpose of the group or meeting.

- 3, Information Seekerasks for facts., for background informatibp, for

,clariftcation, helps group see need for sufficient information for

deasion making.
er=

_), L /
41r .4. Orienter--helps .group define its positiOn in relation ,to its goals

"(Where ace We now?), potnts to departures from gdals -or objectives,.

4 r

5. Summarizer--pulls together ideas, suggestions, comments' or relevant

inforffiatten to help group understand where it i,s in it? thinking or
.

action process. (Gets us back on the right track.) --,._

.
, ,'

Al

.
.

,
t

.
Encourageraccepts and praises contributions a athers, sep atmor

.
sphere 'of friendly acceptance, tries to arrange for everyone to ,-

1;..:.:tontribute, gently urges group forward. 'Let's work together.".. .

Aids approval of idea. . .

. t

questions.abol the direction the group is moving (Where are .
i

lope going?).

7. HarmAizer-'-points out similarities-instead 6f-76fpfferences, helps

_keep group on problems and away from' personalities, workt toward

consensus. "It seems both yOur ideas are abold..the same." "that's'

a good idea butlion' you thinit,,wre ought to foilsi4er. what Mary just

adde4n

'4

..
-

,

8.fibliower--goes alOni%witk the groyp, passively accepts ideas sf..others,

provides an aidience fort-act/ye members, supporto throtilheilhii prsente. ,

. ;

"I' Li go along with that."
to

.

to . , .

C. Non-Pradgctive Rotes -- which peopl a tme to stop action. Roles that
.

'

, atteilpt.to.satisfy individual needs' irst.
,..

,

=

9: .Porainator--tti.es o get;his o ay
.

. without- regard fdr otl)e!rs; 'uses....... 1 7* .414
.;

1, := ' flattery,
autkoritativee'iehaVior, ,artasm, ete., Downgrades others'

contributions.
. ,

.

-~

.,- ,
.,

r



D. Non-Productive Roles--which people itsumeto slop action. Roles th'at attempt.,
to satisfy individual needi,:ftrist.

-10. Bloctertries to prevent something from happening, argues, openly
rejectsrejecx ideas, delas in personalities. Interferes with progress by

I going on tangents,-"personal experiencias on unrelated things, argulies
unnecessarily on a point, rejects ideas without all facts, may weaken
an issue. ,

- 11, Special Interest Pleader- -cries to gain decision or action favorable
to a special group or' p-r.oject. regardlesyof group Wi-shes, uses stereo-
typed phrases or cliches', appeals to .emotion, cites o'recdents,
usually. refuses 9p compromise, etc. States own biases, a special,
,program 'for his personal., gain. 9'

12. Playboymakes a di,splay of his lack of involvement,itiltheligroUp's
efforcs .and inthalges in horseplay, unrelated jokes or

"penlicking" or "rubber-band snapping," or ocher acte
getting behaviors. . "anyone want some guar' "Have you seen c he ew
TV .show?,"

a.

C.

1.

Each group take five minutes and discuss and list some way s cv deal with the
non-productive roles Shove.'

I

'ft

CO=ICATING DIFFERENT 'YS
10104, .

Non-Verbai Cooperation. Oarne

Have audience gecinto -group s of five.
.Each person s."`--. 1.o .uld%havean envelope concafain4 pieces for foCtr.in 'sqUaris
and these inscructions.

Start when the scipwacch is scarce-I.

t.'1.-.en you begin, che cask, the g co fo= ff,ve (3/ squares or'. ec.-..141
size. he task is noc co- pieced it everyone has before,hir, a perfect
.square and SQ.Z.:.;..R.ES ARE OF THE SAME SIZE.

A

e

Mk 4 .,
I. .. .

c0 V .1,-.''. BE-R t1: ;:-:::: :EA:.'...:IAY SPEAK. .

45..t
1:0 .-`,.2.'.BER*.=.1'...:,:i, 1FO.R A CARD OR EN A.NY W:v:-S:GNAT_ THAT Ht WANTS cr.:F.
l'3ER. '.-1..-."-." c.IVE CARDS :0 ONE ANOTHER.

0

.-

ft .5. s you finish, reTord how such cf.r.e it cook yon] and replace che
,...

,car n the Anvelope wich 'the sane Letter as' chat on the cards- .

. -

,

1

i
r 1 14,

,,,,
.
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Task F (15 Minutes) Norking in groups of five)

Solve theBroken Squares problem; see pages 58 to 62 for problem squares.

O

Questions and DisCUssion:

1. What happened itryout group?

2. What kept you'from solving the problem?

3. What helped you solve the problem?

4. Take five minutes and discuss with your group some behaviors' observed
that affected the groups problem solving.

"gr

or

B. Active Listening
.

k
Most messages have two parts, one part is the contents and the othe' part is
the feeling. It is easy to spot the content but More difficultfto identify
thg feeling. We are going todo an activity to help zero in on these Active
flitening skills.

Task G IR-Active Listening

Get' into groups °rev()
to whole ,group.

and do the ekercise on plges,11-1.5-

-5-
-

Read instructions

wit

kg!

112

10

4

s
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nstructions:

- 4

XERCISE IN LISTENING

4%

I

I

. From: Di. Mike Giammatteo

.

Divide into pairs Persdn A should read.statements,1-12 with the.

of expressing the feelings ipecified-in the .right,hand column.
%

Persdn B should listen, for the feeling being expressed And write (onethe

sheet provided) the word or phrase that describes that fgeling. The

feeling, rather than content should be,d4scrIbed Some of the-statem'ents

may contain more thanone fegling. Each feeliniCshould be noted.

Person
-

B will then read_ statements Pirson A listehs -
o A

A

and writes.

'After both A and B have had a otance

c1c1r.- on their answers.

Examples:

What the'Persok Says

Je

Nothing seems
,
a.

A.

, c.

I don't kno

co'go right
wish : co

talk to abo

just 'can't

snould'do:

Wow,"l just
to college:

, great:

A

to listen forfeeling they can

me.

d someoge to
my p-oblem, I

gu:e out what I
h; darn:

,

won a schblarship
tliat really

s

18:i
ti

11

4

What the Person is Feeling

r-
t. biscodrk:v

, . .

, d, bOtheret.'

b. Worria, concerned,_
anxious.

0

4 C. * Elated, excited.

.444

4



.
What tire Person Says'

What: You did'all that4today?

Thipgs will work out OK. In fact, I ,

want to get stared right away..

'.3. I've'beei-married 15 years. I'vegiven
him,all I've got. I've never shirked-
my duty, never complained. Now he sells

--k- me I haven't grown with him. How unfair
can you glirtr:

You know what? tly endurance increased'
every month now since I started 'those
exrcise. I'm glad you hid that talk:: '
With me. 'Thanks.fhr the help.

5. tip gilestion about 1106 heard tiOae
sortof thing before. I know I'm fight.
Those other guys are all wet. We just
.need a new boss. It's just that'simpA,
no,matte4 what they hand-you.

1, feel like leaving this_place everyday. _

'#ihy'wsit around until they fire-you on a
ranim. ill's 'getting so b40 you can:t even
look pros's at anypne..

7. Wcil, don't you think you would, like the
qame thing done if you were in my shoes?
Doesn't everyone feel this wili

. This place is a second home-to me.
fectit Lits me like aeold shoe.

. ,

Looking oackon what I did, I can't,.
believe it as me.. I (shouldn't have

.

treated he way.

10. Man wouldn't treat an animal the
way he, treated me. Who. Foes ,he think
he f# anyway..., I ,should save hit him

-
`r to 'front of that crowd.

,

14. likdon'tcare what happens*.tO me anymoret,
I-'fit really had it, Why.p on? Its

4 not' worth it. '

, ' b
,

12. 0.X.'I said I was sorry, didn't l?_ What
more !do You want me toi'do? I know Iyasp
wronglau.want me to beg?

,,,, . -/-
.,

1,

12

s ti

Whit the Person is FeelinK.401

1.',14-tan't believe it,

amazed, "believing.

Still a chance, hopeful,
qt, hitter, resentful;

3.. Mad, hateful, bitter,
resentful.

. Thankful, pleased,
proud, happy, appre-
ciative,
grateful.

5. Confieent,certalc,
posirive:' _

4.,

OW.

6. Bot1-4-4dr hot wanted,
'insecure, precarious,
tentative.,

7. 'What would you do, I'm*
justified:after all I .

should feel this way,
I'mnot out-of-line.

.

:8. Pleased, comfortable,
Contentedi satisfied.

/
9, 'Sorry, wan tic$ for-

- giveness,Wity,
ashamed.

Dtstiessed, distbrbed,
- ;mistreated,, offended.'

41-

Why fight it, depressed,
feel like'givin, Up, t /
distourigeei - .11 "4-4

"f
12. '-Back away, lay.pfi, r

got the Bicture.
$ .

' S.
s
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What the Person Says

13.'.Do "-mean that? You think I should
go back,and'just telljNim to his facer
won't that make him mid at me?

' 14. I came u the hard way--none
.Reducation stuff. These young
have t; made. 'Wilk I'd had
to ,get me a degree. I.!ti hayi

0,
15. I'd like to'check with you again on

this job you gave me. I'Ve-got an

answer to it but I don't know. Maybe

it's kind ornutty. You know more than
6I ever will' on this kintkof-thing,

4.
) t.

of:that

1Junks

e bibtter,

it. made.

16. You know, I've been feelling this way
fora couple of veeks?: /t should have
gone away by now. What causes this sort
of tiredness?

17. I wish he would let me know how I'm
doing. He never gins me credit for
anything anymore.

known- bf others that-tried this and

and didn't do' much, good. Look at.the *aeon
They've gone broke. It sounds good; but
I-don't think it will work that way.

19. '4o.. that he .did it for me, I have to do
tt for him. But I sure don't feel-u to
4t.

-0

. 20. Mf boy won a football award at sc
Oeat? Yeh, he's a real boys Tell me,

how d'cii you make yOurboy study? MAybe
we've let our bpy get off too easy._

211. Tell me something, frill you?' How biuth

What they Person is .Feeling

13. _.-Afrate of Onsequences'

hesitant, not sure.'

14. 'Fantasy dreams, resent7
ful, envious, feeling .

'of fairness.

15. Unsure, inadequate,
. can!,t trust myself

" .

16. Bothered, concerned,
woTried,

17. Uncertainty, feeling
of,iack.of apgriCiation

need reassurance.

.181 Doubtful, not
suspicious.

19. 141 abligated,c
in deSted.

TO. -Pleased, but concerned;

I
.".cohcerned about my son.

(4e you think the average.mati my age makes
,41if per.trionth? Of tourse, my Dad died'when

I was 18 and that held me back, yoirknOw.

Do' you, definitely neec,the repo'rts by

' Monday? I also have that other job as-
well.as the things at home. When 19 Otis. ",

p.:Sh going to let'upT . .

23. cipet we go, on to another..idea? Why do wee

have tb.beat this 'deidhorse another (spur?

A
24. IC's -ten o'cloCk. The meeting was called .

' for §:30%a.m. I.hate to just come in and
.sit. every week 4iting for them-to show up.

4101
.13 1 &5.

21. kow do I stack p kind ,

, of concerns, Am I on
target; worria about
'my role for toy age.

22. OverloadiA, under
pressure, not enough-
timer. 4

23. Fed up,1 sick of the'

discussibn..

24. Irlr.itseed, ansio6s to

bin, resentful".
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I.

RESPONSE SHEET
toom

1

the other perso in your group will read several. statements. Write

down the feelings expressed in each stapment.

2.

3.

4.

6.

8.

#1,

T

z.

...,

9. ,

6 7

lo
A

%

.- i

11.

12.

I

$

.Score

(

,',
. C

I

Scam A
.'

..( 1

, .. , . . )

,

. .
1

.
Mark-a.score of 4 if the answer is matdhed clOsefY V5 the titre listed.

If the answer ii similai oz,pastially correct,,. make a score of beside '-

he item: If you missed empletely the feeling, mark in a zero, (0) beside

scne Item. Atota score 41,ween 40 and 48 impies actives listening; a.
sale between 28 and 36 implIts,aciceptable listening; scores below would,
suggest additional practice is nee ed. In all instances we must continue

to, maintain ormprove oUr active 1 stening.. .

i
j.

$

' 186

,



RESPONSE SHEET 4;

t

The'other person in your group will read several statements. Urite

down the feelings expressed in eachstatement.
--",a

'Score

13.

14..

15.

16.

17.

1
.10

18,
1

0

21.

22.
*.+

23 ,

24.

#.
Scoring_ Key,

Vrk a score, of 4 if the answer is matched closely to the one listed.
If the answer is similar or partially correct, maFk a scor of 2' beside\

,the item. "If you missed completely the'feeling-,-1,, ark in a rero (0) bes'ido
it total score between 40 and 48'implies active listening;.a

score.betweep 28 alip36 implies'.accdptable listening; scores4be ow wpuld
additional practice fs'needed. In all instances we musficontinue

to maintain or improve our active listening.

f

.1 a

1

15
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C. Asking- ResponditA From: Dr. Mike Giammatteo

. .

The way in which we ask or respond to a question makes a differengin
how well we are able,t6/tommunicate. Certiin methods of questionPhg will
bring about communication, others will prevent it. ,

Task H = Asking - Responding

. Co the asking and responding exercise on pages .16- to

Read the instructions.

Point out that there are activities for - 2&3 people.

24

s

Respondin Exercises:
^,4

.1m way i which we ask or respond'to a question makes a difference in how
. well we are able to communicate. Certain methods of questioning will

bring about communication; otherelwill tend to prevent it.

Asking and responding exercises are designed, to teach people new ways of
asking and responding to questions. By understanding these alternative

ways of questioning, one will be able to choose that method which will
bring,abk4 real, communication.

The following exercises are included in this lesson:

o judgmental responses
o bon-judgmental respon§es
o leaking questions_
o loadd questions ,
o open-ended q',Uettions

o closed- questions

Exercise One - Judgmental Responses

r

Defi=nition: A judgmental response reflects a person's personal opinions
andvalues. When one responds judgmentally, he may--

I

./,
.

.

(I). Show abbroval of another person's ideas or actions (A)
. .

.
.

Example: "That was a great plan. You've got what-it
takes."

(2) Shy., disaboroval-of#nother person's ideas or actions (D)

-

Example: "That wasn't very smart of you! Now look at the

-4011,
, mess we're in:"

18S
9

f
16 .
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(3) Persuade another person to act or,thin4.as we wish him to (P)

Example: "How about checking your ideas with me from now on?"

Task 1 - Individual Task

o Write three examples of A (approval), D (disapproval), P (persuasive) types
of Ndimental responses to the 'following statement

:-

"I've, decided to move from My' apartment.''

A

A

A

D

D

D

P
4

Task 2 Work in'Gronps of Three

o Write three examples of A (approval)j-D (disapproval), and P (persuasive)
types of.judgmental respodies-co the following'statement-ip'

"I'ye changed the.date that assignment is du

A

D-

fe

e

3 P

,17 iss
0
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Task 3 -,Indivi.dt01 Task

o Label responses to the fallowing statements--

' 1. "I t cut this job; can I -move to another orle?"

"Come on - -try it a couple more days ;"

. ,
"Be glad you have a job and" don't complain so much."

. "You're work is just-fine. No need to worry."
t

2. "Don't you like theway. I handle this car?"

=0"Slow down! I want to live."

"Sure do. Can y, ou go any faster?"

"You really ought to Watch those speed signs more carefully."

Task Vit.:. Indivi;dual Task
/ I j# ' ... ..

to How would you respond to theffaliocring statement? Include 6, D, and P.responses. r . .

"This, assignment is' going to be tough to ,do." % 4,
-

A N

D Y.

Exercise Two: NonrJudgmenta/ Responses

Definition:. A non-judgmental response does-not reflect a person's opinions
and peponal values. When one responds non-judgmefitally, he may--

,
(1) Seek more information

1

(S11I) ..

Examele: "When was the last' time he'disrupted the class' ?"

(2) Check his understanding of the perSon'sattitude or- emotions by reflecting
that person's feelings (RI')

Example: "His behavior is-upsetting\ycu?",

18

1 ',"11)
-
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7

. . .
1,0".

(3) Check his understand/6g of the person's information or ideas by para.
r phrasing, the content (PC)

Airample,: "In other words, you_dan't think we ought_ to do that. until_we
check with your father."

_

. Tisk 1 - Do in Iro3
"\ . : A' a.

_

o Write-two examples of SMI (seeking more information)-, RE ection of feel-
ing), and'PC (paraphrasing content) in response to the two following questions.

Practice Sample:

"He is always picking on me!"

SMI: "Can you tell me-other instances whete this happened?"
RF: "You're feering.unhappy about this?"
PC: '"You mean he gives you a bad time ?"

1. "You're not gothg -to let her do that, are you?" ,

SMI

11

RF

)

RE .-

PG

PC

2. "Isn't that guy impossible to ,work with?"

4.
SMI

SMI

1 RF

4/'
PC

PC 411;

Jar' 191
19

L7
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Task.2 Task_

o Label responses to the following statements .is SIMI,' RFC--
.1.

i

i

1. "This is a tough bunchiof'kids I have to work with."

i ' I

J "They get pretty rowdy at times,huh?" . '',

"How lopg have you b --rorfing with them?"

"You're worried you won't be e-Able to handle them?".

4

2. "I get nervous each time he comes in here."
t'

"You're Collikrned thrt you aren't doing the task right ?"

"He makes you jittery?"

How often-does he brge in like-that?"

J

3. "I feel silly'cring to you with this problem."

'That is the problem?4 r

"It embalrasses you to taik about that?"

"You want to talk to /Me abou your problem?"

Task 3 1F

0

74.-o HoW would you respond to the. folloWing statement? t.filte SIMI, RI, or PC

_responses.

"I get so tired at times."

SKI"

R.F

pq

I

,

,v

, - 20

i9

4
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Exercise. Three: Leading and Loaded Questiws

DetfAnition.of a leading question (L): ,When a person asks a leading question,
.he suggests how he wants the other person to answer. It tythis sense, leading
questions are judgmental becaust the esker reveals his own feelings. At the
same time, \the respondee'S answer may not reflect how he really feels. f The
-siker bannoCrust the information obtained for he has already suggested what
would be acceptable answers. ,

Examples of leadins questions:
.

- "It would be a good idea to keep our instruments in order, wouldn't. it?"
,

This question suggests the:following answer; "Yes, it would be' a good idea.'"
Maybe the person would rather say: "No,I think it it a terrible idea."

Other examples--
- "You agree with Dr. Smith who has ten years' experience' 1;n1, this field, don't

you?"
.

- "Of course, the wise thing to do is .talk to her,, i4n't it?"
11111

Definition of a loaded question (LO): 1 loadedquettion traps a person. Be-
' -cause of the construction of the question, the respondee is caught no ma.tter

how- he answers.

Examples of loaded questions:

"Have you stopped getting your 'instruments mixed-up?"

"Yes, I have (stopped getting my instruments mixed-up)"

"No, I haven't. (stopped getting my instruments mixed -up)"

Whether or not the respondee has stoppedgetting his instruments mixed-up, _-
he must admit that, at some time, his instruments were mixed-up.

4

And -- ,

"When are you going to stop beingsd stubhosn-?

No matter how the person answers, he is admitting that he is stubborn.

Leadrngand loaciesi questions an be used--iin a positive as well as in a
negative manner. They can be used in situations, where a person. wants to place
restrictions on theother perion's verbal or behavioral response.

An example of a, Ksitive use of a leading question would 'be a mother-wishing
o-elicit from her childthe response that will keep ttie child safe.

Mother;. "The .pot on the stove is hot and will burn your hand'if tou touch"it.
-So your wouldn't touch it, will you?"

le of a positive.use of a loaded question would be in using it for
tation purposes such 'as ita doctor speaking to his patient.

An e
confr

Doctor: "When are you going to stop smoking ?"
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Task '1 - Triad Task gip,

o List three examples.of both leading. and loaded questions which you-should'
avoid in your work situation:

LO

LO

Task 2 - Group Task ,

o Give examples o f situations where you might use the'following questions to
avoid leading and loaded questions:

1 I

"Are you ,glad you act that way?"
"Should everyone believe that ?"
"Why do you think so?"
"Is this what you really think?"
"Wet is the source of your idea ?"
"/n whit ways is that a/good idea?" _t

. "Have you thought ojilternativest"

ae

Task 3'- Individual. Task

Label responses to the following questions ae L(Leading) o LO (Loaded):

1. "Have you stopped gefting your assignments mixed-up?"

'2. s wrong' nowt"

3. ''You see what I. mean, don't you?"

-4. "'How about ,returning that book your borrowed, last year ?')

5.' "He sure wise mad, wasn't he?"

6. "When are you going to clean that messy poom?"
J

.04

Task 4 - 'Individual Task

o Write two examplei of leading and loaded Iluestions:
/...,L , ,. .

L

LO

LO

Ofr

22
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7

Arcise Pout: Open-ended and closed Questions/Statements

Definition:
/'

Questions which restrict the number of. possible answers are cloied
questions. The moFe equestioh allows the other person to decide what is impor-
tant or relevant to hi** the more open the question. An open-ended question
allows a person a choice in how ha wishes to answer; a closed question limits
those choices.

1. Example: "I hate gio see all of you suffer because just one person
messed up."

Who gobfed'up? (C)

What happened?. (0)

2. Example: Two children are fighting andthe mother interrupts:

4 "Scotty, why are (:$1: always hitting your.sister?" (C)

"What's thepproblem, kids?"%.(0)

Example: Father and on talking about the future:

"You are.going to be a doctor just like daddy, aren't-yoa?" (C)

"Hive you thought about that you might like to be when you grow
up?" (0)

Task 1 Individual Task
1

Label responses to the following questions with a C if it is a closed respon
andwith an 0 if'it is open.

1. "What would you like to do this evening?"
"How about going to that new restaurant tonight?"

2. "Are you 'coming home before 10:00?"
"When are you mining home?",

3: "Will you have the work done by four o'clock?"
"When can you finish that repOrtr

4.- "How would you do it?"
"I think we ought to do it this way,' huh?"

23



Task 2 - Triad Task
=imm..

o Write examples of clo,sed and open cues:ions in response to the following:

1. "She doesn't think I ought to dress this way ."

(0)

4P

(C)

..,

2. Iney close zne p_ace t:o ear.y.

,(C)

A

r.

Summar:: Whether or no: a group is able to-achieve its goals depends to a great
extent on %intoher or not its members- are tole to communicate well eac.
other. ic the same time, however, the group -able zo mzumundcate its
goals :o 7."..e7.5ers outside .the group.-

'.o ,one type of the Si ouestioning strategi,es discussed .11c7e is app-7-iaze in
all cases. -Tf-oe aboroori a-enass course,- dependis =on the situatton. But- --1/our ;coal: is a greater exchange of information, we can best using
neutral, non-:!-.:oznental ne=7,:ds for discus3ion. ,These ne=ra: mizhz:s wi::
bring aocut :pen an.f. effeotive tor:munization.

19b
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N. PLANNING FON GROUP ARRANGEMENTS

Task 1- Answer the questions

1

f

0

OM.' -

4-,

ti

..°.

Oran.

S

or.

Which room arrangement:

suggests,'we talk, you listen' or 'you talk, listen'

limi ted -2.7=Way cormuniczti:n (audien o resronses ;irected
at cne person) '

, )

w1.11.alInv 'or pafcricipact:%n by the most nurber of people for

'the most (where people calk to eacn ocaer)

will allow a maxim= cuan..:icy of inf,r7;tion to 6,1 presented in a
fairly snort tame

will allow an 11.xe-gri:-.1ar 1...cgzsr. -audience.

will allow input from all participagts on an equal ley

'What does t tell us about Meeting room Irrartgements?

25



SOME IDEAS FOR 'PROMOTING INTERACTION IN GROUPS

FROM: Giammatteo

?

Arrange:I:mu!: in circle, so Y.:len person can s4e every other person.

Provide tn:sle spac;_-, convenien..7-, for leader and entire (4roup, as
f6.110wc:

leafier 4 ---leader
O/ep(

-\

- leader .11f0er

X `A
X X x 0/ x x )e X '

6
0 . XI(

Xf
X

X IC
K

.e. X 11 r\ix.
X

)4 X X
X .

X

X X
w

lif

Olveoce,

0 X
0 45o X

1 I
0

IA
X0 00 N.

00 0 xx,A x x. x )14' A XXX C,x XX VI. X X

?. Let all stay snted during diacuosion, including leader. Keep it
informal.

Start by making everybody cor;fortable. Check ventilation and lighting.

:.,

5.. See that everybody knows everybody else. At.first4athering go around
: tne circla,.each introducing himself. As a :newcomer joins the group

(IP
later. introduce yourself to hind him to th'e group..

v. Learn games of all as soon as you can.

7. Have blackbvard, chalk and'eraser ready for use in ease of need.
Arpoint a "blackboard secretary" if the subject matter and occasion
maze it desirable.

/

0. Start on-time; and close at prearranged time.
4 .

9._ In opening, emphasize: Everyone is to take part. If one single member's
view fails to get out in the,open, insofar the discussiOn falls short.

,

10. .Toward this, emphasize: No speeches by -leader or group member. No
monopoly. After this opming statement, limit individual contributions
to a minute or so.

a

-Carrying,ory

1. Make your own preparation for the discussibn.' Think the question through
in advance.: Aim to establish connections between ideas of background
materials; and.eXperience of ideas of group' members..

.

Aim at- outset to get a sfthrply defined question before the group. Have
three or four alternates put on board if you think this will help,
` Anichdo you want to start with?" "Is this duestion clear?"

\26 i9
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3. 'In generil,'don't put questions to particular group members,unless you
see that an idea is trying to tied words there anyway: "Mrs. Brown,
you.were about to tay something." Otherwise, "Let's have some discussion
of this question. . . "What do some of the rest of you think about
this?" 'We've been,hearing from the ipen. Now how do you women feel about

this?" "Whai'S been the experience of you folks up. in the.nort4erg. part

of the State in this connection?" Etc.

4. .Interrupt the "speechmaker" as tactfully as, possible. "W*11.1e:Wre're.on

this point, let's heat from some of the Others. Can we sale_your other
.point until later?",

5. Keep discussion on.the track, keep it_alwaxe*rected, but let the group
lay its own track to a large extent. Don't groove it merrowly. yoltelf.
Tzytohave it as follows A

tnThis way:

r.

Not this way:

6. Bememberf The leader's opinion doesn't count in the discussion. Keep

your own view out.of.it. Your jobis to get the ideas of others out
for an airing. I

If you see, that some important angle.is being neglected, point 'it out. -
Jones was telling me last week that he thinks. . .What do you

think o#' that ?''

a

9.

Keep thespirits.high._ Encourage ease, informality, good humor. Let*

everybody have agoodtime.- Foster friendly disagreement. Listen with
respect and appreciation to all ideas, but stress what is important,' and
turn discUssipn away from- whet is not. - o

.
,,-

. .

Take time' every 10 Mirluti-or so to' draw the loose ends together. -"Let's
-see where we've been .going. - "- Be as pair_ and' in summary as possible.
Close discussion with srmary--your own or the secretary's. . ,

10. Call attention to unan:tere&Iquestions for future study or for-reference
back to speakers. Nou sh a desire in group members for continuing study'
and discussion through skillful cloding summary. $*,

Task J - Do in groups of 3-4I.
i

._., List other fictors important to-consider in planning for group involvement.

I

. °

Wha;'are some factors tilac each-group came up with? '(List,'group and label

oh boad.) . .-

27 .
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STAGES OF GROUP GROWTH ,
,

,From: Dr. Mike Giammatteo

0
4

Read this' and then-in'groups of 3 do Task I on next page,

Every groUp has to spend time and thergy learning how towork together:
Usually some feelings develop between members while they are learning. It
tikes timerfor grhup members, each different, to learn boy eack den flit
intsr;the group and contribute best. So things often seem "a41. mixed up,"
and"group meMberi may quite naturally become distUrbed_and. discouraged--
'evan aggravated at each other.

,/ -

It hejlps to know that-these are natural "growing pains" of 'democratic
.groups, th t these feelingsbctween members tend to follow a predictable
cycle or sequence, and that in most cases the group will-soon become prb-
ductive and efficient as people work to solve group problems..

-

Let's take,a look,at the stages in this developmeital process**,

1. "Groping.; When the 4-group;is first finding out mow to plan and work
together they may not S.p. agree. ,They don't know and
understand each other we enough to really trust the-.

7 group, and they still have to determine each others'
skills, knowledgespsituation and. attitudes. kSo,they
often feyl uncomfortable and' "lost."

. r

2. "GriPiii:°The group gets discouraged when they can't seem to work
together, whei there isn't much progress, and their
attempts are frustrated. They say Wrong things to others,
play negative roles and biockgroup action because they
are uncomfOrtable. 'Thud is tpe place for .more-Iselfother"

.

. understanding, to remember that theiare all different but
thty all want to do agood,job and be liked by*others.

.Meybe they can learn to understand why others are griping,
and learn to give themselves time.to Work things out.

1

3. "Grasping": No vlideas and maggestions.are beginning to'fit. .The
grOup begins to agree on questions, and can start to see.
some direction to group activity. EVeryone begins to feel , -)

more'coStortable,and now they are getting somewhere.

"Grouping": They are really getti4 to know each othervindAan under-L
stand and ,enjoy( how each one works and fits "into thetaiks
to be done. Group tasks,,building and maintenance roles
come into plat, and a surge of enthuoiasm,spreads through
the group. '

.
. AP'

5., "Group Now the groUp is in full,swing; with members playing con-
Actlbn": 'structive roles, leadership shared, everyone participating.

It wasilifficult at first; but worth it to learn to work
well together. Th y have shhred in inn plans and.

group with which to work* They a
decijibns, have le ed together, feel /this is`a good

ng-their
group more democratic,: '

the following page is a picture of these feeling, stage people go

together wthey work at problems they all want to solve.
On

through

260
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S.

,

. Now thexAre ready' o
tackle othdir jobs. It at be expected they-wii].e ill go thrOugh someof
these early stages, but each-time it can be less disturbing, more effective.

, .

So it is important to tecognizehow they feel about others in the
group, to knolithat these feelings are ,natural whenever trigy really tackle
importarit jobi, to realize that the group can move ahead toward better -

`feeling relations between membeii. As they get to know each othinbetter,
this group gradually becomes their group because they have sh.exed plans,

' and work, and haVe tried to practice ways of behaving which are cooperative,
considerate, frAendlydemocratici
,

f
TASK K .

4

In small groups of:3, list examples of*-.the differentiites of group
growth lie have experienced during this week.

List the factors that'dight,affect different stages of group growth.

201
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1
V LDENTIFYlitc. THE RO1J OF THE.OF AND REC9RDER

I
400

$

k.tacilitator is concerned that everybody. feel's ,incluelitii and accepted and he
attebyts to remain neuerat on ,the content., The tator is tying to.
promote group respomes, help the group generate their awn aatl',. develop a
group,,value system/, ,etc. He is not' there to impose his 'interpretations.,"

1value system or answers- on the. group.'
. , .

../
. Ve should: C

.
.. . T

.. . .
.

1. Suggest proce-3tta es for neet.ng and then get
.

sugges ions tor change,
commitment and acceptance from group to adhe,re to those Procedures.

w :
-2. keep the-meeting on, the topic.i '
3. Clarify and accept communication.

-4.. Accept feelings as 'valid data.'
. _ - .5. State .a probleire.in a constructive way:

6. "Su ze and iclarify direttfonr

44.

j
Mask J.. --..:

. . . ...\ a
.

.. After reading .t he'next seven pages, ddvelop a list o criteria with twb;Ahers
tp use' in identifying andseleeting a facilitator...

11111.i.

0

*

2 2
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JHE,FACILITATOR ROLE -

. Topic Paper FrOm Synergy

my 4.

. , . .

We have called the meeting leader a lacilitator" to distYnguish him from the
typical "Chairman-.."... . ; . .

.
,

The fundamental difterence,,between a Chairman and a Fac
.directiveness of the Chairman rple. The Chairmal makes
procedureb, rules people out of ordei, etc. The Fatifit
suggesti, invites and then consults with the ,Participanq
,census.

litator is the
determines

tor proposes,
to generate a cons

,.,,
. . ,

In genera,} the Fatilitator is trkle conde ed that everybddy feels included
and accepted and attempts to remain quit neutral' on the 'content. One -way

,

of viewing the Facilitator Role is that the Facilitator is trying ,to pro-
vide* just enough, structure so that the Relationship Level does not Interffte
with the Content Level. 1

0' Below is a lis of things a Facili, = for has to be .concertedabout, as 'well
as *jays. he c handle- eadh situat n:

toe -rieetln rocus on acne Lotac: <

Point out that the di crsion has' drifted. Usually the meeting
will -quiclay.return he topic:

Re-state the origi al4topic under discussion.

Example: "My u ersipanding is that we'Were Aiscussing..."

Clarif and nicatio n:

Suanarizse c .contribukion Of participants. In
surinatize e contributions of participants who
been .acct' ely involved. \ "Your feeling is 'chat..

r.
e partici

it cor i

particular'
have not

a,co another. r..,1 I understand

e4 would add to eLr.°45mith's by. 1/4.P

Acce t incorrplet,e ideas . "Could you develop
li le "more." r

Int out when' a team mimbpr's cAtribution'
rid invite him to cemplkte ft. "I'm afraid

have sc: n- Dicryou have mo7e'y
ocles?"

l 4. 2(6 \
31

chat ideal

is cutbff
that w.e may
ou -iranted to
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4

.
Is.

. .

I. . r3. Accept Feelings as Valid Data:
., .

. . .. ...-' - 7 / ,4, ,StItroariee feelings A's well as content. '"You ;feel angry when, .." \
. 4 .

.. , .... ,
- 4,. ' Stateoa Problem itl Constructive Way: so That the' Meeting Cap

Work on. it. ...1 . . ', .
4 .t - _

.

.
.

. Stte, the ,problem An such a way, that .i't,,loeliaE ibuyd Wm , ,
blatneTlixing or an accusation of, the participant-.-

. .

Send problem's not solutions. -
', fHelp clarify the areas of fdecisiion-making. "As, rundentand

4 t,theWilderness Act does, not allow fOr devellopment ot
creation 'areas, however, it CS open ,do us to recolitnendthe

clasclassification of' this land. " .e. .
. k

I / '1 . ', . . ,

. % 5. Suggest .a Procedure or Problem-Solvini Approach:. ,

1Point out when itIf

may' be useful to move on to the next problem,

"I'm. wondering if .
we're ready to move on to". "1,3

Suggest a procedure.

"Tr' d like to propose 4hat we might break ,into snail
discus4ion t. e

4.

6'. Summarize -and Clarify -Direction:

Le

Stiminariz'e,your; understanding of whit themeetiril his
accomplished-and,inaicate what the next steps wif be.

. In a Small Meetink the FaciNator May Also Play the ,corder '.
. .

. ROle a ......" ,
i

t4 t

See Topic Paper on Retorder Role.
.,. ,

BEHAVIOR viz rAcnriv,:ok :7-lCU ip ,Alior.]:: .

m

In addition to the behavior listed above which an effective ia:litatr will'.e:7;Ioy, c:..re are also c. -he should` c..vold 'because, they will rake his role irr?racci cal The' Facilitator will net beeffective if he does not remain neutral, become's a major parAicipant in the
concert,- rzarf.?ulates th group chro...,;.41 :he. use of his rale. Or u5 3S his' role. to assert hs own ideas.

/

Specifically the Facilitator should .

t. A .1
1. Judging or criticising tj-te ideas or values of 'others. 0.

/

204 ,t
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1

..4. .1 A , . m,
[ . . . 1*,

. % 2. Projeting hit own ideas rand using is `1101,e to argue four them-
1

If you want.toadd your own ideas, ke some clear ifientificatioc
that you are tot making the comment as Facilitator --& "I'd like

them.

to take my'Facilitator'fiat off for a minute and Comment." If.

you get involved, tayugh, its would be better to ask Someone else
to -assume the.Facilitator./Role so that you are'tree to partiCipate:

,

.

,

.
. ,

. 3. Making.procadural'decisions for the meetingyithout consulting''
, .

.participants.., I a

'
.

Lengthy 6.1mments.'. a

r,-

P11%

_ . ..,, .

.THE RECORDER ROLE
,,. 41_,..

Topic Paper Prod SynergY
'' G.

.''' .
,_.

The Recorder Role is 4 role which may be.ifiyed by the Facilitator in a
p , ,

small meeting, but in alarger'meeting should be ,handledSy..another,.
; Individual. ,-

,
. .

e - .,,.
.

.
,. The ReCOrder's Role is to_ocord the contributions of the participants

.

in a highly visible manner such as an a flip-chart'or large.theet of
,butcher paper (a blackboard is'ok if someone is keeping a permanent record
from it). . . .-

EaCh participanes'ideas and feelings are summarized so the whole group can
.

see the summary. The Recorder attempts to record the statement as intended_
ur by the participant, but the participant may'aik the ReCorder to modify If

needed. ,
., ' -

/
.

.

. , .
.

In addition the\Recorder should also record aienaa items or aireen upop .
%

,1groced .
.

.

Th. PAccrA0,. Role playa 1evegl import-an' Junctions:
0.

... ).. It' accepts everyone's contributions by ecording
,

. them. .
. i.

,

f I
) .

f . C.

2. It keeps the contributions vet,/
t
visible and helps.

people kieep-tra& of what has, o# hasn't seen
isuggeste4.

.

.... 1.
3. It serves at a Visibly agreed Upon record-of the

.-meeting. ,

,-
,

.

Lilo the Facilitator Nzle, the Recorder is 4 servant Of the _roue. The
.Recorder tzies carefully, to Tecord:whar he is hearing from the partici;
pants and avoids modifying ghat' `he writes, to suit his own' thinking. He
must also be certain ch,t he is recording losrs he do,ls-tr recor_
only tho.scideas,W-ch chinks to be praductive:. He mv.t'recard them*

205' :"

all.
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C. THE ART OF SCIENCE OF LEADERSHIP

The ability to work effectively with groups in a leadership role
-can be learned through tonscientious effort, study and practice.

It may truthfully be said.that leadership is both_il art and a
science. ,The scientific principles are learnable. Therefore, any
Of us may doa bettser job of leadership if we understand and
oonscientimsly pre tice some ofilhese principles.

The art-ofle shi s theway in which we apply leadership
pri . We ow that there is variation among us in the

,in";yhich we carry on any activity. This is apparent in
sucFi,every day activities as playing a musical Instrument% going
to, school-, cooking a meal or even torefyg.

S.

O

SOME CONCEPTS OF- LEADERSHIP

From: Dr: e Gi ammatteo

WMAT IS LaukisHipl
adir Am

A. MODERN DEFINMION,

In bas terms, leadership is the activity of helping others work
toward common eels Orpurposes: .. ) i

-
.

.

Today, tne'expert4in leadership ii.the one who best knoWs how to
release the creative taiehts of those with whom-he Yorks. In earlier
years; the expert in leadirshipwas considered to be the one whO best
knew the answers. Now, terminology has changed from "diretting and
"controlling" to '..involving and motivating." I

. . .

.2 Leadership may he regarded as-a series of. function s that: (1) builds
and Maintains the group, (2) gets the job done, (3) helps the group

- feel'comfortable,and at-.easo(looking"after physical setting, ac-'
quaintanceship,etc.)-, (4)hellh td set and clearly define objectives,
and (5') cooperatively working toward these objectives.

) .

B. 'LEADERSHIP MYTHS'
(

'0

Alliarlier years it was assumed that leaders pobsesaed certain speital
.

traits gr.characteristics. Many studies'were.made in an effort to
correlat% the'leadership capacity or potential. of an individual with ir,
these personal attributes. While some definable persona; character-
istics have been linked to leaders -in certain situations, these
studies haven't been successful in providing a formula for leadership.
,selection. ,The modern concept is that l.eadeeship is Functional or
",fob centered." 'We should ask then, "%that does an effective agency
do," rathe n, "what kind of agency' will be a" good leader."

.

r
'- (

.

We have often heard the statement, "He is a natural-borleader."
We know now at a leader, in one situation may have very littlei

leadership ability irk another. ,A guide on a mountain climbing
eqcpeditidn might not be a very effective school board chairman.

.
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In each of thesevactivitiesas in leadership, learning and
practicing certain principles 'will help but, of course, yeople
vary in the degree to which they approap application. Students
of human relationships have identified many functions or skills
that are based On scund'lvadership principles.

D: SKILtS OF LEADERSHIP

The following are some of these skills that are important to learn
and to practice.

1. Skill of personal'. behavior. The effective agency:

1

I's sensitive to feelings of the group.

b. ,Identifies self with the needs of the group.

c. Learns to listen attentive y.

d. Refrains from criticieing or-;idieuling members' uggestiOns.

e. Helps each member feel import9t,and needed.

f. Should nariargue.

2. Skill oflcommunication. The.effective agency:

as Makes sure that everyone understands not only what is, needed
but why it is needed.

b. Makei,good Communi7 withth his group a routine part of his
job.

eke,
Skills in equality. The effective agency recognizes that:

4 .

a., Everyone is important. Everyone needs recognition.

b. Leadership is to be shared and is not a monopolY'-.

?
,

c. A leader grows when leidership functionsare dispersed.

4.. Skill oforfanixation. The effective agency helps the group:

Develop long-range and short-range objectives.

b. Break big problems into smalI,oftes.

vo

c. Share opportunities and responsibilities. , i

d. Plan, act, follow4 and evaluate. ,

2 0
3
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SHARED LERDERSHIP'

Prom: Dr. Mike Giaumatteo

A. The appointed or "duly elected" leaders as the chairman, president,
hose or manager may exhibit autocratic, emociatic/or "laissez-faire"
leadership. Some appointed or elected leaders feel that position of
leadership entitles them to exhibit autocrat/tleadership--others strive
toward democratic leadership but find *at i often-takes longer to get
things dome. -

# 1 "4 ,

B. The shared leadership vole. This-relateS to a person whOse behavior in
the group helps:keep the group happy and get the task done.

Group Leader

Is creative

Has good ideas
Open minded
Facilitates
Analyzes

Helps group work
on task

All members of a
of leadership-

4 Formal Leader Group Leader

SUpports
Relieves tension
"Good fellow"
Dependable-liked

Helps meet niede-__
,

of group

group iphould at Vane ,time4 or another ,provide this type

C. Advantages of shared leadership. Shared lepdership is the ideal and it
can only develop in a deViberiticleaderihipsituation. Some of the
values of shared leadership are:

1 ' git`«
1. Pools the skills and abilities ,of the entire group.

*

2. Promotes a spirit of Unity.-"mo, grolipl' fee

3. Each member feels a greater responsibility for group maintenint

\ .

,..

.

' tftand task. ....

.

.

..

._

..

`5

4. Members, are more interested,-have a :'StaXe" in goals and objectives
that they help establish.

. .
5. Cdntribdtes to'the growth and development'4: both members and leaders.

6. Promotes a greater feeling of satisfaction as each-group member shares
in common achievements.

D. 'The shared, leadership concept requires:

1. Clearly defined goals and objectives as identified and agreed on
the group.

2. Freedom of group members from fear of criticism or ridicule.

*
J. A warm friendly atmosphere--"permissive as, opposed to directive."

4. A setting where group medbeis are.socially at'aiseiorphysically
comfortable. - ,

20b
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SOW IDEAS .FOR DEALING'igTH GROUP CONFLICT

From: 'Dr. Mike Giammatteo

When there is ,"conflict" in a group- -that, is, a lack of democratic
behavior between two or more group meMbers--you will usually find it is
l'aomebody" rather than an "idea" that is under attack.

In other words, people tend to'aay, "I don't agree with YOU, "-or "I
think YOU arewrong," instead of-"I don't agree with your IDEA," or "I
think the IDEA you have placed before the group lacks merit."

,..

Here are some thangs to keep in mind when dealing with4a conflict
situation.

1. Understand yourself and the other person(s)..

i: Interpret your feelings- -don.lt explode them.

b. Try to und rstand the other's situation, his pioint of view. ,

c. Try to get "third-person":viewpoint,.to see the situation
objectively.

4

2. Keep improving yoUr skill.and_poWer to express your position and
feeling..

3

People know ind'understand you by what you do and say, not by
what "mean."

b. Watch what words-lou use. Do these,words mean the same thing to
both or all of yout. An agrument is often no more than a mis-
understanding.

c. Work to communicate itilur real self and yet keep up the lines of

zommunitation.

d. Do not destructively attach the "self-concept" of the other

Terwon.

Get at the-causes of the conflict),, don't just look at the symptoms:

llk4. Be'unto eachliper as-persons--resPe each other and trust each
other. ,"

37
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,A Fartial Checklist of Tips for Facilitators

t

1. Listen to what.your audience says.

2. Accept what yoUe audience says.

3. Ask for reasens why.

4., Don't rephrase in your own words:

5,-. Plan sequences-of questions'.

.6e
Ask questions ,that allOw,greater responses.

7. Refocus oft original question discussion gets off subject and on a
tangent.

8. Don't throw in'your,own opinions.

9. Don't avk multiple queusizns.

, 10. Allow time for audience response.
1

11. Ask lifting questions.

12. Don't reftrict responies.
f

13. Encourage iiter-person ,reactions.

Which"of theabove:take more

-4,11tet-c-hanges-nee-d-to-be-WeiTom or audience to allow them to take
pace?

1

41'
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vl. IDENTIFYI G DISCUSSION LS \
°

.

Many _times ar- t'a loss to know how to keep &meeting moving or a discussion
alive. By developing and using certain discussion skills we can raise the
level of, the discussion and increase, the interaction among participants.

.
. .

.

This section includes'some.discussion skills designed td help you deaf more)
'effectively With the comments and responses .you get from thi ques*tions you
as

OF CONTENTS .

A.

P

1. Acceptance
2. Supporting
3. Rewards
4.- Encouraging
6., ?oases of Expression

B. DISCUSSION SKILLS THAT MIGHT AFFECT
SUBJECT BEING DISCUS AD
1. Multiple QuItions

411

,

SSION SKILLS THAT MIGHT AFFICT-PEOP4'S FEELINGS, ATTITUDES, kw
ICIPATION (Task) .

(Task)

(Task)

1
2. Time to Thin.
3, Extending
4. Clarifying Content

Recap

-Restricting Words (Role Play)
f Polly Parrot (.Role

'8. Leading Questions
9. Loaded Questions'

THE COMPLETENESS AND RELEVANCY OF THE

5. Focus & Refocusing (2 tasksl
el 6. Liftidg (Task)

(Task) 7, Summarizing Content,
(Task)

C; 'REVIEW OF DISCUSSION SKILL (Task)
.

D. EXAMPLE OF HOW AN INTERPRETATION .,O DATA QUESTION SEQUENCE"AND DISCUSSION
SKILLS MIGHT GO TOGETHER

This section is based on the philosophy developed in the course' en4tled "Higher
Learning -Thinktrtg- Abilicies,"develwedat the Norchueft-tducatt6naL Research
Laboratory. Special appreciation goes to Mr. DickPhillipi,' Milwaukie, Oregon
for his consultation and training in the development of

1
Jdentifying aiscussion (I

Skills.
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,DISCUSSION SKILLS THAT MIGHT'AFFECTPEOPLEIS-FEELINGS,'ATTITORS, AiD
PARTICIPATION

Response to the person's feelings 1

The social - emotional climate of a group can facilitate or impede discussion,
People tend to 1.3.2 tautious about exposing theirideas to value judgments
of other people:. The .kfnd of climate that permeates4 group can be judged
on the basis of Ahe accepting or tejectfng behaviors exhibited within.

-- , t -
.

Each item on the list below is a possiblt response to a person.veab says,

"Well, I st'll think y should put water faucets with cliMate."
- --- .- -Rank order the respens s from=laaSt to most accepting._

i. T k at the othe itats under climate. Do'water faucets fit?.
. 2. T I, es put. it it this group. We can always change it if .you

_ want to., , , 1 ,J A:\ ,C

. T There seems to be a difference v, opinion. What do the rest
1

of you think?
4. TCan you change the label so water faucets would fit?
5. T I think Pst of the group doesn't agree with you;
6. T It really doesn't go With the othy items. .

7.- T All right. ,.,\
.

S. T Let's hold that idea for a minute and ste if we.can finah the
other groups:,

9. T Let's listen again to his reason. .....-_.- .

. , .
.

Here, are -some discussion skills important in promoting-group participation.
l'

1. Acceptance
A substantial portion of a facilitators replies aricategofized as
"response to the audience." Granted that all remarks are addressed ,t

to someone; but Sometimes special attention must be directedto ,

building a persons concept of himself as a worthwhile persorl. In

the thinking tasks some specific strategiei are suggested to establish
. a climate favorable to an open exchange of ideas without fear of /

ilkjection. 0 4

,

Chief among these'are accepting behaviors. When a priinaFy child,
,for example, inter ects an announcement about his little broWn doi,
the,teacher accepts his offering in one of,avariety Of ways and ,
refocuses the discussion so the rest of the 'class doesn't get
sidetracked. When a student does not stick to the question or is
responding to an earlier question no that it= s his turn, the
teacher may skillfully tie his comment' into the mainstream of the
discussion or ksk him to hold on to his idea, Or simplyedknow/edge
his contribution. .

40
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Ident14 the°a4cceptirig response to the,student in each.pair:
_ -

1. 4e. We are not talking ibou; differences,
b. You said the land wea"different. AlL,ri,ght.

2. a. I'll write '-that down.
. b. Whin gold rush are we talking about?

3.' a. How does this co4are with last time? .
S. That's an interesting 'idea,

NOTE: With practice even young Children learn to speak to the point
and:demonstrate their awareness of.holding to the focus through
iKplanatory asides that precede their remarks, e.g.,

"This Isn't what you asked-,but I want to say - - -"

'4.."Getting back to what Marcy said---"
lk

Accept all responsein a non - judgmental manner.' IX you have set
the groundwork for the freedomof group participation and discussion,
it will ba easy-to accept all responses in a similar fashion.

Other ideas:. O.K., Bill, any other ideas?; Thank you, Sue, any
others? etc.;
Other comments, suggestions, or ideas: .

e. . )
,.

n

S

'2. Supporting
.

In any discussion the facilitator ofrin.rtsponds to a person by
4 s..oportin,c him. As a face-saver the teacher, for example, offers

support to those sEudents who have probler of entry into thU
"-=. mainstream of room interaction:

The childwho is suddenly unable to respondAthen called on.

. ' The shy child who'offers irrelevant information on his first
attempt. _

The unpopular child whose every com ment.is attacked by.someone
The child whole ideai are always. just given by thelast speake . -

kny child who-needs a,helpinOlthd.
. ,

Select the'supporting
1. .a:

ii.

2. a.

b,

3. a.

b.

4. a.

responses in each pair of thelollowing:
Shali.I come back to you later?
Who else has an idea about this? . . et

I don't 4nderstand, you, John. .

Let's j4ive John a chance,to tell it his way'.
Does,someone have another idea?.

:I'm not sure about that. Maybe we cold look it
dp4later. ,

You 'can say it again if "you want to. Maybe some of
the hoys and-girls,didn't hear Mary when she d it.

b.,. Do we have something like that up_ here, already?

In a supportive role,the most difficult'
is handlingerrors. When a person-makes
the facilitator in -his role of clarifier
to Allow the person to correct tlie error
if disagreedent is encouraged routinely,
a different point of view.

.

aspect for t+Its facilititor

an error of specific fact,
may ask another question .

213
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In each case the teacher efrains from direct c ection to avoid
drying up participation.. When students become prehensive about'
the-reception-of their thoughts, ,they will °ger only the answers
they consider pleasing to the teacher'.

1

If .a person's response, by its error or irrelev ncy, shocks .Ate.
questioner,it is wise to remember that anyone' head h9lds,
numerous "false'', ideas, economic, political;.h torical, eta'. They
become appazent only %then expressed verbally. If a person never 4

opened his mouth, no one would know at "righ s aild icongs".ae
has dbllected over the years. Gett the "wr s" o t into the
open is one - advantage 9f discussions. For ex ple if a large
segment Of the groupdisplays serious misunde standings about
climate, the facilitator can plIfi.learnini ac ivitiea to rectify'
the mistakes. Juste persons response as wrong does
not correct it for that person or for any ot er person. Corrections.
that cote from rperson'i own xperiences ar much more effeFave._

One of the experiences acceptable-to most p ople is friendl dis-
agreement with one's peers. Summoning defe ses for differ .points

, of.view-is beneficial to thought developme a so, ,Facilita ors
skilled in discussion, encourage active pa tici ation through this
device of seeking differentes of opinion a d in ting everyone .to
express his vrews. Disagreement is parti ularly fruitful if there'
is no pressure for closure, no voting, no concern when an impasse
is reached. A side benefit 'accrues to people who learn early that
in some areas there are noeasy.answers, no one "right" conclusion,
only afferences in the way people process Ole available data.

Ak .0thei ideas :
° "Take a mime to think,"

"Go aheadexpress it in any way that'you can.",
Avoid edttorializing--
(Nonverbal support) Wait, don't rush the response.

Other comments, suggestions, or ideas:

-

3. Rewards.

. This is a subtle area;, but certain. guidelines can be followed.
. ,

a} Don't set in the pitfall of rewarding one person and not,
another. Don't play, favorites.

. b) The vtone of expression" is very important. Avdia th
. , "over-reward"--the overly explicit, overly-lenera4ze

'reward. ,.. .
.

"Excellensif Bill:,,Wonderful,'tremendoue work, very gooa!"
.. .) .

,

.

','Marvelous thinkifi, jilt:"
. -.

.

Thi type of reward has the effect of binding, rather than 1reeing

A

the discussion. Many persons, will be reluctant to respond for
fe they.mon't receive it. '0,

c) 'iThe most effec4Ve rewards are an implie acceptince.of the
sOt and his ideas.

t ncorrect responses need to be handled in a manner. which
.ccepts the person, but rejects the Antent. ... ,

"Thank you Johnny, what type 91 information'wo9ld we.
need to check out your theory ?" . .
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ewards relate back to ge supporting discussion skill.

Other comments, suggestions, or ideas :

. .

. i

Encouraging e
Encouraging participation is another form of respOnse to a person's *;

feelings.t. Involvement assists a person to feel heA is anadequate;----

worthwhile medber of the group. If a person is reluctant` dater

the fray, he can be invited to disagree, recap, summarize,\ or just, ,

jump in and contrbu4e. e

Choose the respline that.ieems most likely to be encouragement rather

than any of the other ty? A of responses. 4..

1. a. Has everyon bad a chance.to say what he thinks?
..

.
-' b. Let's go o to the next column.

p. 4a.. Does some ne want to disagree? ,

,

b. . All right. - , ..

3. a.. Why does -this information help us?

b. Do. yOu want, to run through that information again,
sort of pull it together for us before we go on?

. ,, .

.

.
.

, .

. .

,Other cooaments, suggestions, or ideas:.
...

L _

. Tone of Expression . .

4

. ,

The. mm)tional overtone of a question or responsevto -a question.can
either encourage' or inhibit 'participation.

,
. ...1

_.......

L - "Whet industries would we find in the Yukon ?"

Py- "Tt.apping."
,L - "All right. What else?" _

P - "Silver mining." .-` '

L -. "Very good, Johnny:" . ("You guessed .what was on my mind.")

..1

Such anlexchange is Iiki1y to inhibit' people who do not feel thdt

they are very good at guessin i4hat is on the leader's mind.iOther comments, -suggestions, r ideas: ,

N. .

6. Restricting Words
Often we inadvertently use words which, in themselves, restrict or
distort the ppenness of the discussion.

"What important did the film show us?".

(Nov the person has t guess what you think is important)

215
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.Get..in thebabit-of!Writing down the maj
'This ddis two thingi-'-you put the guesti
analyze it ahead of,time.to weed out ;es
have the' question on ,paper in front"of.

"ad and throw. in extra words }you 'h

questions
on paper ind you
ictigg word _tf

u then& is. less chance to
n t planned on.

Other' .comments, suggestions, or ideas: 11

if

Polly Parrot
POLLY TARMTING is a 'common pitfill of
discussion. It detracts immensely from
leader and the discussion.

Thin is ,when the leader
audience psays,
-

L,-' What did' ycu. just

people leading group
e effectiveness of the

repeats everything seach person, is the

see?
P - A hawk.

r
41"1" L - A hawk, did anyone see

P- A dove.
L - is, dove, did anyone- see

'12* - A deer.

- A' deer, anything else?
Etc.

anything

anything else?

A.!

implications of TO14 Parroting,

4

a) teacher - mordent u teacher - student relationship.
t) no one has to listen to anyone but'the teacher because

everyone knpwi the teacher will repeaCeverything.
c) one has to speak out loud so everyone can .hear,
d) "restricts group interaction.'
e) we become a group Of mumblers.

Some Sdeas on hpw to Correct being a Polly Parrot

,

1. Recognize'if you (are one. Many people don't realize they
.polly parrot until someone .tells them.

2. 2a.simple technique to overcome dolly parroting, is to ask
the person-to say it again, so everyone -tan bear. Refuse
to repeat the response. Ask them to repeat itthree time
if necessary.

3. Accept the response and do not sly anything. By your non-
verbal behavior, indicate you're open toy additidhal comments.,

,4. Say."thank you, any other comments ?"
5. But what if someone says something in a 'teeny voice nobody

can hear? Ask them to repeat what was said.
6. And what if they say it in the teeny voice again?

Ask people on the other side of the room (or farthest away)
if they were able to hear what was said.

"7-
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--
After al/, ;he group is supposed to be-talking to each other,

....not the discussion leader. By throwing the respapsibility ..

back to the ,group members, you'll keep the,diecuttlon rtom
being leader- entered.

.

Other comments, suggestions, or ideas:

t.

t
Leading. Questions

.
A leading or loa4t-triestien suggests how the leader was the ,
group to answer. This type of question reveals the leader's
own feeling; and value.systevi, The leader cannot trust tte
validity of the information because he has already saggeited

: what answers'- he c4antS. ,

t

"It would bera good idea-to pave that street, wouldn't it?"
"Of course'the bestway to do it'is to walk to work, tight?"

. . . ,
.

,

Leadinl questions restrict open.dtscdssion bectase.th-audience
hat to decide what to answe' 66 galn aCCeptancm from the leader.

Other comments, suggesticons; or ideas:

I
l't.. .4

t
Loaded questions. .- .,.

,

A leaded ques.tion'Iraps a person.' .'lie audtencys caught no
matter how he answers. _.

.

"Have y9u ttoppedthi-owing-your garbage?",
. ...

(Yes I have or No I taven't---He .had tcis -a,1411-tt that At
least orce,he threw way garbage)
"When are you going t o g tpp being so stubborn ?"

(This arm res;ircts:opsq3distussion.becaase nobody wants
'

.to ,be,R.I.Won t e spot) A; - . . ,

, .. - ,-
Other coments, suggestion's, or ideas:

A F, $ /

. 4
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'_...8, .DISCUSSION SKILLS THAT MIGHT'AFFECT THE COMPLETENESS_ AND iELEVAnCY OE
*THE SUBJECT BEINd,DISqUSSED

4._
,,

'
, .

- _
.

....1. Multiple Ot4estrioni,:.
a* 4 .

In our enthusiasifuto emphasize the'imporradce of a questiim, we
.- often elaborate with additional questions, and end up.torstAtching

the foius from 'the original, intended questio.n. .. 4
4.

t"Who was the person with the'most feeling in the story; ,
Think of the characters and therf-6Periences. Which pe e

. `had the nbst interesting experientes?" .

4.'

4

r

1iThis syndrome is usually caused-by not writing down (ahead _fr
time) the questions you are going to ask.
If you ask a question and people just sit there and look-,blank,.
relax7-wait an say nothit (people usuilly naed time to thir)lc1 '1
If someone says I-don't understand, doet rephrase the question,.* ,read the same question again.. t . ----

,

,
. '..2

.

4
...

.

'Other comments, suggestions, or ideas:

.

2. Time to Think
A most important elementin,any discussion is allowing time
think. Many people have an incapacity to- tolerate silence.
Thinking processes are sometimes slow and painful. Wait for a
response. When a/prolonged silence ensues, support the person.

.

"Would you like to keep working On ',bur problem, or would
you prefer to call on someone else,to help you?" 4t

If hedecided-to'resolve the problem himself, Se certain to call
for'his response when he has finally reached a solution. The
same-procedure may be followed whin a student says:

"I know what I want to say, but I Can't say
4

Some ideas on how to correct

Important! Ask la question,
Keep your mouth shut.
If you wait two minutes and
the question exactly as you

then wait - -wait- -wait. *

nobody has said anything-yet, _repeat
said'it the first time. Wait.

. 21S
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Other comments, suggestions,' or ideas:

NM

3. ndin . - .

Obtaining as much informitionsas possible. Use as means to give
people more time to think. ,

.., \ 4 4

The extending question pashes%for factual elaboration .in response

to the content of a comment. You might be preoing for alteinates,

additions,uanalogies, and'es4
the stuient's contrOution.
disCusdion uplard., only forwar

,offertd,

Select the extending question from each pair below:

1. a. Shall I write this statement on our list?

b. Who csm add to this statement?

. a. Cal you think of -any other differences?

b. Can we finish with differences now?

-3., a. Are there any other workers that, would be neided2

b. Whx are workers needed? .

a. a., Can you tell me some more about soil erosion?

,Jr.` What does.:/the word erasion mean?

5. d. Which plays, are you .talking about?'

b. Maybe, if.you thirik, of the playwe discussed last week,
you can explain today's plot. .

iythere anything else that you would like totmeltionVir
u other idea?'"

Other.camments,osuggestions,-or. ideas:

nations mainly" of the site 'level of

are is-no striving to oost the
through expanding at has been

0

4. C4tifyiftg Content
A

The person'expresses'a cancept' which may not tle clearlyunderstoo&,
either by-him or the grsyp. He is asked-to clarify his meaning.

(..

Asking for cliiification is
slarifyloR question elicit.
rephrasing of disci netted,
,stare what the periorl,means.
ca.ng for the Lest.

219
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one way to respond to cont nt. The
the meshing of 'unfamiliar t s or the

fLizzy statements,to be,sure.yaa Uader-
This role also helps to clarify

,
r
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In the pairs of qdestioni,belbw, which one fits the criteria for ;

i 1
'. seekling clarificitiont :.- ,

1 I1.- a. What do you mean by evaporation? .

1 ; b. #ave,we talked about evaporation already?
, 2. a._ I'm not sure I understand. Can you say that another way?

b. Doi you all agree with this?
T. a. Why-is climate .important?

4r
b. Can emeone help us with a definition of climate?

.

4. a. Are,ou saying .the Aztecs had fertile soil?
b. .Which Indiaas had poor soil?

......

"Can you be more specific:"
"What do you mean bIrcustoms?"
"Can you say that in another way?"
"Can you give us an example ?"

Other comments, suggestions, or ideas:

5. Focus and Refocusing
r Focus questions are defined as the initiators of major shifts in a

discussion, the three to five preplanned questions that pace and
support the direction of thinking. :

_

In the statements below, underline jyst the words that set the
focus for students:
1. What I Want you to do today is to look at the chart. Let's

-Start by looking at the first two columns:on the chart. Can
anyone say anything that would be true about all these'products?- A- -k

24!1,11). Lair list is long enough. Could some of these begrouped
- together'. Waich items" could you put together?

3. If you had been the boy everyone called-Fames, how do you
Ithink you would have felt? 4

-,..... ,.- .

4.' Let's' look at our chart for ways thise animals are alike, no
.more on differences.

5. Who can summarize all that we have talked about in one
,.. sentence? '

, ,

. .

.. ,---
..

. t . .
.

Sometimes in setting a focus,a leacher-inadvertently poses a .

double' focus. What disadvantages can you see in the following 10110
focus

'What can you'say about-these'people after seeing the,f4m;
ghat would you expect to find 4f.you went to-Mexico?4

240
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Refocusing is essential at times, espeCially for people who. wander
off the track easily,. The.focutAuestion may be repeated, or
'written on the board. Rewording may be necessary to start the
flow of diocussion if the original phrasing a misunderstood by
those attempting to respond. Most refoculing is related to main-
taining the discussion Of the topic.

Which three of the following are clearly attempts to refocus the
discussion?
1. CAR someone summarize our disCustiose
2. What I meant was, whit differences do you, see on these tgo

, graphs, not the ones from yesterday?
3.

.`graphs,
some of you.thinkitg of the second experiment ?, Let's

think of the 'first one-and tell me what happened.
4. Which group of,Indians-used floating gardens?
5- ,1 Why were floating gardens necessary?,
6. Let's hold that and. continue with differences on our chart.

- -

Other .ideas:

"Now what were we discussing a moment ago?"
"How does that relate to thi subject?"

Other comments, suggestions, or ideas:

a.

6. Lifting
The skill of level of the discussion is the most difficult,
one to learn and one alcost.often overlooked by.,efacilftator trying

to maste= all the roles ina discussion.- It iP'classified with the
focnsingquestions!because'.iti-too,-plays a role imraising the let
of mentar>operation through seeking causality.

Discussions that are disappointing to a facilitator are often the
result of not pursuing 'the "whys" with persons who almost, but not
quite, discover broad generalizations. The detigned-focus questions
are intended to lift the discussion away from the concrete, but
people do not necessarily think according to Bejween
patterned' lifts there are"unplanned, dnforeseerroccasions 'for abstraEt-

, thinking if the facilitator recognites the moment and inserts a
why -type question. SetzT)these opportunities to lift the level of

.."1 discussion reflects'a facilitator's skill. Individual-lifting questions .
cannot be prepared in advance because the directiOnof any one student's

-t

41,

.cantribution is unpredictable. These are theautomatio questions for.,
pursuing thinking with one person. Through pne dr a.series of questions

. the facilitaar assists a person to build a phalli of relationships
that may or.may not end in a generalization.or inference::

'221
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Which question in eaehseAttempts to lift the level of thinking?
1. a. ,Axe you saying that riots will affect our laws?

b. How might riots affect our laws?
2., a. Why is. the Fourth of July a holiday?

b. Why-do we Ave holidayi?
3. a. Could You-explaion further?

b. How do you assc6-unt for 'that?.

4. a. Why,do you think this if.e good conservation practice?.
b. Can you explain this conserVation practice?

5. a. Why Jo you suppose Macbeth changed?,
b. What changes to the characters did you notice?,

7. Summarizing Content .

When arperson-elaborates on an idea at great4tength, or the
meaning of his statement is buried in-4n extended discourse,
is asked tostate it in a more succinct manner.

"How can we put what you have just stated on the board?"
"Can you give us the main idea'of what you are, saying ?"

_

he

The summary questions used at tlhe, end*of certain tasksland at the end
of the session are one of the most exciting and important parts of'
each lesson. These question& are_ designed to: _

'1. ALLOW PARTICIPANTS TO DISCUSS THE' IMPLICATIONS OF WHAT THEY
LEARNED TO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT.

2. ALLOW PARTICIPANTS TO GENERATE THEIR OWN CONCEPTS AND GENERALIZATIONS
ABOUT WHAT THEY HAVE DONE. .

"How can we summarize all the things we've done and discussed
in one or two big ideas?"
'"How can we summarize our discussions and investigations about
water?"

Other comments, suggestions, or ideas:

RECAP ,

A-facilitator responds to the PARTICIPANT. through'
....-----

- _ accepting
'Y encouragtng

,
- supporcing,

Also considering such things as rewards", res tricting words,
polly'parrot, leading loaded questions. '.

,-..,.'

A facilitator responds to the completeness and relevancy of the
subject being discussed throuah" v clarifying

specifying
extending
focusing
refocusing
lifting.

Also considering such thingsias: multipl questions,
time to think, summarizidt content.

Other comments, suggestions; or ideas.
'2 2 2
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REVIEW OF DISCUSSION SKILLS

;kite. in)the appropriate skill in front of each queStiob.

A. Discussion skills that might affect peoples participation (Accepting,
. encouraging, and supporting) 1

3,

6.

'
You said 'the land was different. All right._
Let's give. John a4chaace to tell it his way.
Has everyone had a chance to say what he thinks?
Shall ,I come back to you later?
That's al interesting. idea.

'Does someone want to disagree?
You can say it again if you want to. Maybe some
of the boys and girls 'didn't hear-Mary'when.she
said it. '

B. Discussion skills that might affect the completion or relevancy of the
suoject (Focusing, refocusing, and lifting)

1. . Let's hold that and continue with differences on
our chart.

. ..,.

go2. How do you account for that?
'3. Why do you suppose Macbeth changed?
4. Our list is long enough. Could some of these be

_ grouped together?, WlicE items, could you put together?5.
- Are some of you thinking of the world experiment?

Let's think of the first one and tell%bat happened.6. . Why do you think this is2a good conservation
7.

- Who can summarize all_ thatwe have talked about in
one sentence?

8. Which of these groups wanted change?
9. 1 What do you mean by evapdration?

10."
. Are there any other workers that would be needed?

11. - Are you saying the Aztecs had fertile soil?12. Can you think of any other.differences?'=,
13. Which workers on the list are You thinking of?--14. I'm-not sure I understand. -Can you say that

another way?

C. Teacher espouses to top person or to the content

1. Let's listen ... again tothis reason.
2., Which Indians are you talking abeug?
3. Does anyone want to add to this statement?
4.,

, Now dogome of these items seem to go together?

,4
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. C. EXNMPLE',OF HOW AN' INTERPRETATION OF DATA QUESTION SEQUENCE AND DISCUSSION SKILLS MIGHT

GO TOGETHER

f
s,

Objective or -Purpose of Question

'1. To.licit a lutiverse of facts, concepts
and ideas' upon which to operate.

2. To provide an opportunity fa: every
person to become initially involved.
in the discussion.

To focus on specific points to-be-
compared, contrasted.and related to
other points.;

2. You may havelto.focus in on s everal

specific points, needed to csmparq, .

contrasted in the interpretive'
questions.

To compare4, contrast and re late

specific points brougheln the focus
question(s).

2. Questions (or series of questions)
which call for the studentS to draw
a relationship between two or more
points in the data.

1. To more the discussion to the
'verbalization of high - level'

abstractions.

2. Questions that call for conclusion,
generalization or summary.

At-

-

'Examples of_pjscussion Skills you might
use lot what you do with the response
You get from the audience),

Accepting
SUpportink
Extending

Focus
Clarifying
Extending

Focus
Clarifying
Extending

t

Time to think -

Summarizing

225 7
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VII. IDENTIFYINC'DIFIFTGa6UFING ACTIVITIES

Mini-Market

Talking about reason for meeting (10-15 minutes)

)

5,

From: Dr. Mike Giammatteo.

Station per,sonne at prepared displays to tell part of story. Keeprvidience moving 10-person sized groups (30 minutes)I

Have fictual sheets --,Historical

Current
Future ( sheet blank)

Example:_

--How much land
-Cost to taupayers
How manyjobs come from the land
Lumber sold

C'How many visit, use. etc.

Have participants fill in their ideas about the future of the issue/area of concern.. (15 minutes)

I.
Issue Analysis -- Short version

Use 3 X 5 Cards

questions to ask:

1. What concerns do you have a ut forest land m nagement?
What concerns do you have abo t this ea of nd?' What concerns do you have.abou this issue?
Write two concerns on your car
(5 mtnutes,)

2. 'What Ideai do you have to reduce or eliminate the concsr&noted?
List those on your

t

card--

.

(5 minutes)

((/3. Get into groups of 6 people and-- -
a) .see if there are any common concerns
b) common iolutidns

4-

Make a 3ro.J2s Us:::
a) 'camon concerns
b) comma.. solutions,

4. Turn into meeting coordinator for cospilation, reproduction, anddisseminat143 to all peop1.1 at meeting.

3. cet;.ng c..:7-r-nacor ,r,rounces ctqi participar.ts at t!..is
alteting dill recei41

list, names of all pArticipancs, and
date of :text meeting.

ti
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ABC EXERC/SE

Problem--Helper--Observer

Wklole idea of communication'is- the way we:

Preparation and Training- -

Dr. Hike Giammatteo

r,

Share ideas (sending ;wanes)
Listen (receiving messages)
Feedback (to tell how well y.ou send or receive messages)

1. Pass out (at random) cards marked A, B, or C-,-ofRe to each person.

2. Ask each person to write (ori card) one problem or concerriw(dealing
with public involve t or a .real- concern pertaining to a job, etc.).
(take 3 minutes jo this)

1 .

3. Then'ask the people o break into groups of three (one A,. one B, one C).
(Ask, them to get with someone. they usually die not work with.

41

a) A will-be the first to state his oroblem.(he has written).
b)- B will act as Helper or Advisor.

C will act as Observer to Give Feedback. (Take-notes oh:' how well
A has stated problem and is receiving help; how well B is helping and -

adviiing).

mi. should take. &ix 4nuttl, with one minute for 'nedbck fror C.

4. Switch roles:

a7 B states problem.
b) Sects as Helper/Advisor.
c) A acts as Observer.

"This-should take six minutes, ~with one minute for feedback from A.
4

Switch roles:

a)' C. states problem.

,b) A acts as Helper/Advisor.
c) acts as Obaervrer

This should take six minutes, with one minute for feedbadk from B.

5. Ask one ;ers.n from each table it-2u?) to collect the proble5 scai:ements

azd remain another 15 minutes cr so to help revoup and list these cOncerns.'
This list of concerns would then be passed on or mailed to each participant.

. Remind parti4pants: We collected your name and address as you came in so

we could tuff this tututmation.to you.

7. c.-;:r.2 what: further invulvA-enc and input m;h: be needed from pAr:iki2ants.

22`i
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CONCERN CARDS

From:, Dr. Mike Piammatteo

Opiion #1:

At agroupaneeting, distribute 316-rards to each table or area.

Ask that any came anyone has a contemn or a question (either about the
activity being done, or is iMplications), write that question or con-

, cern on -one of the cards.

Cards may either be
dropped in a designated box
placed in a diiignated spot on the table

Mention that cards will be collected at pre-arranged time -intervals
throughout the meeting.

eier
Each card,will be read, and the leader and /or group will react to
those questions or concerns.

Option 02:

At a group meeting, distribute 3x5 carts co- each

Askehat each person write down some question or
(whatever the case may se).

person.

concern above

fe

Cards will be unsigned, collected, and. read o the entire group.

As each card is read, the leader and/or group will respond to tikquestions
and concerns.

Concern Card Analysis

People have aAleed to be recognized.

Is easier co respond on ex3 "cards.

wIt helps the leader'understand the needs of the group.
motion about general and immediate concerns.)

(He has infor-

Enables leader to help people help themselves, and sc 11 allows people
the opportunity co express their immedi-Ae concerns r ght now and know
that their concern will be_dealt,with during the session.

Builds confidence and trust in the leader - =he wants to know yoUr concerns,
but he also wants you co gain some (long range) so he provides a
Way for both t3 happen.

Implications:,

Prevents the ?axe -grinders "from dominating. the meeting.

'Prevents 1-2 people from 'venting' concerns chat are not concerns of
.

the majority of the group.

People have 'co put their oc,ncerni and questions down in writing so they
can't use the preeensnf 'asi,ing a question' co give a 15- minute Teeth!

People have.a-chance to clarify her own nueSctons or concerns by put -
tine then down in 55

AWILlow 226
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Charges -- Denials -- Fact's - From: Dr. Mike Giammatteo

In this casse you _Acknowledge that tha\.concerns have-been identified.

People'need.a chance to-'vent'--so yeti provide it it small groups.

(E6nIt be afraid to get people into groups and even the odds. Reduce
the input to an hbliest level).

.

r.

CHARGES DENIALS

Directions:

14,

FACTS

Reduce t:te raiMber of charges to 2-3 you feel most irportant.

-List the denials identifiedehy individuals or groups concerning.the chargai;
-

List the factual dam (or i s source) concerned -with ean of cca
in'kCharge,Denial:'.

(If the fact; Are pt a ailabie. state what plans exist for opt:airing
those so charges and 4inials by opposing groups may be verifies)

Dry to neutralize the agency role and throw-the responsibility onto the
participating groups.

22
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VIII. DEVELOP A PLAN OF, ACTION FOR CCNDUCTING A MEETING

Task M

,.

Based on the things we'v$ done, discussed and_read, develop a meeting format-

, that will define the objective of the' meeting1. e
type of meeting, maximize total

group participation; minimiis_polarization of participants, and trill allow for

li the highest quality usable input. (Work in groups of 3 -4.)4
1

,, . , . . , -.

ma

4

a
a
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PLACATOR

',* Yot ire to play the plIcatoir role in soGing the following problem

°The Problem:

It is-90° outside -.your group has to .decide whether or not
to go on a picnic - it iss 2:30 p.m:

°-Examples of Placator--always soothes over a discussion
"Everything in due time"
"The sun will shine tomorrow "'

ATTACKER

° You are to play the attacker role in solving the following problem

° The Problem:

It is 90° outside your groupas to decide whithe: or-not
to go on'a picnic.- it is 2:30

° Examples of Attacker--always attacks ideas presented: 4:n mill be negative.
"You know the -Administrat!on'will never go along with that"
"People don't care, our group would never do that without,pay".

4,!,,t. '-

IRRELEVANT

o You are to play, -the irrelevint rolejn,solving the following .problem

a
Problem:

I

t-

. db.
n

It its 90° outside. - your-groyour-group has to decide whether or not
to go on a picnic - it is 2:30p4m.

° Examples of 'irrelevant- -ideas given that'clo not relate to the topic (evqder).
"Did you see the movie last- night?"
Nho's bringing chi coffer for the next meeting?",

41

1

SENSIBLE YOU AREJTO START THE DISCUSTIONr

o You are to play the sensible role ih solving'the fL011owing problem. .
4

o The Problem:

,

.

It is 90° outside -,ygur group has to deci8lwhether oriot
to go on a piCnic--p is 2:30 p,m. .

,

.t

o "Examples of Sensible--always tries to be aS, sensfble as psible.
"let's review where we are"'

.. . .
"Why don't we get §ack t the purpose of tOe meeting"

'.
.

63 236
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DEVELOPING AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.ACT/ON'PLAN

If man isto develop an increased understanding about his relationship
to his-eivironment andhow to-take positive action for its improved
management, then it is important to $lan for a series of logical and
comprehensive environmental learning opportunities that relate to his
'neris and the needs of society and the environment.' These learning
opportunities should be a part of an overall environmental education plan.
Some of the component parts of an environmental education plan are
embodied in the following action planning sheets.

Environmental education action shoUid reflect the adult education
community as well as schoOl children.

Listed below, for your .informatio, tre.objed'Aves from the prOposed -

plan for Environmental Educatiod---State of Oregon.

PROGRAM AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPNE NT AND,COMMUNITY EDUCATION

4

Objectives: To improve the learning of basic skills (reading, writing, -

"a arithmetic) by providing experiences that allow for alpine-
tion of those skills in the .total environment. 4

t
Application tf these skills in a problemsqlving,appoach
to the environment will give children the iotivation and
comuetenc3 to develop personal end group responsibility
_taward.their social and natural environment.

Objecti4es: Provide envinmental ,courses that-involve the community
public in activities resultingin an increased understanding
of,the environment, man's relationship and responsibility
to the environment, and a motivation to partIcitete in
environmental problem solving, espedially at the local level.

/
Provide opportunities in.6areer development for students'
interested in environmental occupational training.

TEACHER TRAINING
gips

'Objectivir: To improve teacher education by giaing the teacher the tools
to become highly skillbe in invol students in the total
learning environment. The applicltn of these tools

0 develop interactions between a-studlelatt and' his environment

that can lead to the development of hiresponaibility toward
his society and envItronment.

EDUCATIONAL RACIL/T/ES

. .
Objectives: To identify a d develop a -network of educational-facilities

necessary to lenient and improve a total quality educational
experience . all students (K-- adults iniluding lay people).

a

U.S. Forest Service

Denver, Colorado

2 3
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PUBLIC UNIRSTANDING AND -SUPPORT

Objectives: Close the communication, gap by'gaining acceptance and Support

on a local level of existing and mew school district environ-

mental education
,

progrims.

Close'the communication gap by gaining acceptance and support

on a state'level of a state environmental education plan.

The following materials are designed, with samples and, reference materials

behind each Action Planning Sheet; to assist in the development of your

Environmental Education 'Plan. Notice that behind each planning sheet are

materials to assist you in the development of your 'Environmental Education

Plan:

These materials are not designed to be all inclusive, but only to provide

you with some reference information.

Materials include:
'Inventory Sheet
Action Planning for Establishing a Local Environmental

Reference: COnservation Education Councils
Action Planning for Establishing an Environmental Study Area

Reference: EnvironsOntal Study Area Plan*
Schoolyard Development and Inventory Sheet

Semple Worksheet fpr Interpretive Study Areas
Sample, Writings for an Interpretive Stop
Sample Format for-an E.S.A. Plan

Acton Planning,for a Teacher Workshop
Reference: ,Samples of Workshops

Two-weekend
Evenings and Saturdays ,

One-day
Action Manning for Constructing and Investigating an Environmental
Education Curriculum. into the Existing Educational System.

Reference: Some E.E. Curriculum Ideas and Guidelines
Sample Environmental Investigation Assignment
Sample Format E.E. Curriculum Exercise
Some Guidelines for Developing Objectives of Performance
Curriculum Development Questions

Action Plannirf for Putting the Component Parts of the Plan Together

4
111
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DEVELOPING AN ENVIRONMLITAL EDUCATION ACTION PLAN FOR pm AREA

inventory:

Do you have an Environmental EducatiOn Committee or equivalent in your
community? Does it include a cross section of community people?

,List the existing environmental programs in your area.

Do they range from Kindergarten to adult education?

That voids are there?

.4f

List, the environmental areas used as classrooms.

qf

List the additional, ones that could be used.

What environmental education teacher and resource people workshops have been
held in your area in the past two years?

Whet type of environmental awareness, workshops have been conducted or are being
conducted or being planned for community people in ydur area?

.

23 i
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ACTION PLANNING FOR ESTABLISHING A LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION C

4

List.thesteps involve4 in setting.up an environmental education. committee

in your -local area..

Community ( or area or regional) ROW the 13 Committee Could Meet

Needs in EE. That Need.

/-\

Identify key people and groups to be included in EE Committee:-

Relsons for Their Being IncludedPeople and Groups to be
Included on EE- Committee

C

Projects'the committee might do to help'needs:

Short-term projects:

Long-term projects:

(Select 1-2 projects from the.above list that the EE,CoMmittee could-

initiate and complete in one year.)

Pilbject:

Steps to Implement the Project, 'Target Detes

4
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FeOple or Groups
Who Might

,154DMACAMEITT

Functions of the RE Committee,

ti

.*
4

Park & Fee.
Department

,

Site

_,_
..

School Dist.
Superintendent .

-

.

.

.

.

BuPPoril

,

.
.

.

.

Turned-On
Teacher

elp
lan'&
nstrucit -

.

i

.

MO,
-

Revs Media
.

blicize

, . .

.

Federal Agency 7

. rov-d
eso e

.

eople &/

.

.

Local Planning
Commission

.
or site

ide

ape, charts
o. on studies

_

Civic Organization .

rovid4
teak
bq ,

.

.

, .

%

Construct a chart similar to the sample above. Put in your,oun column headings
for:

a: People or Groups, Who Might Help EE Committee
b. Functions of the EE Committee

A This chart can be a'p ing tOoi for initiating
functions of the SE C ttee.

4 5
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A CRECK LIST OP' IDEAS FOR AN ENVIROiMakiAL EriucAnoi; COMMITTEE

(Compiled for Teacher Comments)

Provide foundation for carrying out an environmental education program
in an area

Purpose of cOutil , .

-ea _.--- ,

a. Provide environmental training for educators and other interest groups
(B.S.A. leaders, church groups). --""

b. Selling group for environments education.
c. Guidance and advisory grou q .

_'

d. Locate technical assistance for carrying out an environmental education ...

-program. ."

e. Contact point for state and regiOal groups in envirpnmental educativn.

People on council
a. Group structure

1. Figureheads - pro e influence and stature to the group (mayors,

state reps.).
... F

2. Technical resource ople (local, state, and federal resource
agencies).

t . 3., Concerned people who don't have the knOwledge of environmental
education, but have driving force for action

4. Key eloatorcand administrator's, principals, school boards, teachers.
b. Make up bfilisiieOf area

I. Largetowns - target group- -rocus on educators and board, of education
__ _

beca- atge number of people.
2. Small towns can cover all the towns, interests-and types-if people.

--,

Jobs of council _ . ,,;- --.--.

a. Set up a training team of resource and environmental educators.
b.''Establish workshops for educators and other interest groups.

c. Set up environmental study areas. .
-

d. Guidance for school programs. .

,

e. Clearing house for assistance to educators (poovide information on who '

"to contact or directly aupply the technical assistance).
f. Inventoty what other groups are doing in environmental ducatiOn, and

try to provide central direction.
ar ..

1
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',ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION COUNCILS,

4

___

_Many people incldding educators and natural resource managers are concerned.
at the lack ot learning experience n school that will help echild observe
and relate to his total environment. These types of experiences are 14

imeerativin developing an intelligent society capable of properly manag%
Ing our environment. ,Many teachers are interested, but do not have the
skills or experience to provide conservation and outdoor learning experiences
for students% Resource people can assist educators in developing ..facilities,

sct4vities, and curriculum for these programs.

Environmental education cfunciis have been successful in planning and is-
plementing programs in many areas. You may already have a-committee or
council that is concerned with some aspect of an environmental educat on

--prOgram,euch as the County Conservation Day Commi4tee It may be a, mple
matte5to.enlarge thepormittee'smembership to include more educato s .

and resourde-people sed to broaden the existing commitrees'objectives and
-.program. Objectives of such a council is usually Concerned with the im-
plementation and coordination of. environmental education proareta with the
existing school program.

SHOULD BE ON TEE COUNCIL?

The council -should-consist ofeducators and resource people who can ekchenize.
ideas and activities to enhance the development of quality school ppograms.
Members should include, but not be restricted to, County School Superintendents,
School District Superintendets, building principals, Curriculum Directors,
classroom teachers, County'Extension Agents, Resource agency and private
organizatiOn representative civic group representation, park and recreation
district representative college people, news media, etc-

.

WHAT CAN THE COUNCILS DO?

1.. Teacher workshops.
2. Help plan and develop on-site schoolyard classrooms and activitiei,
3. Build self-guided nature trails.
4. Develop conservation teaching aids'and activity sheets.
5. Provide coord ation and dissemination of-teacher requests in environ-

mental educatio programs.

11

SOME STEPS IN ORGANIZING A LOCAL COL.

1. invite a few key interested educators-and resource people to a meetinq
to explore the possibility ofistiblishing a local_ environmental
education council. ,

2. It the group agrees to the need for a-Council, then set up a plannin2
subcommittee to decide on who to invite to the organization meeting, s,

develop the program agenda, time and place. (Invitees should be those
people that the planning committee identifies 3 action-type people who
will get job assignments done.)

7



The program might include sometkn owledgeable s)raker who has had

experience and can orient the 'group to the environmental-eduiption
job in tie schools and identify specific action'_jobs the committee
can do to be effective. Don't-get tied up in clot of philosophy.:,

3. Bold meeting and have.discussion on the-needs and concerns in

environmental:education". (Have recorder take'down pertinent ideas;

existing programs, examples Of programs elsewhere, new programs needed,

contributions of manpowtr, materials, etc., offered, etc.)

Appoint temporary chairman and secretary. 'Chairman should appoint an
ad hoc committee to digest meetings discussion fInd formulate a short
report for the next meeting giving antic:or:commendations for the
direction of the group. Recommendat46ns uld be specific and

relevant.

4 Have second meeting one month later to discuss recommendations, (mall
'out ahead of time), changei or.additions. Adopt committee.charter and

subcommittee assignments. (Every person of the council should be

assigned to a subcommittee or given some task.) Decide upon the first

project the committee yants to undertake. It should be short, easy to

plan, outside and assured of success. Examples are: One-day teachers'

workshop on a schoolyard or along a nature trail; ttatng school ad-

iinistrators and school-board members en a resource managenent- show-me
trip; helping a principall;plan an outdoor laboratory on a schoolyard,

etc. e

11

5. Continue monthly meetings' or regular meetings as needed.

6. Hold first, project, he news coverage.

T. Continue to work with the educational comitunity in as many ways as
possible to enhance the' educational experience in the schools.

. Plan on having: at least one or two activities involving the public'

schools each year.

EXAMPLES OF EXISTING COUNCILS:

47.

1. King County Environmental Education Council, Seattle, Washington.

2. Kittitas Conservation and Outdoor Education Council, Ellensburg,
Washington.

3. Chelan-Douglas County Conservation a! Outdoor Education Council,

Wenatchee, Washington.
4. Snohomish County Environmental Education Council, Everett, Washington.

5. Pierce County Conservation and Outdoor Education COuncil, Puyallup, Wa.

6. Clark County EnVironmental Education Council, Vancouver, We.
7. Metropolitan Outdoor Education Council, Portland, Oregon.

8. Lane County Conservation and Outdoor Education Council, Eugene, 0Yegont

9. Jackson County Conservation and Outdoor Education Council, Medford, Ore!

Contacts for these councils can be made through the,following:

Mr. David Kennedy, Environmental Education Consultant, Supt. ofPublie
,Instruction's' Office, Olympia, Washington.

"I

Bus Vance, Environmental Education Consultant, Oregon Board of

'Education, Salem, Ore. .

8 244



One of the most.b4leficial programs the council can do is conduct teacher in-

service workshops.

111 PRIX ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS

b.
1. 4Sample One Conservation Workshop fait Teachers

An important objective of a one-day teachers workshop is to involve the teacher
in doing activities outside on the schoolyard, nature trail, in the forest, etc.
The workshop can be held on Saturdays, professional teaching days, preschool
orientation week, etc. The subject areasican be manned by resource people,
and must not be lectures but group activity-oriented sessions.

8:15 a.m. ,Leave assembly point by_ bus for workshop area.
9:00 a.m. Arrive at area and assemble for orientation to field study.

Coffee break. _

Eactgroup of about 204tachers will rotate through three
subject areas. If more than 60 teachers total, then have
two plant groups, etc. Subgroup I Subgroup II

(20 teachers) (20 teachers)

9:30 - 11:00 Soils Plants
* 11:00 - 12:30' Plants Wildlife

12:30 - 1:30 ,Lunch .

1:30 - 3:00 Wildlife- . Soils
3 :00 - 3:30 Written Eitaluation
3:30 Leave by bus for Roseburg'
4:00

. 1 .
.

Each resourde group will participa n "doing" activities to better understand
the resources and their iciaterrelationships on the area.

different,resource
two soil groups,

_

'Subgroup III
(20.teachers)
Wildlife
Soils

s

Plants

Arrive Roseburg 40.0,

-

For example: Sqil - Make micromonolith, Peel and sea soil
structure and texture, *serve soil -plant
relationships, etc.

Plants - Use increment borers, tree identification,
plant competition, determine tree volume,
take range transacts, .plant-soil-animal
relationships.

Wildlife - Find evidence of wildlife, discuss and construct
wildlife habitat, discuss And observe animal-soil lwater
relationships.

Other - Other subject'. areas can-include; Water, creative arts,'
Language arts, survival, range utilization, etc.

2. Developing .sohoolyard Classrooms

Many schoqlyards can be improved to become a relevant-outdoor classroom.
Here area few items that can be done:

a. Develop a soils pit

41,
A soil pit -large enough for several students to get into and conduct
studies of soil'horizon depth, texture, structure, PH, root penetration: ,

There should be such a pit for each different type of soil in the area.

Should be-fenced sotudents can't fall in, consider a roof over the pit.
Studies in characterictics of soil productivity, scil development, geography,
economics ,p.,
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1)._,Develop an arboritum of native nIcints.
I .

An arca planted to the nati.T plaits, troes, shritbs, ground cover
ferns, mosses, fungus, lichens. This is a-long term project. The sun-

is
- loving plants are planted first and as ground shade is produced, shade- f

loving pletts such at ferns, etc., can be added. Studies in plant sUciession",
observatioral sills, classification, aesthetics.

.

.

.- i
c. Develop habitat for'small-game

Areas alons theillence rows, odd corners and even sonic landscape areas

around buildings can be planted to multiflora rose, bitter cherry, ountlin
4F,

n
ili frog.ndian plum Cascara, etc., and will provide aksthetic screening fr

boring, houses, protection for birds and'small mammals. Studies in
animal hab)ts,-feeding migration, classification,' aesthetics.

.

d. Develep lardscanint around school' buildings

Provides austhetia appearance, benefit and. credit to community" Beautify
the dchoolirounds and blending of buildi1gs to fit the schodolyard 7o
reduce cla!sroom glare and sol'ar heat problem, thereby increasing ef:ective
ness of cl.ssroom leitning environment. Enlarge study of plants and new ani-
mal habitats.

Should be ;.ccomplished-as a part of the overall learning environment plan
for entire school property at time school is built. Many native:ana in-

: troduced p: ants lend themselves to low cost maintenance-and stx1.5pm
aesthetic Aucational values.

.4!

Studies in
new plants
flower bed:

Difference
un4 her

aesthtics Ind beauty of our
difference- andloreason for so
and compacted turf areas.

in ornamental plants-from nat
from other 'areas. Shade as a

Nature Trails -ith self - guided booklet

Nature traits -re d.eloped areas that
that &an be ierpreted and discussed wi~
where the student observes, makes inferences
discuss it with his class. The tour

;chool, classification aid study of .;

ll temperature in culturalizgL

J
Lve'plants: Mifferencein wIldlife
factor in temperature phange.

me natural resource features

e

ts. Thzee.-are outdoor museums

ut'what 'sees and then can
helps the / teacher prepare for the

experienci by diving her background i _ormatlon and bilisting some questions,
that she can tp,e as an interest starter for the. lesson. The Audubon Society, -
Park SeriAce, and U. S. Forest Service have several, pubyeatIons availabrk at

.references in the development of nature'trails.

Conservatir Tcac4ne Aids and Activity Sheets

Many times the teacher is it a loss for ideaa'and activities to use in the
outdoors. The'council members tould develop' simple experiment.theets on Subject;
sqch as inventurying ra7:ge readinvs, de mining volume of tree, making ;soil
analysis,:indentification acuatic insects, or rules of thought about soil -
plant relitionships.

Teaching aid can be acti,.ity oriented. The/ should be designed to provide the
teacher with student involement in obsarvi,tion, measurement, clasSification,

_inferring and sctt,:..ig up slmuls ex,periments th the outdoors.
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lriliaTIE' OF ONE SET OrOFIRATINgiGUIDELIPTES
r

'

14:" this coun 1 will be kanotin "King County

/ ,41kumc

flp

4

10,

r

Council. Objectives;,
IP" 4

A...To provide for tie wise use f 'natural resources

mental education ifrogrants
,- t 4

. .

'1E; leo provide. a forum where educators,. resource managirs, and other

ApteKilited eitit can shlre concerns and 1pformation in 'the area
.of resourde use edu tip and seek"cooperative solutions to their
common prohlfms. -

nmental 'Education

thrOugh- environ-
s

. pirride environmental. .educati

.140 youth.

eriences
0

for .our country's

.
. .

'I't coordinate rieuests from schools 'for re'sburce people

with field trips, conservation .prdj eas developdent of

}and', similar educational ventures. -

-E.4' To foster. training for teacheft in environmen

" ervico programs, teacher workshops,
televisio

-7
F. To assist schoo

curriculum, Pu
and other conse

"in integrating erivironmental education into their,
cations, bibliogriphies, spoim .ard.seuence charts, ..
motion teaching aids.' , f

.

to assisA
school sites

al education through
educational

4

0

-F. To 'act a* a diiisOn with othpr
, the Natural Reetturcs. Fat of

AcAssociation and other grouft-d
pf our natural resource s.

3.. .Th ncil will' be eShiphid* Or 'lin

enviipqmenia 1 "education o omit t ees ,

Wathingtop, Conservation iducarion-
edicated- to fuithering the 'wise use 4

P

ted Xgpsentatives and /'or` indi-

s from citigen groups, - educations n ustry, government and others .

who sup t the.objectiVes.of the council.
-

4* 6 '

The.coiAncils" ill Meet monthly. ;Special :meetings' may be hpld as. needed.

rr

ctl -at fiver e will be'chairman, s'icev-chairMan and secretary- treasurer.

ear will,40 .elected by. majority vote at the Spring meeting and serve one

4IffiCers44111 rotate: when the chairman completes his torts, he will..
be$1.41ered by'the vice-chairman, and the sdtriiiry-trea.durer wil become -

..the:vice-chairman.' Thus ,the secretary- treasurer will usual4y0 be the only

VAN member each year.
.%.

4.

Each mehdper of thedCouncil will 'Pe tSpointee to a subdommitteal
a

I

TheseBy-T-01may be amended by majority vote of t46e members present

atany revue meetings.`
.

'

S. An executiogCOuncil, ;omprised yr the-Chairman, Vice- Chairman, Secre-

tary Treasurer and, immtdiate'yost Chairman, is empowered to carry. on

routine obuncil:bue-inesa 'between regular !ilestings of- t e full, King

County°Environmental idute.cfoa.Ceuhcii 4.. . '
7 0

*9 11

4.

a

.1
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4 40
SUGGESTED SUB-CaMMITTEES AND JOBS FOR COUNCIL TO LMPLEMEN't

. \
e J.

.

-
:.0.

I. Outdoor Classroom Sub-Committee:
-.

9
Pit

AP
i ..

A. Review by-law objectives CO and suggest tangible -ways in whichtbey may

be implemented.
D. %Assist schools with.ev uation and developmenlof potential ouidedxtei

4- Classrooms. Theqe inc "sihoolyards, parka, natural areas, etc. -

C. List major-problem area we should consider for next year. '

.

I, Teacher raining Sub-'Committee:

.

A. by-lawbbjecitve E and develop and'coordinate one-day environmental,
,

II

. educatiOn.teacher wo rkshops.

B. 1411eaate information odcottervatidh wakshops'ind:scolarshiPs to.

ers.4 .
,

. ,

C. Expioie fole'of educAtional television in teacher training.
z,.

fditricultril Integrattoi Sub7Cdmmittee: 4 ,

. . .

-'''

ittO ' '- ,
e

Evaluate. major-probin enviroximptal clippulmplanning, . .*

. t

Plan how by-laV ObjectiNA F best be aCcompanied. ' : .

WOrk out Method of placing conservation education material currently

'--av0.1able in school libraries within-area. .

, -___.

Iv; Educ

A. Review -by -law object :fires C, and Ivi and suggest ways in wieh'mAucational'

...,- tours offered by iarious prpate Ohdgovermmental organitations can help.
'I achieve these objectives.

B. ;4Ieke listingof,ex4ting tours available to schools. Suggestbtrid'ilhi: ,

/

- listing may be'beit distributed to'chool administrators.
-4

l,.
,..-

41
V. Extension Sub-ComMittee:

ational- Tours Sub.:Committee:
e4

4

4

4.' ,Suggest waysof implementini by -law objective G,
-' id 1 , ta .

..

# .-- ,

. III. Coordlna'ion of Requ'escs,
-

-- /AA. ew b/Olw:Dand explore waya.of coordinating schat requests'goro
,

- 4

a
environmental materials and resource people..

.

iv

.11(

tfr

fai

a

rt

111
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CTION-PLANN/BV TOR ESTABLISHING AN ENT/BONMITAL STUDY AREA PLAN
, )

, . , . -
0, .

r> .

1.. What function does en Enirironmenta Study.Area serve?
: , t-' .

' 2%- a. List the poisible stps:that might be involved in initiating an
'EuVironmentil-Study Atea project in your area:

b. Ismisber the steps in de sequence they might be done:
- c-

i , . , 4

..

s.t

/ .
/ ,..

4.

:
3. Name the Ixeople or 'groups- who )night ,'h elp in the inventory anduse

. - of "Environmental Study Areal,: I

.
Develop' a matrix showing jobs to be'done and people to do them. Use.

/information from #2 -aid #3,4 above.

I .
. I

fr ,

Steps and target dates ininitiating tSA

*- ._
_

?eople Or groups who_
might help in invert-

tory and Use of ESA
from 13 above:

project, from t2 above.

,

4

4 .

° .

.

. . r .
t . ..

,
1

.

,

...

_
4

IV

.

44/.

, .

4 '
. . .

4

. 4/k .
4

'

. . ', _N, .

N.

--
. -

...
. .

-
, .

,

, ..

.
. i -

, . ,
,_ . ,..

.

4t
4

.
. .:

- -, .
, '',

,

-
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400
A CHECK LIST OF. IDEAS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY AREAS

. ' '(Compiled from Teacher. Comments)

Identify need for-Environmental Study Areas.

Oir

Environmental Education Council should include e committee (team) for E.S.A. to

identify, select, inventory, eaCh site and determine guidelines for _its use and

_management.

Goias-
_

,

Determiniwindividual cdmmitments by members 'le our.committeennd

a comMittee. . ,

Involve total community -- missing ad§Cew people as possible.
"Education formally gill' be ddsub=actia"laf the community committee. . . -

Get action to replace_ vdrdsa timetable. ' I(

Identify individuals interested--agencies andcomAittees alreedy Involved established

comeittee.
-

III
4 ,

Involve resource people, civic organization, infaTmal aneformel groups, interested

groups, clubs. v

School--representative appointed by Superintendeiot. :,,,,, A

.

`Meetfor action.
Encourage active participation and community leadership.

Develop criteria for 1riorities of land selection.,, F

What do ye,want-to-stndy?
,

, .

Look for -. rea or areas that represents seeralecosystems and envenvironmental. Asited

Comparisomenatural vs. man-made.

oir'group-- establish-
.

a

4

0

Inventory Jabs
Aso NI' Reports or, record

Divide the ob of inventory a. ,Map

a. Natural reas . b., 'Photogriemetry

b. Urban - e. .fhotos ' ,

c. Rural 'd. _List of whet is on area (narrative

How - field investigation e. 'Distance from school

Selection
-7%. ...--

.

Prepare a plan of development and show to best use the selected areas.

Which of the ipventoried will we use and promote? : ,
.

Prepare a summary of areas with our'recommendation. fr

Availability of land. , , .
,

..

.Development
Secure approval fo ownership?) use 064 appropriate, agencies, and individuals.

Inventory existing ysical feature's. , 11

Determine desirable additionsdevelopment priorities, including: Timeline and
0

taster plan, safety, access to and through et al. % . .

Implement and Coordinate: a. Work forces; b. Finances, eb Public relations, community

iniolvement. ' 4
Developitn-serviceprogram for interested teachers,:etc. (require it before use'of E:S.A.'s)

Promotion of area
Ar .

Meet with local press, community leader and -groups.
Initiator- -stir interest--locate other intertsted'parties.

-

_

Gather interested people for local site committees.
.

Stt some objective% based on local needs. Committee would develop selling approach to .

-4roper officials. ,

) a. Promote inventory of potential sites'

b. Promote use of sites

14
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V

0
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY AkiA.PAN

The educational process muse encompass a wide variety Of learning-epviron-
,ments in order to equip our young' people with the educational tools neces=.
sary for intelligent and effe4.:Live environmentaimanagemenc.

There are any oppSrtunities-oufsiie the classroqm that provide students
with a variety".of environmentally oriented experieicts:.

Teachers and administrators must be able to idenaify-and use theie "outside-
the-classroom" environments to complement,the existing school curriculum.

4 -- 6
Onebterm applied to these learning' environmeD.s.Environinental Study Areas
(E:S.A.). These areas can be used for, the apglitation of basic learning

through collecting and interpreting data, identifying envi nmehtal
problems, exptoring cause=and-effedt relationships, and developi 'alternative
,solutioii to environmental managemenX.

AreaAn environmental Study Aea is a place, then, where a.person can beEome
involved in'investigating some aspect of mania relationship to hivenviron-
ment (natural or mail-Rade), It can range from, a near natural area to the
man-alteredareas of urban renewal.

Steps to initiate an Environmental' Study Area project 'in your schtlol district
might include:

Inventory the Envtionlkntal Studyreas'of Community (natureman-madee
man-altered, etc.).

- ,J

Inventory professional and avoc ions that can.make a contribution to
improving therinteraction bet n students and their community environment.

Develop a broad curritulup ectrum.to M:sually show hew the school'site,
lOcal E.S.A., profession, avocations, etc., fit into the educational

objectives.

Hold a series of environmental-awarepess workshops and meetings for'the
public, teathers, studgitts, etc., to unveil and discuss the proposed
total community environmental education project.

Establish a series of lay committees (students; teachers, community people)
to develop-learning packages to fit the environment: needs of kids, teachers;
and educational-objectives..

.

Parte of the project include in-service training courses for teachers to
develop dditohal skills in-the use of E:S.A.'s' (such as setting up
pioblem solving situations, data,collecting exptriences, etc.).

4
''. .. :

,

.

..

SOHOOVIARb DEVELOMENT - ,. ,,
,

, .

- . >
.

.
-

4
. The school can be used to apply skills learned in the classroom aswell as
-de4/0414 a concept orlinderstanding about some relationstat that exists in ,the

4 ,r..

ecosysteM."
-/

fale, '. 9 ? ,. ,

Here are same, items to consider in the detrelopment 0 achoolyard E.S.A, ,. '

istablish a School Site Committee (Students, Teacher, and Community.
Axt 'etc., parents).

'

15-
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0

.. ,

..
_, ... -.

Construct a map of the-school "site. .

6

'. Identify and describe uniqae-aharacteristics.

). .
t- Develop a plan of use-Ind alternatAe dse..

.

o Develop a brochure about the school lab.

4 *'.
List plants and .plot on bap.,,

Investigate` possible sources of plants.

'Develop i priority planting plan.

41 Ct

.
Plant flips round of plants.

41
_ -if Establish records and keep procedures. ,

Oner-day in-service workshop on use of-schoolimr: as,wleatning environment....
6 4 ".

-- (Involve students, teachers, parents.).
.. .

.
Writ&up schoolyard environmental investigations (involve studentsi

. _

. .

Water and' maintain plants --summertime.
,- -

Plipt second round of plants.
,

. Second in4ervice workshop.
continue::, 1. Development of schoolyard. . .

-2. Training sessions (students -teacher's).

3. Curriculum development.
/ ,,,

Ea6g teacher can involve her class in the inventory of theft kchoolyard

and itemize how hey can use it in their teaching situation. N h

%."

Here are some examples of items to be considered for development for use.

by students, teachers, PTA, community, etc.
.

1. Arboretum of Plants

a. Descriptions An-area planted to native plants, trees, shrubs,

ground cover plants, ferns, mosses, fungus, lichens. This is a

long -tejn prOject. The sunloving plants are planted first and

as ground shade is produced, shade-loving plants such as fer2s,

etc., can bg.added.
,

b. Possible learning situations: tlassifications, identification,

economics of plants, growth' requirements, develop observational (

skis, art texture, aesthetics of plants, seasonal changes of

ants and animals, studies in plant succession.

c. Location: Coriler of schoplyard-, area not inmainstreemlkof play

yard..

2. Soils Pit I 0I.
'Descri2tLon: A soil pit or bank `large enough for several 'atudipts

to get into and conduct studies of soil horizon depth, texture, 11Ps

structure, ph, 'root patetratlen. There should be such a pit for

each clifftre type of.soil iA the area.- $hourd be fenced so

students-can t fall in; consider a roof an,the.pit for winter'use.. :4

b. Possible learn sitUation: Soil studies related to plant growth '--1A7Ai

requirPne,lts, water percolation4.0hat is soil, land capability Usest

.4 'soil erosion, haq:arl studieS, process of soil making, art assignment

of painting ty.tur.-

ar-

lo

16
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c. Location4t Cornier of school yard br nearby vacant lot, wt.,
where good soil profile can be studied safely.

3: Wildlife Habitats
ii

a. Description. Areas along the fence rows, odd corner and even some
landscape areas around buildingeto be planted to ipultiflora rose,
bitter cherry, mountaid'ash, indAa plum, cascara, etc. Will
provide' aesthetic screening frOm neighboring Souses, protection for
birds and color to the school yard.

a

lb. Possible Learning Situation: ,Classification, identification of
wildlife, wildlife habitat,. comparing_to otherrrequixeMents
suryival, wildlife founilin area, social and economicvalues of ,.

wildlife, an area of **Jai stricture with speeies of Vild4fe,
physical adaptation of wildlife to this environment,(do,allrkinds
have same type ofbill? Why,don't squirrels have caninetieth,
etc.?)

c. Location: Along. fence row, odd corners in school yard, flower
bedsc,etc.

4. Outdoor Classroom Gathering Place

a. Description: For class to gather- °really to study anything::
secluded scot, sheltered:from wind nd peoplg. Might be a .

depression in the ground, an amphitheater typeI Might have.-

benches, logs, or lust grass.:

b. Possible learntngituation: the classdoes not have to st n
-tfie four walls of a cAproOrto study from a text, do a la age -

arts assignment or_have-a debate. Can be used tonhadce writing_
a Haiku, read a poeA discuss acurrent problem or do ajclass
assrgnment. . -1

'Picnic Area
0

.a., Description: Area under shade trees on Cr heat lawn, or mowed
grass area with enough tables so a whole class can enjoy a
lunch. Fireplaces can be provided as needed or desired.

b. Possible Learning Situation: 'Develpp-,proper attitude for use of
outdoor environment -- what to dg with garbage, papers, etc.; -

after eating, how to properly build and extinguish campfire and
cleanup afterward, social experience of courtesy and sharing the
outdoors together, values of radreation_facilitiesd,need for_
proper use of outdoor with more leisure time.;

6. Outdoor,Dmrillinme

This might be
other plants,
thing is-that

nt Laboratory Area

.

i(1) An area.of,land that ts.in its natural state.
a wooded area, a 'vacant lot of h-F.tive grass, and
hardwood area, a bog,'swamp, eicl. The important ,

it remains in its native state and that man doesn't

1

1.7 -
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tamper with the natural environment. This may be an area 4 to

20.acres or more. (2) An area near the school buildings for
students to plant a garden-nf.tree seedlings, flowers; or
vegetables in conducting growing plant studies. 111

b. Possible Learning Situation: quadrant study of soil,
wildlife relationships, studies in plant succession,
and social history studies of area, wildlife habitat,
requirements of plants, aesthetics ofinatural areas.

a 7. Landscaping'of.School Grounds

1111 a. Description: Should be accomplished ks a part of the overall
learning environment plan for" entire school property .at tide

.school is built.., Many native,and introducedplants lend
themsel,As to low maintenance costs and maximum aesthetic

educational values. Sycamore or sweet gum trees, for example,
are fine to plant in front of south and west school roovindows
to trovide shade for bright sunny days thereby cutting glare and

heat ibside and causing better learning situation.

Providei aesthetic appearance, benefit and credit to community.
Be7Natifies the adhc)olltrourvis and blends.buildings to fit the

school yard. To reduce elassrook glare'and solar heat problem,
thereby increasing effectiveness of classroom learning environment.,

b. 'Possible'Learning Situation: Aesthetics and beauty of our school

environment, classification anti study of new plants, difference.
and reason for soil temperiture in culturalized flower beds and
compacted turf:aseas.* DifferenciailornantA14.111,ants from
native plants. Difference in wildlife fouria liSte from other

areas. Shaae as, a factor in temperature change.

c. Location,: Entire school groutds.

plants,
natural
growth

A.

Y
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6,14'42 INVENTORY SHEET TO USE WITg YOURCLASS
IN INVENTORYING YOUR SCHOOL YARD

, ,

. Part 1. Dist the different areas on your schoolyard that can .lend

themselves in providing meaningful learning activities for

your students. You can list your'areas by location, different *

r plant communities, habitats, etc: . .,

Area Activities

Part 2. LisOthe specific things you would add to your schoolyard to
improve its use as an outdoor classroom (plant_wiIdlife, food
plants, develop, arboretum, etc.)

Area ' 0 Activities

\
5'

1

a

;

- Part 3. Make-.a sketch or drawine6f.your schoolyard showing the
location of items in NO? 1 and where you_wouId put items

listed in No. 2.

,(Develop land u e zoning and planning guiAelines for schoolyard
and delineate u on schoolyard sketch w.p.)

19
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SAMPLE WORKSHEET FOR INTERPRETATIVE sTpx0REA

..
.

Area or Description of area or Interpretation of Areeor

Station No. Station --'-.: Station

t

I

't .

. .

. 256
20
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SAMPLE WRITE UP FOR AN INTERPRETIVE STOP

(\Grade level to be used:

_ .

Dgscription of object: (Rotten crowded tree stand, evidence of wild-

life, soil pit, etc.)

Interpretation of object: (Discuss the ecological and natural aspects_of"

the subject) (4

!

Discussion of subject with students through cuestions (List questions gild
investigation in secuence for developing the117517With students)

4.

e

a

List areas of curriculut where this activity would apply and give an.examble:

25
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SAMPLE FORMAT FOR AN E.S.A.'PLAN

(Suggested Portland Environmental'StUdy Areas)

Sore.of the major environmental learning environment has been identified on

the enclosed*map and a.short resume of each follows.

Forest Park. Owned by Portland Park Bureau is iodated in the west hills of

y'ortland. -,This 5,000 acre forest is located on typical steep forest land

-accessible by road and trail. Studies- of this forest envirobment can

include: geology, forest soil formation, plant succession, economic and

historical significance to Portlandl,politiCal implications in making it a

Forest Park, 'pollution problem of an urban forest, soil-plant-water

relationship, social impact on recreation and leisure time users-.

Present educationaluse-ineTudes primary grade& observing seasonal changes

to sophisticated high_schooI and college experiments.in plant sum-cession.

Oaks Bottom, Urban Wetiands. Owned by Portland Park Bureau, as an undeveloped

park, it is located at the northeastend of.Sellwood Bridge. It is

approximately 100 acres in size and is the only wetland area left inside

_the, city suitable for urban wetland ecology studies. All others have been

claimed.for industrial or developed recreational use which has destroyed all

of the wetland characteristics and limited the waterfowl nesting sites. It'"

has the largest population of nesting waterfowl of any area in the city.

Studies can include ornithology observation and record keeping, bird banding.,

records'of nesting habits of migrating fain., study of migratory flyways,

.international treaties, political actionon hunting regulations, bog and

wetland plant succession, water hydrology studies,.stream overflow and
siltation, long term bird blind photography projects and record keeping.

Pruent educat ional use includes bird cenSus for scientific

journals by high school. -and college studentt:to waterfowl obserVation by

elementary students.

Johnson Creek Study Area. Owned by the city, .this one study area is located

at S.E. 39th and,Johnson Creek. This is a typical small urban stream that.

has been polluted by housing andght industry development. _Studies can

inclu collecting and interpreting data on water quality, observing,' .

,collec and.classifying aquatic life and predicting pollution levels

and causes; economics and political action'to alleviate thatpollutiot,

studies in adeqUate land ilse planning and zoning; on going experpients

and data collecting of changes in the creek.

Present educational uses include deierming stream flow'volume by intermediate

students to measurement of 02 and temperature leyels by high'schodl'students.

i4t. Tabor Park. Owned by the city; it is.anexttnet volcano developed as

a park; It includes a picnid area; ampitheater (in.the mouth of the volcano),

water reservoirs,, horticulture.garden, some semi-natural forest areas and

commands a Sweeping view of Portland. Studies can include:' geology (physical

and h4torical); geography (map reading 'skills including economic. analand

use patterns of growth), forest and horticultural plants,'comparisons of

natural and man-developed recreation areas, water reservoirs, water works,

iiatershed etc. ,

25b o
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,Presentieducationsl uses include: map reading, skills by intermediate

students to earth science studies in volcano geology bylligh school students.

Rocky Butte. Owned in part by Multnomah County, it is located on city limits

between Portland and Parkrose. It has much the sane uses as envisioned at

Mt. Tabor. Itcommands a good view of the Portland Airport, Columbia River.

and Cascade Mountain range. Studies can include map reading skills, geology,

oflandscape, econoM1c-impOrtance of proposed-housing development on Rocky

Butte, Portland Airport (as an industry, service, and taking agricultural-land

out of prodUction) rock quarry, deciduovrest environment.

Present educational-uses include nature hikes.

Columbia School Farm.' Owned by the school district, this land is already being

utilized by the schools to involve urban students in important experiences of

managing farm land and producing valuable crops. Studies include:: horticulture

.techniques, responsibility for growing and harVesting crops, home economics

in preparing and canning food, agricultural and home and business economics,

:achinery repair; marketing exnerience,soil-plant relationships, land

capability, experimentS in flood plains, land values, etc.

Btesent educational uses encoipass much of the above.

Whitaker School - Fresh Water Lakes. Owned partly by the schoo district-and

private land owner,this fresh water lake area is the last of its kind in the

Portland area.' Developed naturally in the flood plan of the Columbia River,

these lakes are ed from fresh water sfrings. There.are.40-50-acres of

private land surrounding the lake that should be purchased-immediately to

insure protection from industrial pollution and to allOw for a maximum of

educational development, of the area..

Studies can inclUde comparison bf fresh water aquatic life to slough aquatic

'life and relationship to *ter quality criteria; ecological comparisons to

Johnson Creek, Willamette River and mountain stream in,Forest Park,

ecologicgl stogn.in the development and death of a lake,-census studies of

m*rinR,IS and' birds around the lakes, comparisons .of animals with other environmental

L areas, (Why do you find different waterfowl at Whitaker than -at Oaks Bottom,

for example ?), studies and experiments in reestablishing different animal

habitats in and around lakes %Okbring back a variety of Animal life, land use

planning and zoning, land development, for proper utilization such 'as an

arboretwn,' aatural plant'succession area.

Present educational studies'inclUde: collecting data on 147ood,duck nesting

sites (only a small'oramber of wood ducks in area) by elementary students to

collecting zbo-plankton from bottom by high school students.

Other Envionmental Study Areas (not marked on map)-

Tnere are a variety cf other environmental study areas and sites available

to further enhance the educational proces.s, School yards can be used fort

experiments in black-top and lawn ecology. (those schools privileg to h

a grove of trees or wooded area on or near the schoolyard can engage in ypei

of urban wood ecology studies). ,Vacant lots, city parks; §tudents back;; rds,
/ ;

--

f
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urban renewal projects, study of old and new architecture, cilk transportation

flow patterns and changes, zoo, O.M.S.I., Western Forestry Center,Rose test

gardens, Hoyt arboretum, all must'be more fully utilized to involve students

id a. variety o; realistic educational experiences bo that they will relate

int),Oiligentlyfind positively to their total environment.

As these and other areas are identified as potential environmental study
areas,suggebted.curriculum guidelines, avtivities and teacher in-service

training programs for their use must be developed andoscheduled to insure

proper and intelligent use.

fr
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ACTION- SING .FOR A TEACHER WORKSHOP.-
s

AP
r

1. at skills or competencies:do teachers in your area 'need in EOviron-
mental Edueation? 'Example': "Skiilsin setting up open-ended environ;
Mental investigation's With-studentf, skills in,usipg Environmental
Study Areas, discussiep skills in environmental issues.

Bladed on skills and cdarpetebcies identified,, construct k Schedule
shoving what "sessions, will be conducted.
Consider ledgth of time,

number pt participants,
vho is available. to construe
who you -need tocontect

I.

0

+dr

e,
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.1. A CHECK LIST,OFIDEAS FOR E.E., TEACHER TRAINING'

. ; ('Compiled fiam'Tacher.Comments)4

,......° o` .
o 4 -

.

,- -'
, ,,

Tnvolve community segments to conduct
,,,

workshops ..

One-day. workshop on school yard ,

.

-. Coordinated effort wilth other in-service training

, i

.
. .

. -

Formulate 'aCtraining team of resource people and educator's (minimints 4 peoples.

% 4

I* A c . ,

Informal contact with educatprs to gotherinput,into a potential programs *.
.

., .
-

Preliminary inform contact -- principal to get afeelig.or support end. --

. opposition taa'pro amt
-,

1

..
.

'Bogard of.Education.contact 4,
- ,i,

I

-o

,_'Individual preliminary contacts t

General board meeting with superintendent present

..- .

Makd initial teacher contact at District orientation session in the fall.

'''''''
, 2 ....

,

Meet with small groups of'teachera tot session (possibly duriag "observation .

days") staggered duilng fall to cover all teachers eventually.. Not to exceed t.

/0 people /group (prinsipals.invited). . .

. . .
,`_. . - , :410

Orianizatkon of 'schedule- -based on time available ProbAbly-l-day. -Do not

agerixiend (probably 2 dessions, butenough_to intsiiate), and adapt to local

situations. ,...:

...

. . I.

'When to hold - befori school `begins, in-service days,.weekendss etc.
..

Develop a sbcidule, format and.progrim or setting up and Conducting-a one -day

teacher workshop.'

.Schaule

Format

Format

1. Oreientation keynote
Role playing

.2. Instruction in Environmental,InvestigaiiOn

'3: .1

What to teach

Summary Social Appropriate to the areawith'facilities

Who teachesswhat: `Select( resource 'people and educators
. .

them before workshop.

27
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SAMPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL taUCATGR. WORKSHOP

Objectives

(1) A sample teacher wbnkshop.

As a result of this course, teachers .should be'abl',2

. .

.

1.
., Involve their students in environfte ntol investigations using,techS

.

niques of: . . . .

a. Collecting, recording, interpreting eneanalYzing data abut
b. Formulating alternative solutim4 dad action,pldns for

environmental problems. '.-.

2, *dent areas
.

n the schBolyard and abet parts of the community thato
. ,

co be used as environmentarstudy.areas And delVelop matetials for
their use.. . .

, ._
.

S
3. Develop ititructional Materials thdt strengthen the r atipqnship-of-

existNgeducation programs to enviro ental ed4catton.
tea

,4. kkplain to key community leaders and gr p how environmental education
'0"helps accomplish tly goals of quality.,,ed atfon. 4

' t

'A TWO-WEEKEND FORMAT,

.Friaavi, March -17

7 130 - 10:00 p.m..

Saturday .March

1-5:00 p.it.

-7-9:00 p.m.
. 0

,S.unday. March' 1.9
8-12

ad

lt3:06 p.m.

Friday,-Anril.7

Saturday, -Amri1; 8

.8-3:00 .p.m.,

. p.p.

7 40:00 p.M.'

Sundayl Acri.1 9

8.-12:Q0-a.m.

1-2:00 p.m.

1, - Registration, orientation,philosophy, process, approach

claisificatioh and oeservation tottivities. 1 .
41,

, . .

(Teachers
,

wilii,b, in three groups and rotate)
Enyironmental'Field /Ayestigatiohs ..

.

.

Investigations fOr Lad Use Planning,

- Criteria,, InterpreiTnihe'rtintlietpe

1 A Land UsPftmulation Game

*- Investigationd-for Land Use Planni
Water Quality

- Criteri, IRtetpreting the Laftdsca

or'

Measuring,SoMe

-

Measurinrsome

Planning for ,the UrbanInVesiA0ation
4. ,

. ,,,

.,

,t4,. .-' t ' : * ,; ,-- .

,
f,...N. ,,t

.. '
'Urban Invtattgations -

Comparing tri Environments
Planning and development for selected environmental'.4
education programs (E.S.A's outdoor school; simulation).

I. .
Teachers will be divide into' three'groups And will

select one,tOpical area for the'day: ObserVing Environ-

mental Habitats, Mapping,the'Environment, and Creative
Communications, , . .

EnvironmentalEdunation,and the Tota/*Learning EnV,fronm
,

28'
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SEVEN- E GS' AND TWO-SATURDAY_.WORKSHOP FORMAT

Wednesday, January 19
1:00 - 10:00 p.m._

Wednesd`ay, January 26.
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 2
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Saturday,' February 5
8:00 3:00

Wednesday, February-9;
7:00 -.10:00 p.m.

#

Saturday, February 12
800 - 3:00 p.m.

Wealiesdav, February-16
7:00 - 10:06

!:..Wednesday,'February 21
7:00.- 10:00 p.m.

Wednesaay,. March 1
7:06 7 10:00 p.m.

1

- Registration, Problem Solving Process, classificattan
and observation .activities

- %

sand Use Simulation Game
I '

= Preparation ,for Urban Investigation

- Urban Investigation
t,

t,

- Development of En;iirondental Study Areas,-EnVironmental
Inveseigationlo iar_Pricry, Secondary, etc.T d t

- Investigatrons.of a Wetland Environment at'Ridftfteld Refuge.

F

- Micro-EnvirOnmental Investigations

- Comparison of Urban and Forest Environment

- Curriculum Development in Environmental In estigations
. ,

A ONE DAY "OUTDOOR. LABORATORY" won sup FORMAT 1

V

r9:00 a.ln.

4"_
*9:30

a.m.

9:'30 -I1 :00 a.m.

11:00-12:30 .m.

12:304:30.p m.
1:30-3:00 p.
:3:00!e4:00 p.m

4:00 p.m.

./.

of-
Arrive at area and aspemble for orientation to field study.
Gather into'grogps of about 20 each.

- Group Study Arets (Sudy 'areas would differ tofit the
environment.

I

Soilp .4

Wildlifi
Lunch
Plants
Evaluation '

v

*LI

Plants.

Soils

Wildlife

TIP
:Wildlife
Plants'

1. Faun discuSsion grqups by grade level: 1,3, 4-6w7-8,
acid 9-12. A.discusision leader and recorder will be
assigned in each group. ,

2. Brainstorm the tovie "How Can we integrate, the'uie and
study of this outdoor labOratoiy into our present classes?"-

Dismissed

Soils

2 9

2 6 6 ,

. d
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ACTION PLANNING FOR CONSTRUCTING An INTEGRATING AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATICN
i CURRICULUM INTO THEE EXISTING EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Consider identifying objectives, ,envirommental investigations that leld to

student developed generalizations, self-orlinted task cards, curriculum rela-

tionship*, group problem solving skills, etc.) .

4

4-

r

-

Zn

.
4

4

I
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A LIST OF IDEAS FOR E. E. CURRICULUM

(Compiled frpm Teacher comments)

Process approach

Relate Lesson plan for environmental investigations to man's wo

Greater emphasis on social science.

More continuity'thoughout curriculum and g ;ade levels.

More emphasized simulation.

_Meet needs of teachers andkida

.'C%ative Communication

L'EiPlicatio of higher level thinking abilities.

Direct involvement in community (comas ity education).

,Creative student involvement
.

Rids shouldn't have band in everything.'

Change life style not technology.

1r, --o

I

oad'of environment.

Make an awareness and action a way of life.

Students panning how to use their neighbothood

-Teacher.become facilitation for learning.(nosource of facts).

---dhangeeXisfing'ptiorities..

Be active partici pants, rather-than just textbolica.
,

.

. .
, a A

Axpand existing curriculum to compare locu#'and "now" 'stuff.

More. creative methods for implementing

/

Moine), diverted outside the classroom. .. \

k

31
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e SOME ENVIROAENTAL EDUCATION .CURRICULUM IDEAS AND
GUIDELINES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

, A

1

Consider these items in developing and evaluating your environmental investi-

gation. (See Guidelines for Collecting Data for Environmental Problem Solving)*

1. Does the activity actually involve the learner in the environMent?---
(Consider the list of Learning Processes below)

2. Is the activity relevant to the learner in his world?

3. Does the activity include opportunitief for problem-solving?

4. Does the activity include opportunities for the learner to collect and
record data based on his Own observations?

5. Dbei ih-i activity include opportunities for the learner to make his own
interpretations about the data he collects?

Two areas for developing environmental investigations include:

Examples Investigating a Specific Problem

Develop detailed instructions for setting up a long-range environmental
investigation about a specific topic or problem.

Effect of Soil Temperature on Rate of Plant Growth on the Schoolyard.

Correlation Between ObsetVable Weather Conditions and Local Air Pollution.

Index

Year-Long Inventory_of Wildlife Habitat Preference on the Schoolyard

Combarlson of Different Environments

Develop detailed instructions for setting up an investigation to compare
different environments, (Specify whethei the study involves the total .

environment, or whether only.parts-soil,:watet, etc.,--of that environ-
ment will be considered.)

Some Examples, are:
Op

Comparison of'Ufba:- acid Rural Environments

Comparison of Terrestrial and aquatic Environment4

Comparison ofSchoolyard and City Park Environments ,-
(Seed- A Lesson Plan fbr Comparing Two Environment's)

The'Lesson plans in " Investigating Your EnVironment" Series -'U. Forest

Service has many tasks and investigations to assist in Collecting land_

interpreting data.



SAMIJE-OF ENVIRON MENTAL INVESTIGATION ASSIGNMENT FROM A-TEACHER WORKSHOP

. ON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

A. 'Describe in writing a project tole used in your teaching situation to

,inventory, collect and interpret data about.same part of the man-made

environment in which you live.
AO

I.' Lt(t procedures iu process terms. (See lesson Plan £or.a Process

Problem Solving Approach to Learning.)1

2. Do not use the same contentbused.this weekend. (Soil pit, stream,.

fareste or plants.)

B. Describe in writing the results of the investigation as done by your

students.'

Examples:

Correlation of Observable weather conditions to air pollution index.

Correlation,of man-made sounds to noise pollution.
Effect of signs and billboards on sight pollution.
Effect of architecture on aesthetics.
Impact of local shopping center on community.
Supermarket Survey (packaging,, buying habits).
Interpreting the man-made landscape using architeturaD styles, etc.

33
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FORMAT FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM EXERCISE

lawit

et,

7

ACTIVITY:

0 GENERALIZATION TO DEVELOP:

EQUIPMENT:

STEPS TO ACTIVITY: Put the le4on into 3 categories:

1. 'The Preparation *
2. The'Investigati6 (Data collecting & interpreting)
3. The Followup (Additional dat llecting, further interpreting,

application to environment management, etc.)

PERNORMANCE TASKS: State in terms at describe what the learner will be

DOING to demonstrate achievement of your objectives. .

1.

3.

CURRICULUM RELATIONSHIPS: State how any of these curriculum areas 4ght

pe a part of your activity.

Social Science (geography, history, economics, sociology/anthropology,
political science)

Science/Math

Language /Creat±ve Arts

Other.

-

411
r

!.1

ECOLOGICAL THEMES: Give at -east two_ examples of-how ecological concepts

can be developed through the activity. Examples of some concepts'are

° change, diversity, interrelationship, adaptation, etc.

L

2
:

,
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10

OHE GUIDELEiNES FOR DEVELOPING OBJECTIVES OR PERFORMANCE TASKS'

An objective describes an expected change'in the learner's behavior,

2. When the rearner has DEMONSTRATED this'behavior the,objedtives'has been
achieved.

.1
3. An objective is a group of words and symbols Which Communicate the ex-

pectation of-the arner so exactly that the others can determine when '

the learner has ach ved it.
.

4. A meaningful stated objective, then,'is one that succeeds in communicatfng,
your expectation for the learner.

5. The best objective is the One that the greatest number of possible
alternatives to your goal: (No mis terpretation.)

Cromwell Park School, Shoreline, Wash.

ACTION WORDS

Here are nine action words from the Americari Association for the Advancement
of Science that apply to curriculum related-activi0.es in eh environment:'

.'These are not the only usable action words.

Identify - The individual selects a named or described dikject 'by pOinting to
touching it, or picking it up.

sae - The individual sp4cifies what an object, events or relationship is
s called.

Order - The indiviOual arranges three-or More 'objects or events" in a seque#ce
based on a stated property.

-Describe - The individual states observable properties sufficient to identify--
an object, or relationship.

DIrstingutsh 1 The individual selects an object or event from two or.more Which
might be confused.

Construct - The individual makes a physical object, a drawing or a written or,
verblstatement (such as aninference, hypothesis, or a test of any-

.

% of these. L, ,

Demonstrate - The individual performs a sequence of operations necessary to
...

carry out a procedure. I

State a Rule The individual communicates, verbally or in writing, a-relation-
Lshitor principle that could be used to solve a,problem orAperforms

-__

a task. . .

Apply a Rule- The individual derives an answer to a problep by using a stated
relationshiR or princi le. ,

-,-

35.
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... . .

(1441t,ice Performance-Tasks listed at end of each Leison Plan in Investigating

your Environment Series..) .

. .

.

Consider these items in evaluating your performance tasks:

1. Have you described the behavior the Learneill demonstrate as evidence

that he has achieved the performapce task2

Is it a measurable action or, e5rformance by the learner? (See list of

Action Words) , /

2., HaVe you stated the-conditions you will impose upon the learner when he
is demonstrating his mastAry"of the petrformance task?'

.. -

Examples:,

16
,using the length of his own steshe will demonktrate

given a liit of rocks be wilt distinguish 4

.e

given a set of tree samples he will construct ,a dichotomous key

G 4
using' a highway map of bis state he will describe

4

*,O?! WAY Td SET UP YOUR--.OBJECTIVE:

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

What will the learner be WING?'
A-

k

14

,
r .

.

/

rWreit:

.

.

i

. ,

What CONDIT will be imposed?

.

.

-,-

'\.

.

.

l.

.

.

. ,k

.

.

. i

. 5.

.

.

.

How will success, be RECOGNIZED?

..

.

.

-1 .

.

c
di1/44

4 :10

.4

.

.

.

,The.complete instructional objecti *should be written below.'

"Nf
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CURRICULUM-DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONS

(These questions should be used andSnsidered near the"end of a coulise

or after the actual. environmental investigations,and activities have

been done.)

What processes and methods did you use in your investigations?-

2. What other methods and proce4ures could you have used?

44_1 If,you had more time, vhat'additienal information could -you collect

in your area? ,

4, What are some Ifocus words" that could be used to study an area?

(changeo,.repetition, continu ity, interdependence, etc.)

49.

Describe one or two,activities.that you can do_with your studs to
inve;bigate some part of your community envfronment:

6. What'part of our investigitions,.that we haedone, can be directly

replicated with audiences or students in your teaching situationsf

37
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ACTION PLANNING-FOR

400
(Review the parts of the plan-4. Comatte E;12.A.181 Workshppr,

`durriculum and list theoteps;.meetillgairtarget ditea, proaects, etc.,

heeded to implement theplan. Identify individuals rind /or groups best

qualified, to implement various parts of plan.)
V

I
A

4
THE COMPONENT OF THE PI AN TOGETHER
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GREAT ATir CCVMJNICATIONS IN THE CUTDOORk ENVIRAENT

The folloifing.is a suggested list of activities,thit could be, used, in any envirnment.
The activities are designed to help the student sharpen, tis observation skills, and

then communicate'as perceptions and feelings about the environment to others.
V .

I. ON THE WAY TO THE SPECIFIC AREA:

A.
B.

%C

Notice colors that are present.
Give the colors descriptive names
had ever determined color words)..
Stop-along the trail and describe

rather thin common names .(as if no one
4

several colors as a. group. 0

AT THE ACTIVITY Sfl'Fi
. .

it.: What ran you see around you? DiscUssion:
.B. What do you hear? Loudest noise? ,SMallest sound? etc.
C. What phrases might we. use to descrIbe this-area% lido a few orally).

.

1. jot down two or so phrases of your own.

*. 2. Get the group into a semi-circle and have each person read his p ses:,

Do this in quick order so. that they willfit together and sound like
one poem. _

.

3. Change the ordersof the group so-that the phrases written make better
sense. -HiVe people form smaller groups and combine their phrases and

-,--- then.readthem orally. (Do either Of these activities). ---.

D. 'How can an area such as this .dictate'mood?
. .

1. What role does color pliy in creating this mood? .,

2. How might our reaction .be cVfferent if this` area were black. and whiter
Monochromatic? .

,

,

_3. What are same* advantages of coley -in our environment? -- --
4. Haw does 'color enhance or enrich our enviroilment?7

,E. Throw tway (scatter) art:
1. Choote one pattern; shape, color, etc.. you see and collect several

.
. pieces-of forest litter t t illuttrate the pattern, etc. Arrange

these pieces your
.

2. Share with _the group, ,

Ft Time alone .

1. Environmental interaction is a personal reaction to tUrraundings.
You are to spend the next 45 minute by yourself. You should select
an area that is outftyisval range .anyone else You may sketch,

write, or just _be alone. -(Hind out any terials group members may
need.) -',..

2. After 45 minutes regroup.for a discussion:
'Feelings? .. i

In Reactions? /...

p. Share any sketches,-.poems, etc: that individuals came up-with.
i _ *

4F,

III. GROUP PROJECT

, Vip.does nature communicate
-,.,11ght,,intensity? -.shadows?.

B. Haw might we caMmunicate to
, this envirdhment (site)?

life or lack of it. etc.)

with us? (Color? Pe'?

others our Impitssions of,

location? season?

Discussion.
or reactions to,

U.S. Forest Service
Denver, Co1ado

2 7
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a

C. What are some possible tools for communication? - ,sketch (natural media),
,,--- poem (cinquain, Haiku, blank verse, etc.), collage, narrative (poem or .

prose), map of the area (student made), randon thoughts, flat item mounting
(forest litter) or maybe a sound'recording with slides.

D. For the next 40 to 60 minutes we are going to compile a booklet that will
,communicate to others our impressions of and reactions to this site. You
may work as individuals or In small groups..

I

FOLLOW -UP DISCUSSION:

A. Examinethenutcome of the project. If time allows each participant may
'-*-want-to explai his contribiltion. (This type of foliow-up may not be

necessary.) You may want to have everyone look over and enjoy the booklet.
B. If possible, a reproduction of the booklet should be made available to all

group members.

At

14.

qt,

2 7

2

Diane Brownfield, Milwaukie, Oregon
3/9/71
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A FEW LANGUAGE AND ART XTIVITIES THE OUTDOOR ENVIROFMENT

*
.

DEVELOPING A SENSE OF TOUOTS
k

4 '

.
, i

Spend a few minutes explor desi ted knyironment prougthe sensesof 'ouch. .
WriteAlown descriptions of the way *-s feel. '. . v

Share.the description with the- jest of the group. .:010.

?lit some of the description pbAses togetherto-make a group poem.

DEVELOPING COLOR IMAGES ,

. , '
.\_.

.: ':Introduction to this 'outdoor activity could begin by ,reading excerpts from
Its Hailstones and Halibut Bones, or simply-by-asking questions about color. green'

- is the example given. Other 'colors may be substituted. Whatare green things,-.
you can see? What are the sounds of green? Flow does green feel? What are the
tastes of.green? What things smell green? GreaCis the feeling of= ,

WALK TO OBSERVE FOREST INFLUENCES (factors that change tie- environment)

List the factors. observed.
I' -

,

STUDY LOG (last winter's blow-down, a tree that split up the middle; insect damage on
og nearby)

List all the things that have changed, and are changing the tree_. (Allow 10-15
minutes.
Order these factors the way you thirAthey happened. ' /

Count rings'on the sections of the cuut up.

Why is there,a difference in the ndmbersof rings on sections of the same
log?.

Spend 3 -5 minutes writing down,ybar thoughts.on the-above question.
Ditcuss,your ideas. - 1

,STUDY SNAGS in the area thathavevvidence of forest influences. (snag with'pileated
. -

. woodpecker holes) burls, fungi, etc.) .

Sketch those trees that shoreinauences and write down ideas you hgofor
possible language activities using these trees.

1

Sketch snag using natural: material and wiriiing tinqua
I

Observe evidence of change on sm. Use ImPfirp charc (black), rotten wood .4
I .

.(brown), elk liphens ,(green-yellow), bracken fern (gre iodine conk (red)1
Sketch on manila paper.

CINIQUAINV . , - v 11' \-
.1

:Write a cinquain about .- snag..
1 word to name su 3-.
2 words to descri it -111- ,

3 words of action about At ,..

4 word phrase abo t it (in this case,. what this snag mean& to the rest of°
the environment) #

l'word that sums up su jec

IMAGES AND HAIKU
' ,

Sit on'end of dock or-other NEAT place.
Write one image or impression for each of the senses. ; t

(imageryor limpression is very loosely defined as a "word,piCtureA)
'words which .bring to- mind a brief impression ofl. scene.)"

seeing - ri s shifting their poiition around the.laki.
hearing - rising and falling:through the trees,1 louder and'

' closer and thenfading away,. ;-

smelling the smell of pungent pines.
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Explain technical specification for HAIKU - three lingo of
5 syllables.
7 syllables

TottAk5 syllables 0
ing 17 syllables which give akbrief itpression of some aspect of nature..

From these images, construct a HAIKU:

"Ripples make'their way across
the lake al the wind
whites tough the pines."1

J

'OR
Describe the next six sounds yo hear --

Whichareman-made soundt?
Which are natural sounds?
Which sounds Fere most pleasing to you?
Did your reaction, to the sounds reflect past associations

Write a-HAIKOcabout the sounds and their effect on_you.

'

.0:MN/CATION THRtUGH CONVERSKTION

with those sounds ?

4i.

According to Mothivr West Wind, apimals,conversed quiteofreely with each other. Do
`" animals really communicate? lbw? Do birds communicate with mammals? Why? Using.

'study skills, create ,a si on 'in the outdoors whereby animals.might be conversing.
Or, perhaps u might come ace to face with an anirmi While on a.hike. What wvuld
your conver ion with that animal be like? Study Skills: punctuation, quotations,.
capitalizat . ihr

RIDDLES

Study the materials on' the forest floor. Discuss the implications of the effect of
these materialt on the forest. Differentiate between natural forest littler and
man -made litter: Activity: Review the fivg.senses; Choase an object' from the .

forest floor. Using the -five sens'es, *write. a riddle describing thit object.. 'It
may"be rhyme-or prose. Example': This object-is about the size of a small;Ckild'i
fist. It feels something like a scouring sponge, but it smells better'thdn that.
4t. Smells like warm stAw, and crackles them t squeezek it by my ear. It's'sort of
yellowish-green. I didn't want to taste it.

EVIDENCE OF,WILDLIFE._

Walk.to pile of cut-up Douglas fir cones..
phy are' these here? 41/4.

.

.

.

pinstruct,a story on evidence fo;nxi:
,What'was the squirrel after? Where are the seeds in a cone How%manyseeds per.

. bract?'. How any seeds per Douglas fir Cone? (Count several and take average)
Why are there so man cone pieces in brie place father than scattered around?

I.,

t
: *'

Follow up any or a of above topics in a written activity,-
, /.

Use cut-uR cone rain design'to tx.pasted on8'i 10 cardboard.' Use as many 4,-
partetof the co as, pos ble, -,

14INI-RJRAL OF FOREST INFL S.
k

Collect influences (dried materials'ohly,- cones, tudgs,,bar.kr liChen
clue on 5 x7'cardboard in a pleasing arrangement;

CARTOON flae.tIMERICK ¢R'CAPTICII
,

, Glue on piece of Ponderosa pinebark on a 5
Using onlY'a fekt.,,pen;'sketch in details of
Part of-the-scene. 4-

..:Write a limeAck to.aCcomPrany the-picture'.

(
instead).

PONDEROSA PINE BARK THING

'. . ..

x 7 cardboard....
\ID

,,

a- cartoon, using the iece of bark as

..

(Can write a caption for the cartobp

,

Soil, etc.)

(Collage, Mosaic, De gn, qr whatever)
Collect pieces, of balrk and arrange"theM,.glue on board. ., .

. . , 0 I
, s

.

by-Charline Mrlonald, Phyllis Zinger, Zee Batley
. .
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i"lbeliD THE SCHDOLIWARD" ACTIVITIES.

US The THE SENSES
.,1 ,.

lent Needed:
1,....

. . .
_i. ,_____

1 sheet of. drawing paper (81,1 X 11") (manila) Per child. '-

Each child brings one dark crayon (green, black, btpwriyetc.). - i
Each adult leader should have a. clip -board and paper and pencil.,
List as many of the cb4pren's comments as possible for each activity.

'1 :

Tell the children you are.wrfting down heir descriptions.

,

At intervals throughout the activity, read back their continents to them.

,.

At the end of each activity, read what was said as a summary. 4 \ A i

Group leaders shotild give the comments and descriptions to the teachers at
the end of the ffild trip for use back at' school to make experience charts
and story-Writing. 1,

"Sound".Hike -J10-15 minutes)
.

Gritpledier takes kids for walk.

Stop at.intervals along the way. =Have kidpclose eyes and listen for,30?
seconds. At the end of 30 seconds, kids describe a sound they heard.

NGr 'eider should write down the -way each kid described his sound.)
,

19aTry to stop in different places so there will be a variety of sounds,to be
heard,

See haw mandifferent'sounds your group can discover.

T: Vilich'sminddid you like best?
leyi ,

0 i AN.
,

Does i remind yod of something else?
Mich ound is'the loudest? The Ruietest? The highest? ;the lowest"? .

.., /,

--:-
"-Forest - roximately'15 minutes) . . 4

(Investigating Arm-Circle of Grass)

1.. Lie on OunAface down. .
,

.

' 2, Make a c by stretching your arms out in front of you on the ground.
3,_ Find at least five different plants inside that circle made with your arms.
4: Spe it yau,cahvfind any,tiny animals crawling through the grass.
5. What else do you ,seed -ffiny dead heaves #r' twigs?)
a... Spread the'grats ap4it4and describe'What you see. 1 s.

.
f '7.. I. . 6

is Idea Many plants,` 4anithals live together in -a -commrait.

t

-

U. S. Forest Service'.

Denver, Colorado
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Sketching - (15-20 minutes)

yj

Find two trees with different shapes.. Observe and sketch one tree iat a time.

1. Look at 'the tree from a distance. , (

2. With your finger, "trace" (in the air) the shape of the tree. 6 (Do this from the
ground up to `top and from top down to:ground.) *

3. Describe the shape of the tree.
4,. Make a "telescope" with your hands. Look through this Itelescope" at your tree-,

from a distance.
5. Describe how the branches' go out from the trunk. (Up? Cut! Down?)
6. ,.Hold out your arms to how the branches grow out from t'he tree trunk. -

' 7. .-4o closer to the treeNWhat else do/Tau notice, about it?
.8: Get,.Clote to the trunk of the tree. L000k up into the tree. What do you see?"
9. . Go to a 'comfortable place where yogi can 'see your tree. Sketchixt with the I

crayon you brought. ,

10. Repeat4procedure for second tree. t
A.. . . .

Add some of. nature's color to your sketch.
*

r

Pick some grass. Use it as a crayon. Rub it around-on the paper to show where the ,

.green is on your tree.

Pick a yellow dandelion blossom- Use it as a crayph somewhere on your Ietch.

"Touch and Feel" Hike - (-Approximately 10!15 minutes)

:Group leader takei -kids-for a walk. Givis following- direction 'at intervals- along ,

the walk. (Add, others when appropriate.)

1. Find the hairiest leaf around. _,Bring' back a tiny bit of it.

other group members. 7
'2. Find the softest leaf. .

,,.._

3. Find the snost rock...
4. Findiehe sou st twig.,
5. Find something cool.
6. Find soisething va .

7. Find something . tp,

8. Find something

ti

"COlof' Hike (
.

. 1. Look for things that are different gocolors 'gken7 Bring back three or fput
.. -.

green things. .,
1 a

Arrange "them in your land .according to lightest green, to 'daiiiA gieen.
. IN

Find describe things traia lre; .

s
...

yellow-p -brovin:grey.

ma.

S

X

'2
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MATH

Determine length of step. Use this unit of measurement for:

'Calculate perimeters and areas of schoolyard activity sPgcep (playfield,
. ball, diamonds, open fields, etc.). Convert measurements to yards, meters.

Construct a conversion scale for metric measurements using the length
of your step.

Find out haw many times you needto run around the playfield to run
*a mile. . A

Find out how many acres are on your playfield.

Constructa map of the schoolyard using the plane table method.
Map to scale.
(Use Boy Scout Merit Badge Series on Surveying as a reference.),

Determine heightsgof trees, utility poles on or adjacent to schooyards, using
triangulation'and a stick at least:as long as your arm.

Compute,cubic voluMe of trees and utility poles using above method.

Determine percentages of'slope of land using a yardstick, another stick, a
baby food jar half filled with water.

Construct,a topographic model, of your schoolyard using layers of cardboard.

*Learn to use compass and determine cardinal directionsion sohoolyard. Orient
rap and compass to actual landscape from schoolyard.,

Learn to use instant mapper and use it with the compass:
Or

Observe and sketch geomekric shapes seen on schoolyard or adjacent areas.
. (Find triangles, circles, -rectangles, squares, lines, etc.)

THING WITH TREth

observe and. compare the shapes of trees.

0
Homany shapes can you find?
Discuss the shapes. Is it triangular? Like a column? Evenly tapered?

Low and spreading? Regular? Irregular?
Find two treps with distinctly different shapes and sketch them.
Look for different ,shapes of trees on the Horizon.

-Observe And compare tie branching of,trees.

Hqwmany different directions do trees branch?.
Abw4do the branches grow outofrom the tree? Straight nut?. Out and then

down? Out and then Way* ends'?
40

Fihd two 6-beg whose branches grow differently and sketch just the way the
branchis grow., .

Writp a comparison about the differences in branching of these trees.

2S3 4....



./
ObSerye And compare the, foliage of trees,

How many different textures of-folge do yoU observe?
Do the lea' es grow,up from the branches? Or do they grow down?

'Do the leaves grow all along the branch, or. gnly at the ends?
Do the leaves hide part of the branch?
Find two treeslgith different textures and etch your impression of the

textures,.
.

Observe and compare the colors in trees. ,

How many different colors can you find in the trees?

Observe one tree at Various times of a sunny day and compare the light patterns.

". Observe, sktich, or photograph the designs and patterns 'made by the shadows of trees.

---.

Observe and compare the bark of trees.

How many different textures 1can you find?
Make bark rubbings with pewsprint and- crayon.

How do trees enhance

WEED PATCHES

nt of your schoolyard?

1. Look for the different colors of-the plants. Arrange.the colors in a list --.
lightestto darkest:

2. CounLand record the different kinds of plants t are Wow your knees -_

' a.- Hbw many plants.have few leaves?

b. How many plants hive many paves?,

c. How many kinds of plants are stickery?

d. Do a n , of t h e plants have flowers?-

7.. List the colprs of the flowers:.

e. Do any of the plants have seed pods?
DeScribe'the different pods:

3. Now record the same data fof the e-plants that.afe above your knees:
a. Nurriber.of different'kinds:

*

b. Plants with many leaves?

c. PlaAS with few leaves?

d. Plantt that are stickery?

e. Do any of these have flowers?
List Vie colors of flowers:

Do any,pf theie/plints have seed pods?
Describe the seed pods:

2 S 4



Are there any plants higher than your head?
_Are there many, or just a few?
Describe these plants:

4'

ft

S. On a separate piece of paper, choose .one of the following to do:
a. Choose one weed and write a riddle about it; using four ofthe five senses.

to describe it.
Which of out five senses would you not use?

b. Write a poem describing the weed,-or a poeiteIling about the color "green."
c. Write an imaginary story explaining how the tallest weed became so tall.

INTERPRETING CULTURAL HISTORY 'AROUND SPOOL

Inventory building structures within a given distance, from your school.

Develop a classification system for types of buildings. (Shape, roof shape, and type,
materials in construction, etc.)

Develop a means of classification for age of buildings.

Map the vacant buildings within a given distance of your school.

Determine how long buildings lave been vacant. (Observe.deterioration, interview
local.residentsconsult written records, etc.)

What function did. the building PerfOrm'when. it was in usel.

What factors caused the buildu to become' vacant?

Who owns the building Woe Is there another' possible use far_the building?

Make an inventory of fences within given distance of your schooi'.

What different types did you find?

-;
What different materials have been used in the fences?'

Devel

Devel

assification system -fbr the fences you otierVed.

chart showing the type Of'feleSand their mo

If possible, find pies 'of discarded fence's and c' listing
uses.for each. ./

Use deal photo to locate section corners in your a ea; f:poliThle, go to that `

location-and look foi' a witness tree. *See if scrib is identifiable.

Locate theileatershed in which *rt.^ school is located', What land use are in that

..1
watershed?

Locate the source of your communits water'supply. What changes' have 'occurred. in the
water supply situation in your canmunity? .

r.
lob

t McDonald and Zee 'Butler S//0 I
.
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.1 EQUIPMENT LIST

This is a basic list of materials needed when planning a 'Forest Service

Environmental Education Workshop. :lost of there items shouidibe ordered

at least 4 weeks prior to session in order'o insure, delivery,

(Appro4mate cost initiating f1rst Workshop - $250)

-

.quantity - E4uipment Item Source

30 Compass, Silva Pathfinder
,

1 J00' tap:

2 laboratory thei-ililrger, water

30-120° F. pocket testing
in metal case A

2 Soil thermometer' 0-220
6"-spike stela', 1 02" dial

40 Pocket Soil-ph Kit

1,000 .

.1 1/2 oz. jelley cups with

lids
I \-

Don Ratliffe
4930Country Club War
Corvallis; Oregon 97330

--

Hardware store

_Instrument Service Co.

P.O. Box 6048
Den ver .Coloradow 0217

Total
Unit Cost Cost

$ 2.00 ea ' - 560.01)

,* . A,*

5.00 ea- , 5.00
`-

9.2`5 ea.. 18.50

ditto 8.77 ea 17.54

VAn Waters & Rogers
4300 Holly
Denve; Colorado 80216

Wholesale Fountain C.
936 SE Clay Street ,

Water Test Kit.- Model CH-10- Hach Cherrilcal Co

0202ph P.O. Box 907
713 South -Duff -

Ames, Iowa 5Q010,

Port land,' Oregon 97214

Increment borer - 12" /

10 6' cloth sewing tapes .

(diameter tapes)

30 liGreen bamboo garden stakes

" (nieasure heig)00

30 Hand lens - 8X W/neck cords

ti

I

Shovel

1 Hatchet
0

20 Wooden stttts_ for compass game

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
Box 8397

205 West Rankin Street
Jackson, Mississippi 39204

2.25 'ea' 22.50
1

.10.00/M

28.50 ea

10.00
."

28 5

40.75 ea 40.75

Dime stare .10 ea

_

Garden store

Oregpn Museum 64
Science and Industry

4015 SW Canyon Road-,

Portland,.Oregon 97221'

2b6

.$0 bdle

1.00

.S0

1.40= ea 42.00


